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ABSTRACT
Meeting energy and chemical production demands while reducing costs and emissions is a
grand challenge. Intensified processes which merge multiple tasks while maintaining performance
can significantly reduce equipment footprint, energy input and costs. Effectively designing such
processes requires balancing competing trade-offs on multiple levels.
A multi-scale framework is developed for simultaneous consideration of operational and ma-
terial decisions by posing the intensified process design problem as an optimization formulation.
Models and constraints related to process operations, process performance, product quality and
material properties are incorporated into the framework.
The framework is applied to intensify the separation and storage of methane (CH4) from feed-
stocks by exploiting the preferential adsorption properties of zeolites. However, meeting con-
straints on CH4 loss and purity while maximizing the storage capacity is a challenge requiring
consideration of both process and material decisions. The complete dynamic process model and
constraints along with adsorption isotherm models are posed as a nonlinear programming (NLP)
problem. Adsorption isotherm data on 178 siliceous zeolite frameworks are obtained using Grand
Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations. An initialization strategy is developed to aid in
optimizing the model using which the top candidate zeolites and their corresponding process con-
ditions are determined for different feed compositions. The analysis is extended to obtain target
material property maps by extensively sampling the material property space (Henry coefficient,
deliverable capacity, isotherm parameters) using a Latin Hypercube based strategy. Data from
publicly available zeolite databases are super-imposed onto these maps to identify the top zeolite
structures for process performance and feasibility.
Another application studied is the design of a process to integrate CO2 capture and syngas pro-
duction using methane feedstocks. The energy intensive periodic pressure changes employed for
adsorbent-based CO2 capture are avoided by using a CH4 rich purge feed to strip the adsorbed CO2
which then becomes feed for syngas production. A data-driven constrained optimization algorithm
ii
is applied to identify process conditions which satisfy process specifications and product quality
requirements and to determine optimal process decisions for different objectives and feedstocks.
The importance of the multi-scale optimization approach in designing novel intensified processes
is demonstrated through these applications.
iii
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW∗
Energy efficient and cost-effective processes will be necessary to meet the increasing energy
needs of the future in a sustainable manner. Technologies for processing gases such as CO2 and
CH4 are especially important, since CO2 emissions due to burning of fossil fuels are linked to
climate change while CH4 is the cleanest fossil fuel available in terms of CO2 emissions. To limit
CO2 emissions, there is a dire need for technologies for CO2 capture, utilization and sequestration
(CCUS) especially from dilute sources of CO2. For widespread deployment of such technologies
alongside existing infrastructure, there needs to be a significant reduction in the energy consump-
tion and cost of the CO2 capture step, which currently accounts for upto 60-70% of the cost. Natu-
ral gas of which CH4 is a primary component, is an important fuel source with its demand growing
in the coming years. To satisfy the future demand, utilization of unconventional feedstocks such
as biogas, landfill gas, coal-bed methane will be required. However, even conventional feedstocks
of CH4 such as natural gas, shale gas can have variable impurities content upto 70% [1]. From
these feedstocks, impurities such as acid gases, nitrogen, water, oil and condensates etc. also need
to be separated in order to obtain fuel grade CH4. Separation processes alone account for about
45-55% of the total industrial energy consumption and about 10-15% of the total national energy
consumption in the U.S [2].
Design of intensified processes which attempt to merge multiple tasks in a smaller equipment
footprint can drive reduction in cost and energy input [3]. Intensified processes are also important
for utilizing small scale and scatter sources. While conventional separation and pipeline transporta-
tion supply chains exist for conventional large-scale sources, establishing such facilities for small
and distributed sources can be cost prohibitive. For utilization of such unconventional feedstocks,
modular equipment and processes are necessary since economies of scale would not be effective
∗Parts of this section reproduced in part with permission from Iyer, S. S., Demirel, S. E. and Hasan, M. M. F.,
"Combined Natural Gas Separation and Storage Based on in Silico Material Screening and Process Optimization"
Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research, 57 (49), 16727-16750. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
Available at https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.iecr.8b02690
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as compared to facilities which process large volumes of raw material. Instead, economies can be
realized through assembly line based mass production of modular equipment which can reduce the
cost of individual units.
1.1 Need for Multi-scale Framework for Process Design and Intensification
vanGerven and Stankiewicz [3] discussed fundamental principles to approach process intensi-
fication in four domains: spatial, temporal, thermodynamic and functional on scales ranging from
molecular to meso to macro-scale. Portha et al. [4] highlighted the importance of intensification
both at the local scale on the phenomena level and on the global scale on the overall process level
considering interactions between different units. Process intensification can be achieved both on
the process design and operation scale and on the material design and development scale. For
instance, either different materials with single functionalities [5] or multi-functional materials [6]
can be employed to intensify processes e.g., sorption enhanced reaction processes [7]. Examples of
intensification approaches which include modifications in process operation along with combining
different materials are multi-bed and layered pressure swing adsorption processes [8–10], differen-
tial material distributions in the bed [11], multi-material simulated moving beds [12]. Multi-scale
considerations can enable understanding and quantifying interaction between phenomena at dif-
ferent scales and can provide opportunities to leverage such interactions in a composite integrated
design of new technologies. Onel et al. [13] demonstrated the importance of using a multi-scale
approach in evaluating the applicability of an intensified reactor alternative for small scale gas to
liquid process systems. Multi-scale analysis and supply chain optimization were performed by
Hasan et al. [14] to CO2 capture, utilization and sequestrations considering various feed sources,
process technologies, materials and resource locations.
1.1.1 Importance of Optimization for Systematic Process Design and Intensification
There is abundant literature [15–18] on using optimization techniques to improve process oper-
ating conditions for furthering performance objectives. For instance, Nilchan et al. [19] applied a
rigorous mathematical programming strategy to optimize the fully discretized dynamic adsorption
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model for describing pressure swing adsorption (PSA) systems and bed interactions. Aboosadi et
al. [20] optimized a tri-reforming reactor for methanol synthesis using a differential evolution al-
gorithm. Bildia et al. [21] optimized the design of intensified processes for dimethyl ether (DME)
synthesis and compared it with traditional reactor-separator-recycle processes. Biegler [15] de-
scribe advanced optimization strategies for batch systems to integrate both the scheduling and unit
interactions.
Systematic frameworks incorporating optimization-based approaches have been developed to
systematically identify, design and evaluate novel process configurations. These involve simul-
taneous optimization of both the process configurations and process operations [22]. Ismail et
al. [23] presented a systematic approach for synthesis of combined reactor-separator systems us-
ing a multi-functional process module representation. Recker et al. [24] developed a systematic
framework for performing optimization-based design of integrated reaction separation processes.
Nikolic et al. [25] developed an optimization framework for analyzing pressure swing adsorption
cycles involving multi-bed and multi-layered configurations. A superstructure based optimiza-
tion framework was used by Agarwal et al. [26, 27] to obtain optimal cycle configurations using
a fully discretized model for pre and post combustion PSA systems. Henao and Maravelias [22]
developed a superstructure optimization framework using surrogate-models instead of complex
non-linear process models to reduce the complexity of optimization.
Optimization techniques have also been utilized to obtain performance limits and feasibility
maps and indices for process designs. Swaney and Grossman [28] developed a general frame-
work for quantifying flexibility in process design and operation through the use of a flexibility in-
dex. Pistikopoulos and Mazzuchi [29] presented a flexibility analysis approach for processes with
stochastic parameters. Desmet et al. [30] employed a global optimization based approach to de-
termine performance limits on productivity of isothermal packed bed reactors subject to allowable
ranges of inlet pressures and catalyst layer thickness and pore volumes. Dua and Pistikopoulos [31]
applied multi-parametric mixed integer optimization approaches for material design and process
synthesis under uncertainty. Cruz and Manousiouthakis [32] synthesized and identified the perfor-
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mance limits for reaction separation networks through formulation of an infinite linear program.
Carrasco and Lima [33] have recently developed a framework to calculate input spaces for feasible
operation for process design and intensification of natural gas utilization systems. Optimization
techniques thus provide a way to analyze and evaluate the performance of process designs in order
to form a strong case for industrial adoption and deployment.
The preponderance of works on process optimization consider the possibilities in the process
decision variable space for a fixed or limited set of materials. This can be a very useful tool for
improving the operation and performance for well studied processes for which the best materials
are identified. However, for the design of novel intensified processes, especially for which the
appropriate candidate materials are not yet identified or well studied, it will be important to evaluate
the new process designs for a range of candidate materials.
1.1.2 Materials Screening and Design for Improved Process Performance
Nanoporous materials such as zeolites, metal-organic frameworks posses preferential gas ad-
sorption properties due to large gravimetric and volumetric internal surface areas, unique pore
structures and large accessible volume making them candidate materials for gas separation and
storage applications. Due to the different topology and type of atoms which can constitute a
nanoporous material structure and hence influence its pore characterization metrics such as density,
porosity, accessible surface area and volume, a large number of experimental and theoretical struc-
tures are possible. Over 200 pure silica zeolitic frameworks have been experimentally identified
with over 2 million hypothetical zeolites computationally identified through different combinations
of bonding with silicon and oxygen [34,35]. Over 3,000,000 different nanoporous materials which
include zeolites, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), zeolitic imidiazolate frameworks (ZIFs) and
porous polymer networks (PPNs) have been generated in silico by different research groups along
with about 5000 experimentally synthesized MOFs [36].
This has led to abundant research in effectively screening materials from a large number of
potential candidates for different process applications. For example, Kim et al. [37,38] performed
large scale computational screening of zeolites for ethane/ethene separation and for CO2 separa-
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tions using membranes respectively, while Lin et al. [39] screen zeolites and zeolitic imidazolate
framework structures for carbon capture. Similarly, there are many works on high throughput com-
putational screening of metal organic frameworks (MOFs) for different separation applications like
carbon capture, methane storage, CH4/H2 separation [40–44]. Wu et al. [5] screened faujasite zeo-
lite structures with different Si/Al ratios for temperature swing adsorption systems and concluded
that high Al content is favorable at equilibrium conditions. While material screening studies are
useful in obtaining the list of top materials and key properties for a particular application, they
usually compare material properties at fixed set of process conditions.
A combination of theoretical and data-driven insights have also been applied to determine
optimal properties and link structural descriptors to properties for nanoporous adsorbents. Gomez-
Gualdron et al. [45] identified optimal heat of adsorption for nanoporous materials which max-
imizes the deliverable capacity for isothermal and non-isothermal methane storage and delivery
applications. Simon et al. [46] investigated the existing and hypothetical zeolite database using a
combination of theoretical models and data and provided a range for the optimal heat of adsorption
for methane storage and delivery and demonstrated its dependence on the structure of the mate-
rial. Recently, machine learning based approaches [47–51] have been used to identify structure
property relationships from datasets collected through computationally expensive simulations and
provide ranges of values of structural descriptors for various applications. For instance, Ohno and
Mukae [48] used a machine learning approach using Guassian process regression to identify ranges
of methane uptake for different values of pore descriptors such as surface areas, void fractions and
maximum pore diameters. Fernandez et al. [52] used decison tree models to provide rules on den-
sities and void fractions for optimal MOFs for methane storage applications. They also developed
classifiers to screen material databases for candidate MOFs with desired CO2 adsorption capacities
for carbon capture applications [49].
1.1.3 Toward Consideration of Both Process Operation and Materials for Novel Designs
Design of novel intensified processes is more comprehensive when decisions at both process
and material scales are considered at the outset. Compared to works employing process model-
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ing and optimization, there are fewer works that consider both materials and process development
simultaneously especially for adsorbent based processes. Some examples of simultaneous consid-
eration of process and material decisions in the design stage do exist in literature for simultaneous
process and solvent design applications through computer aided molecule design [53–56] where
possible structural and functional groups describing novel solvents were proposed using group
contribution theory [53, 57] which involves predicting the properties of solvents, polymers based
on the additivity principle of individual contributions to physical properties due to the different
functional groups present. The contributions of the number and type of functional groups con-
stituting the molecular structure of the solvent is related with its properties such as heat capacity,
density, viscosity. Suitable constraints such as octet rule are imposed to ensure structural fea-
sibility of the designed group. Hamad and El-Halwagi [58] applied such an optimization based
procedure to simultaneously synthesize mass separating agents e.g. solvents and mass-exchange
networks incorporating process objectives and metrics for solvent design. Pistikopoulos and Ste-
fanis [57] applied a systematic procedure to identify optimal solvents which satisfy plant-wide op-
erational and environmental constraints. Papadopoulos and Linke applied a molecular clustering
based approach to group together similar solvents for integrated process and solvent design while
incorporating solvent design information into process synthesis problem. Recently, the group con-
tribution method has also been applied for prediction of adsorbent activity coefficients for removal
of naturally occurring radioactive material from liquid adsorbates such as waste water [59].
For adsorbent based processes, Wiersum et al. [60] developed tailored adsorbent performance
indicators based on conventional material screening metrics such as working capacities, heat of
adsorption and binary selectivities for CO2/CH4 separation. For the optimization of a VSA system
for post combustion carbon capture, Rajagopalan et al. [61] observed that most commonly used
metrics such as working capacities, selectivities and other figures of merit are not able to accu-
rately rank materials when the complete process is evaluated. Ga et al. [62] obtained additional
material performance indicators analytically based on an idealized PSA process model to enable
comparison between the performance of different materials without the need for dynamic process
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simulations. Guo et al. [63] perform iterative process optimization using fully discretized models
and experimentation to finally obtain both accurate isotherm parameters and optimal conditions
for their material and process respectively. Belmabkhout et al. [64] studied multiple adsorbents
and identified key adsorbent properties such as pore volumes and strength of interactions which
influence CO2 capture costs at different pressures and feed compositions and proposed metal-
organic frameworks as demonstrating great potential due to their tunability. Similarly, Berger and
Bhown [65, 66] screened adsorbents using a simplified equilibrium model to identify optimum
heat of adsorption which minimizes the energy penalty for carbon capture for varying pressures
and feed compositions.
Floudas and coworkers [1, 67, 68] performed both in-silico material screening and process op-
timization of pressure swing adsorption systems for CO2 capture, natural gas separation and hy-
drogen sulfide removal applications respectively. Their analysis spans atomistic and mesoscopic
scales for performing the materials screening and the macroscopic scale for performing the process
optimization. Similar analysis was extended to a process case study involving simulated moving
bed chromatography by Hasan et al. [12].
Transitioning from sequential design of materials followed by tuning process performance to an
optimization based inverse design framework can help in identifying directions of improvement in
material properties for satisfying or improving process constraints and objectives. This is important
to ensure that a novel process configuration is not rejected because it is not evaluated at the material
property range which is best suited for the process application. Moreover, this approach will be
valuable for identifying optimal material properties for design of novel processes and for guiding
experimental efforts in tuning material properties.
1.1.4 Challenges
The recent studies in literature which incorporate both process and material considerations to-
gether primarily focus on well studied existing process systems. However, while evaluating novel
and intensified process designs, it is important to consider both the range of possible process op-
eration and the range of available material property space to provide a much more holistic picture.
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However, there are challenges which plague such multi-scale considerations both from the ma-
terial and process point of view. Multi-scale optimization is challenging since it often requires
solving high-fidelity models at the molecular and process scales [13, 69]. For example, there are
different length and time scales involved in material property prediction right from highly computa-
tionally expensive ab-initio quantum mechanical modeling approaches such as Density Functional
Theory (DFT), to a lesser but still considerably computationally expensive molecular simulation
approaches such as Molecular Dynamics (MD) and Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) sim-
ulations which utilize knowledge of parameters such as partial charges on the atoms from quan-
tum mechanical calculations [40]. Due to the time consuming nature of simulations at molecular
scales, lumped parameters and properties obtained from such high fidelity analyses are used in
macro and process scale approaches. This necessitates the sequential use of models at different
aggregation levels to pass parameters from a lower level to use in a model at a next level up. While
doing so, Vlachos highlighted [70] that a considerable amount of data produced by high fidelity
simulations at lower (finer) scale is compressed into a few parameters as it is passed to a higher
(coarser) scale [70]. Biegler [69] discussed the importance and demonstrated the use of reduced
order models in place of original detailed models for multi-scale applications. Recently, some of
these approaches have been attempted with regards to multi-scale modeling and optimization of
gas separations [1, 67, 71] and pharmaceutical [72] processes.
The availability, costs and characteristics of materials currently limit the process performance
for different applications in gas separation, storage and conversion. There are a lot of experimental
studies on improving the properties of existing synthesized materials by modifying/doping them
with other materials, employing novel synthesis techniques etc. However, experiments are expen-
sive and time consuming. Moreover, the huge number of possible structures and properties and
the large computation times required for rigorous molecular and process simulations leads to a
need for identifying target material ranges rather than a brute force approach screening every ma-
terial. It is important to have a systematic optimization based framework for identifying feasible
and optimal material property ranges for process applications. This can greatly help in reducing
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the material property search space while offering insights into identifying possible directions for
material property tuning. Though there are experimental techniques to synthesize and tune indi-
vidual nanoporous materials [73–75], there is a paucity of general closed form analytical relations
relating experimental modifications to observed properties.
The design of intensified processes which attempt to merge multiple phenomena can lead to
multiple tradeoffs between competing process metrics. Moreover, constraints on loss of feed and
unreacted streams through the process vents and outlets have to be limited while maximizing pro-
cess objectives such as performance and cost-effectiveness. This can lead to difficulties in even
identifying the values of process decision variables which can lead to a feasible process opera-
tion meeting the imposed constraints. Thakur et al. [76] mentioned the need to perform trial and
error simulations to obtain a operating point which gives a desired product purity for comparing
their modified process design for pressure swing adsorption. A rigorous process modeling and
optimization framework thus becomes necessary to identify feasible points of operation and fur-
ther optimize the process objectives. If no feasible point of operation is found, then appropriate
modification of designs and formulation of constraints can be performed for arriving at a feasible
operating regimes with respect to process and product specifications and emission limits.
Additionally, particular applications also pose additional challenges for intensification of tasks.
For example, the separation of CO2, CH4 from sources of medium or lower concentration with a
variety of impurities such as water, hydrogen sulfide, mercaptans, nitrogen can prove to be ex-
pensive. Presence of both strongly and weakly adsorbing impurities especially pose challenges
for modular and intensified designs with limited no of pressure/temperature excursions. Similarly,
integration of tasks in a single unit which require individually opposing optimal conditions e.g.
endothermic reactions which require high temperature and adsorption onto zeolites which is fa-
vored at low temperatures can be challenging. CO2 being a thermodynamically stable molecule,
its conversion to other chemicals can be very energy-intensive.
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Figure 1.1: Proposed approach of inverse material design using a multi-scale optimization frame-
work. While conventional approach based on existing and synthesized materials attempts to test
and tune process performance based on the properties of the material selected, the proposed
paradigm attempts to estimate target material properties and design materials which optimize spe-
cific process objectives.
1.2 Research Goals and Objectives
The overarching goal is to transition to a design paradigm (Fig. 1.1) which is instrumental in
identifying properties and designing materials which optimize process performance while meeting
technology specific requirements. In this work, progress is made toward this goal by outlining the
following research objectives:
• Develop a multi-scale process and materials intensifications framework for design and evalu-
ation of novel adsorbent based processes for unconventional gaseous feedstocks. The frame-
work is to be posed as an optimization formulation which optimizes a process objective
such as performance or cost while incorporating the process and material models and mod-
els connecting both scales, constraints on process operation and metrics. This also involves
developing appropriate process models to characterize dynamic adsorption of gases in a col-
umn filled with nanoporous adsorbents such as zeolites. The process models being dynamic
in nature, incorporate partial differential equations which need to be converted to algebraic
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formulations for use with existing optimization solvers. In addition to process models, the
goal is to obtain data for different zeolite adsorbents to enable uniform comparison using
the framework by applying molecular simulation approaches and develop analytical models
such as isotherm models to incorporate the material data into the framework. Developing
and incorporating initialization strategies to effectively solve the highly nonlinear process
models incorporated is also required for solving the problems for a variety of cases.
• Apply the framework to identify conditions for an intensified process design which attempts
to exploit the multi-functional gas separation and storage properties of zeolites to combine
the process operation in a single column module. For instance, this can be a process to en-
able combined separation and storage [77] of CH4 in a single module from a feed containing
CH4/N2 for application in adsorbent natural gas (ANG) systems. The goal is then to design
a process for the combined separation and storage of CH4 and compare the performance of
a set of candidate materials at the corresponding conditions which are optimum for the in-
dividual material. This also involves appropriately formulating constraints which maintain
product purity and limit losses of reactants while maximizing a process objective such as
CH4 storage. Such process optimization driven material screening can then be used to deter-
mine the relative ranking of the materials for different feed conditions and identify material
candidates which satisfy the constraints imposed on the process operation.
• Provide feasibility maps of material properties, e.g., equilibrium adsorption loading, Henry
coefficients for feasible process operation subject to process constraints imposed. Beyond
identifying feasibility, maps of constraint violations can be useful in identifying the effect
of material properties on the deviation from feasibility. The goal is to relate ranges of the
continuous material property space to the values of total and individual constraint violation
obtained and identify where currently available existing and hypothetically designed materi-
als lie in the feasibility space.
• Apply the framework for identifying an initial feasible point of operation and further op-
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timize process objectives while integrating the process operation of CO2 capture from flue
gas and its subsequent utilization to syngas while monetizing unconventional CH4 feeds.
Since the process objectives have to be maximized subject to constraints on unreacted and
vented CO2 and CH4, syngas ratio and product purity constraints, identifying even feasible
operating points without resorting to an optimization framework can be non intuitive.
1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
The dissertation is organized as follows:
In Section 2, details about the development of the multi-scale design and intensification frame-
work is presented as an optimization formulation along with an elaborate summary of the different
components in the process operational and material scales which comprise the framework. A
discussion about obtaining analytical algebraic models for the dynamic process constraints and
material data is provided. Further initialization and data-driven strategies for solving the overall
optimization formulation are also discussed.
In Section 3, the framework is applied in a process design case of utilizing the preferential
adsorption capabilities of zeolites to design a process for combined separation and storage of CH4.
Details on the complete algebraic optimization formulation of the process is provided. Adsorp-
tion properties for different zeolites are obtained via Monte Carlo simulations. The candidate top
performing zeolites and their corresponding process operating conditions are obtained for a range
of CH4 and N2 feeds. The presence of CO2 in the feed on process performance and the num-
ber of zeolites feasible for process operation is also presented. The discussion of the combined
separation and storage technology is extended to obtain constraint violation and feasibility maps
over the range of material property space. Details about the methodology adopted for mapping the
complete material property input space e.g. CH4 and N2 space using just three parameters while
retaining the characteristics of the overall isotherm space is provided. The material properties
along with the intermediate process metrics which play a significant role in the satisfaction or lack
thereof of the constraints relating to the process metrics such as loss and purity are identified. The
available existing zeolites [78] and the hypothetical generated zeolites [46,79] are also depicted in
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the feasibility and constraint violation maps.
In Section 4, the details about the process design and simulation methodology for integrating
carbon capture from flue gas and CO2 conversion to syngas using methane rich feeds is provided.
This is followed by a discussion on the narrow window of process operation which satisfies the
imposed constraints and utilization of a data-driven optimization strategy to reduce constraint vio-
lation and optimize the process for two case studies involving natural gas and biogas feeds respec-
tively.
In section 5, the overall conclusions drawn from the use of the framework is summarized and
some future directions and challenges pertaining to the broader applicability of the framework to
other process designs and applications is briefly discussed.
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2. A MULTI-SCALE PROCESS AND MATERIALS OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK FOR
INTENSIFICATION∗
For designing and evaluating processes for intensified applications, it is necessary to capture
the progress of different phenomena involved over both spatial and temporal domains to predict
process performance. Understanding and incorporating the various equilibrium, kinetic and trans-
port effects and leveraging the trade-offs between competing phenomena systematically is critical.
For process designs to reflect actual performance, the underlying model needs to capture the above
effects appropriately and should incorporate reliable material and physical properties. If there are
different choice of materials involved in the decision making, their effects on the overall process
performance also needs to be accounted for. Additionally, constraints on process operations and
product specifications influence the scope, cost-effectiveness and applicability of different designs.
An optimization formulation based approach can be useful in incorporating different models and
satisfying the imposed constraints to optimize desired objectives. Such an approach can be versa-
tile enough to evaluate the inherent flexibility and the robustness of the design to handle changes
in operational parameters such as feed compositions and effect of different choices of materials.
Other factors such as large-scale deployment, geographical proximity to resources, etc. can also
affect the feasibility and effectiveness of process designs but in this work, we will limit the scope
of our analysis to the process development and material selection scales. An optimization-based
multi-scale process and materials intensification framework is developed for designing and evalu-
ating process designs and is described below.
∗Parts of this section reproduced in part with permission from Iyer, S. S., Demirel, S. E. and Hasan, M. M. F.,
"Combined Natural Gas Separation and Storage Based on in Silico Material Screening and Process Optimization"










































≤ 0 (Process Performance Constraints)
(2.1c)
hMP (α,β,γ) = 0 (Material-Process Connectivity Model)
(2.1d)
hM(δ,β) = 0 (Material Structure-Property Model)
(2.1e)
X ∈ [XL,XU ] ⊆ Rd (Decision Variable Bounds)
(2.1f)
In the above formulation, α is the vector of state variables of the process (e.g., pressure, tem-
perature, gaseous phase mole fraction, adsorbent phase gas loadings), X is the vector of pro-
cess design variables (e.g., feed pressure and temperature, pressure and temperature at column
boundaries, feed velocities, column dimensions, process duration, void fractions), β is a vector of
material properties (e.g., density, equilibrium adsorption isotherm parameters, specific heat capac-
ity, diffusion co-efficient, heat of adsorption, reaction kinetics parameters), γ denotes a vector of
material-centric process parameters which includes the values of material properties such as heat
of adsorption, adsorbent loadings at the process state variables such as temperature, pressure and
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compositions while δ can include structural, geometric and pore descriptors (e.g. crystal structures,











is the objective function which can represent process
performance and economic metrics such as total gas stored, conversion, productivity, total cost







,γ) = 0 includes the mass and energy
balances, pressure drop correlations, boundary conditions, initial conditions and other auxiliary











0 represent set of inequalities which account for the bounds on the process performance metrics,
product quality etc. hM(δ,β) denotes the material model which relates structural, chemical and
geometric characteristics with the material properties such as adsorption loading isotherm data,
heat of adsorption, Henry co-efficient. hMP (α,β,γ) is the material process connectivity model
which describes the values of the material-centric properties at the conditions of the process state
variables such as pressure, temperature and mole fraction. Examples of such material process
connectivity models include rate expressions, extended equilibrium adsorption isotherms, mass
transfer driving force equations etc.
2.1.1 Process Models







,γ) = 0, is used to cap-
ture the bulk and interfacial transport phenomena, depletion and generation of different species
along with the associated temperature and pressure effects and describe the behavior of various
phenomena occurring in a particular application. There are however multiple levels of complexi-
ties in process modeling in terms of multiple dimensions, multiple phases, modeling of complex
geometries which may be required for predicting process performance for different applications.
In this dissertation, the framework is demonstrated with a one dimensional generalized model [80]
characterizing packed bed systems with gas adsorption and reaction while accounting for the dy-
namic effects. Different systems such as reactors, adsorbers, sorption-enhanced reactors, layered
bed configurations and different modes of operation such as steady state, unsteady state and cyclic
processes can be modeled by neglecting the appropriate terms in the generalized model. An exam-
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ple of a partial differential equation which describes the component mole balance of adsorption of






































∀i ∈ I (2.2)
The multi-scale optimization framework is however posed as an optimization formulation. Process
models containing differential terms need be converted to equivalent or approximate algebraic
formulations, to be solved with current state of the art optimization solvers available in literature.
For this an appropriate discretization strategy is necessary in both spatial and temporal domains. A
variety of discretization strategies such as finite difference, finite volume, finite element and other
Taylor series expansion based methods such as collocation methods exist. For integrating along
the temporal dimension, implicit and explicit methods are available, where implicit methods are
used when there are steep gradients in the profiles of the transient variables.
A discretization strategy involving finite volume in space and implicit Euler method for time
integration is described below. The spatial dimension is divided into a number of spatial finite
volumes NJ . The average value of a conserved quantity over each finite volume is denoted by sub-
script j ∈ J = {1, 2, .., N} . For instance, Pj = (
∫
Vj
P (t)dV )/∆V denotes the average pressure
at a time t in a location of the column corresponding to a volume indexed j. To approximate the
spatial derivatives, they are integrated over each cell with the values at the finite volume boundaries
denoted by indices j − 0.5 and j + 0.5 respectively and the average value over the finite volume
denoted by index j. Different schemes such as Van Leer, Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory
(WENO) can be used to relate the values of the neighboring finite volumes with each other [81] de-
pending on their applicability for the process model and the accuracy requirements. For instance,
the upwind differencing scheme (UDS) is used to relate the value of the finite volume boundary
at j + 0.5 with the corresponding value upstream at j e.g. Pj+0.5 = Pj . The values at both of
the column ends at j = 0.5 and j = N + 0.5 are given by the respective boundary conditions.
The use of the first order accurate UDS scheme avoids non-physical oscillations [82] in the so-
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lution however it does introduce some numerical diffusion. The temporal derivatives occurring
in the differential equations can be converted to algebraic equations using explicit, implicit and
combination of explicit and implicit timestepping schemes. Fully explicit schemes though easier
to solve and express as a function of known variables are not unconditionally stable for all choices
of the time step length. Fully implicit schemes require solving a set of equations at every time
step in the integration but are unconditionally stable for choices of time step length. However, for
both schemes the accuracy is improved if the number of time steps chosen are increased which
translates to shorter length of time steps. For instance, if the differential equation to be discretized
is dy
dt
= F (t, y), then the corresponding backward Euler approximation for a time step k will be
yk−yk−1
∆t
= F (tk, yk) where the value of y at k− 1 th step is known through recursively solving the
scheme from the value of y at the initial condition.
An alternate approach to could be building approximate algebraic surrogate models using data
obtained from solving the process model for a variety of conditions [83]. Appropriate sampling
methods are used to sample the values of the decision variables and obtain the corresponding
process outputs [84]. Based on such a dataset, algebraic input-output surrogate models can be
constructed to represent the behavior of the process with respect to the chosen inputs and output
variables. This can be useful if the process model is highly complex to use a complete discretization
formulation as is the case for many cyclic process operations.
Based on the formulation of the process model, the appropriate formulations for the constraints
on process performance metrics such as feed loss, unconverted reactants, purity, productivity can
be expressed as a function of process decision variables and the process state variables at different
locations of space and time.
2.1.2 Material Models
It is difficult to obtain explicit or closed form equations hM(δ,β) to directly relate the mate-
rial properties β (e.g. adsorption isotherm parameters) with structural and geometric properties of
materials δ such as void fraction, density, crystal structure and topography, pore size distribution
etc from theoretical insights. These properties are usually obtained through experiments or by
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applying rigorous computational methods. However, experiments to synthesize and characterize
materials can be expensive and time consuming to evaluate the large number of candidate struc-
tures. Also there is abundant experimental data and synthesis methods available for a few widely
used materials such as zeolites 13X, 5A, ZSM-5, MOF-5 but there can be a paucity of available
data for a large number of material candidates which are not yet close to commercialization for the
existing technologies.
2.1.2.1 Obtaining Material Data
In order to be consistent in exploring and obtaining data about the wide range of materials avail-
able in the databases, computational methods are valuable. Though compared to experiments, the
computational methods are cheaper, rigorous high fidelity molecular simulations especially those
involving predicting properties from ab-initio first principles using quantum mechanical models
such as Density Functional Theory (DFT) [85] can be computationally expensive. However, there
are other computationally lesser expensive molecular simulation methods such as molecular dy-
namics, Monte Carlo simulations which include some of the values of parameters such as partial
atomic charges from ab-initio models and experiments to make the simulations computationally
more tractable.
For instance, for obtaining the equilibrium gas adsorption loading for gases such as CO2, N2
and CH4 on pure silica zeolites considered in this work, Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC)
simulations are employed. Openly available molecular simulation packages such as RASPA [86]
which has been previously employed for a variety of molecular simulation studies can be used
to perform the GCMC simulations [87] to determine pure component equilibrium loadings on
nanoporous materials. The simulations are performed in a grand canonical ensemble (µV T ) where
exchange of energy and molecules between a fixed volume V of a system (adsorbent framework)
and reservoir (bulk gas) is allowed at constant chemical potential µ and temperature T . From a
reservoir containing molecules of gas, insertion and deletion moves of gas molecules into or from
the adsorbent framework is performed. Within the adsorbent framework, appropriate translation
and rotation moves of the gas molecules are performed. The difference in total energy of the system
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after performing these moves is calculated to determine the acceptance probability of the moves.
Coulombic and Van der Waals interactions between the adsorbate and the adsorbent molecules are
considered to obtain the interaction energies. Equilibrium is assumed to be attained when the gas
in the reservoir and the gas in the framework have the same chemical potential. The chemical
potential is related to the system pressure using an appropriate equation of state. The number of
molecules inside the framework at equilibrium is then used to calculate the equilibrium adsorption
loading. Other metrics such as the density of the adsorbent, isoteric heat of adsorption, Henry
co-efficients and binary gas selectivities are also obtained using the RASPA package.
The GCMC simulation results for CH4 on two silicalite (MFI) structures from van Koningsveld
et al. [88] and IZA-SC database [78] are compared with experimental data on silicalite (MFI)
from Zhu et al. [89]. There is a good agreement with experimental data at pressures less than
1 bar for both the structures, but there is some deviation at higher pressures for both structures
which could be due to differences in the void fraction, density and other structural features in the
silicalite crystals used. For N2, the simulation results for the MFI framework atom positions from
van Koningsveld et al. [88] are in good agreement with the simulation results (for the same atom
positions) and the experimental results in Watanabe et al. [90] shown in Fig. 2.1. The results for
atom positions from the MFI structure in the IZA-SC database used in this work, is also shown in
Fig. 2.1 for the sake of completeness.
2.1.2.2 Constructing Models from Material Data
For use of the data on material metrics collected through molecular simulations or through ex-
periments in the optimization formulation of the multi-scale framework, it is important to develop
analytical models which represent the data. This is necessary to predict the values of the material
properties in the intermediate ranges between sampled data points where original data is not avail-
able. Appropriate models with tunable parameters which include insights about the mechanism of
the phenomena to which the data pertain to are employed. Some examples of such models such as
reaction rate expressions and adsorption isotherms expressions which are used to model gas reac-
tion and gas adsorption data which include functional forms describing the general characteristics
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(a) CH4 (b) N2
Figure 2.1: Validation of GCMC simulation results with experimental data for CH4 and N2 on
zeolite MFI (a) Validation of GCMC simulation results obtained for silicalite atom positions from
van Koningsveld et al. [88] and from the IZA-SC database with experimental data for CH4 on
silicalite (MFI) at 303 K from Zhu et al. [89] (b) Validation of GCMC results obtained for two
silicalite atom positions from van Koningsveld et al. [88] and from the IZA-SC database with
experimental data and simulation results (van Koningsveld) for N2 on silicalite (MFI) at 298 K
from Watanabe et al. [90] (Iyer et al. [77]).
of the reaction and adsorption phenomena for different catalyst and adsorbents. The tunable pa-
rameters in the model are obtained by fitting the model to the data obtained for the specific catalyst
or adsorbent.
For instance, the methodology for obtaining parameters for the Langmuir adsorption isotherm
to describe the data obtained from GCMC simulations is described below. The adsorption isotherm
model parameters qsi,s, b
0
i,s and ∆Ui,s which comprise the material property vector β are obtained
by fitting the pure component equilibrium adsorption data obtained from the above molecular
simulations to a single component Langmuir adsorption isotherm model. The respective adsorption
data for each gas-zeolite pair is fitted to a pure component dual site Langmuir adsorption isotherm
model. The appropriate isotherm parameters are obtained by performing minimization of the least
square error between the data and the model. The resulting optimization problem described in
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where qi,n and ˆqi,n are the data and model prediction respectively for data point n, qsi,s is the
saturation capacity parameter in the dual site Langmuir isotherm. The isotherm model along with
the corresponding parameters pertaining to the choice of the material is then incorporated in the
overall process model. The GCMC simulation data fitted to a dual site Langmuir isotherm for
zeolite LTA is shown in Fig. 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Dual-site Langmuir adsorption isotherm model fitted to data from GCMC simulations
for zeolite LTA at 298 K (Iyer et al. [77]).
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2.1.3 Connecting Material Model Parameters with Processes
The material-centric process parameters (γ) establish the connection between the process state
variables α and material property parameters β of the optimization formulation. These relations
are used to calculate the values of material-centric properties such as equilibrium adsorption load-
ing of individual gases in a mixture, mass transfer coefficients, catalyst effectiveness factor at the
values of the pressure, temperatures, compositions, velocities at different locations and time inside
the process equipment. Some examples of such relations are provided below. An extended dual
site Langmuir isotherm model (eq. 2.5) which has been tested in literature [92] to predict mixture
adsorption can be employed to model the equilibrium adsorption loadings q∗i at different pressures,
temperatures and compositions of a multi-component gas mixture based on isotherm parameters
fitted to individual pure component gas data. This data can be either obtained from experiments or












∀i ∈ I (2.5)
where bi,s = b0i,se
−∆Ui,s/RT and I is the set of gases in the mixture. The lumped mass transfer
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is the macropore diffusivity, ci = yiPRT , Dm is the
molecular diffusivity, q∗i is the equilibrium saturation capacity of gas species i on the adsorbent
and rp and τ
′ are the particle radius and the tortuosity of the adsorbent respectively.
These relations act as a bridge between the phenomena at the micro and macro scales at the
material level which influence the averaged bulk properties and performance metrics at the process
level. When applied in an optimization framework such as this one, these are instrumental in
determining the target material properties necessary to optimize process objectives.
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3. APPLICATION TO COMBINED NATURAL GAS SEPARATION AND STORAGE∗
3.1 Key Contributions
Natural gas, the primary component of which is methane (CH4), is the fastest growing fos-
sil fuel source. It is set to account for almost 25% of the total primary energy consumption by
2035 [93]. To meet future demands, it will be necessary to tap into unconventional methane sources
such as coal-bed methane, biogas and landfill gas. However, these sources contain varying levels
of impurities which must be separated out in order to obtain fuel and pipeline grade CH4. Some
sources of natural gas are uneconomical to develop due to high impurity content which can be as
high as 70% [1]. Moreover, a large number of untapped sources are smaller in capacity and are
distributed over a wide area. For utilization of CH4 from these sources, either access to existing
separation infrastructure needs to be provided via pipelines or new infrastructure needs to be con-
structed. After separation, the CH4 has to be then transported to the consumers through pipelines or
LNG tankers. Both laying of pipelines and new infrastructure construction can be capital intensive
for small and distributed sources where economies of scale cannot be realized. For such sources,
cheaper and modular technologies with smaller footprints can be potential candidates. The cost
of such modular units can be reduced by mass production. These can then be deployed to utilize
small and remote sources of CH4. Process intensification [3, 94–96] can enable development of
such technologies by merging two or more tasks (eg., separation and storage) in a single unit or
module to reduce the cost and/or footprint.
Major impurities which need to be separated from methane sources CO2, N2, H2O, H2S and
mercaptans [68, 97, 98]. For the unconventional sources such as coal-bed methane gas, biogas and
landfill gas, the CO2 percentages can be between 25-60% [1]. About 16% of known gas reserves
in the US contain high amounts of N2 [99, 100]. The potential use of nitrogen as an energizer for
∗Parts of this section reproduced in part with permission from Iyer, S. S., Demirel, S. E. and Hasan, M. M. F.,
"Combined Natural Gas Separation and Storage Based on in Silico Material Screening and Process Optimization"
Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research, 57 (49), 16727-16750. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
Available at https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.iecr.8b02690
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hydraulic fracturing applications would also increase the N2 content in the natural gas [101]. For
the separation of impurities from CH4 especially from low capacity sources, pressure swing ad-
sorption (PSA) [102, 103] is a promising technology which is based on the preferential adsorption
of a gas from a mixture using a nanoporous material (e.g., zeolites, metal-organic frameworks).
These materials have preferential gas adsorption and gas storage properties due to their unique
pore structure and large internal surface area. There is also abundant literature on the modeling
and optimization of PSA processes for applications such as CO2 capture, CH4 separation, H2 purifi-
cation [9,26,44,104]. These pressure swing adsorption processes involve excursions in pressure in
every operating cycle. The cumulative energy consumption from well to wheel adds up due to the
operation of compressors and vacuum pumps necessary to effect these periodic pressure changes.
There has also been significant research in methane storage applications using nanoporous
materials due to increased interest in adsorbent natural gas (ANG) systems over compressed natural
gas systems (CNG) for vehicular applications. ANG systems operate at a lower pressure than
CNG thus posing lesser risk, allowing increased cargo space through use of conformable tanks and
enabling lower refueling cost [105]. However, the low energy density of natural gas compared to
gasoline and the need for on-board storage space may limit the driving range [106]. In order to
offset these challenges, the Advanced Research Project Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) set a target of
315 v (STP)/v for CH4 deliverable capacity in ANG systems based on economic competitiveness
with CNG [36]. This target has not yet been achieved but nanoporous materials such as zeolites,
metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) and carbon-based materials are promising candidates. High-
throughput in silico screening methods have been proposed to determine the best materials and
performance limits for CH4 storage [36, 45, 48, 52].
Though there is significant literature on screening and discovery of nanoporous materials for in-
dividual CH4 storage and CH4 separation [1,43,44] applications, intensification of both separation
and storage together poses significant challenges. Materials which demonstrate high selectivity for
CH4 may not have a high storage capacity for CH4. Similarly, materials which have a high storage
capacity for CH4 may not demonstrate high selectivity for CH4. Thus finding materials which lead
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to both high CH4 purity and high CH4 storage simultaneously poses a significant challenge [107].
In addition, the process conditions and the feed composition of the gas to be separated can in-
fluence process and material performance. For example, the increased presence of more strongly
adsorbing gases than CH4 such as CO2 in the feed mixture can adversely affect both CH4 storage
and purity.
Since decisions at different scales can affect the overall process performance, consideration of
process insights into material screening can be important to effectively screen for the desired ma-
terials. For instance, for the intensification of CH4 separation and storage using micro-porous ma-
terials, the variations in the gas selectivity and storage properties among different material choices
will affect the corresponding process operating conditions for optimal performance.
The aim of the current work is to intensify CH4 separation and storage tasks by exploiting
both the multifunctional properties of adsorbent materials and operating conditions of the pro-
cess. Conventional zeolites have low CH4 deliverable capacities around 100 v/v [106], however,
considering their low cost, good thermal stabilities and their widespread use in current industrial
applications [108], in this work the focus is on zeolites for intensification of both separation and
storage activities. To address the technical challenges described previously, a combined separation
and storage process is developed with the following features:
• Separation of CH4 from impurities from unconventional feedstocks and its storage within a
smaller footprint in terms of energy and equipment.
• Simultaneous separation and storage of CH4 from a CH4/N2 feed mixture in a modular col-
umn unit.
• Elimination of periodic pressure/temperature changes in process operation.
• Use of top materials based on process optimization.
In section 3.2, a description of the combined separation and storage (CSS) process designed in
this work is provided. In section 3.3, a multi-scale optimization formulation describing both ma-
terial and process scales of the CSS process is described. Further, in that section, the conservation
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equations describing the process model and details about Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC)
simulations performed to obtain gas-material properties are described. In Section 3.4, the multi-
scale optimization formulation containing derivative and integral terms described in Section 3.3
is converted to an algebraic formulation and posed as a non-linear programming problem. Subse-
quently, in section 3.5, the NLP optimization problem is solved to determine the maximum CH4
storage using the CSS process for different binary CH4/N2 feed compositions. Top zeolites are
ranked based on maximum CH4 storage capacity (v (STP)/v) obtained for different N2 contents in
the natural gas feed subject to CH4 purity≥ 90% and CH4 loss≤ 10%. In section 3.6, the maps of
variation in process feasibility and violation of process constraints with changes in material prop-
erties are provided and discussed. The effect of a small amount (3%) of a strongly adsorbing gas
like CO2 in feed is also investigated. Summarizing remarks are presented in section 3.7.
3.2 Combined Separation and Storage (CSS)
For lower capacity stranded methane sources, cryogenic distillation for N2 separation is not
cost-effective [16]. Alternative technologies such as membrane separation and pressure swing
adsorption using solid adsorbents are more attractive for such sources. In a typical pressure swing
adsorption application, for example, in the case of CH4/N2 separation, CH4 at high pressure is fed
to a column filled with an adsorbent kinetically selective towards N2. This results in separation of
N2 from the mixture and a high pressure CH4 product is obtained. The adsorbent in the column
is then regenerated by de-pressurizing and purging the column to remove N2 at a lower pressure.
The column can then be used again for further separation in the next cycle. Similarly, for the
case of CH4/CO2 separation which happens in the guard bed, CO2 gets selectively adsorbed by the
adsorbent at high pressure, while an almost CO2 free feed exits the column. The column saturated
with CO2 is then desorbed at a much lower pressure to regenerate the column. The higher affinity
of CO2 to zeolites requires the use of much lower pressure that that needed for CH4/N2 separation.
The cumulative energy consumption incurred in a cycle increases due to the periodic need for
pressurization and de-pressurization resulting in higher operating cost.
The combined separation and storage process attempts to intensify the separation and storage
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operations involved in CH4 processing by leveraging the multifunctional properties of nanoporous
materials such as zeolites. It aims to eliminate the need for periodic swings in pressure to sepa-
rate and store CH4 and N2 by optimal choice of both materials and process conditions to ensure
acceptable performance. The proposed overall supply chain of an application for the combined
separation and storage process technology is depicted in Fig. 3.1. It involves a processing and
filling station where a methane rich feed is separated off CO2 and then the resultant gas rich in
CH4 and N2 is simultaneously separated and stored in modular column units/canisters. It is also
assumed that H2O and toxic sulfur containing impurities such as H2S and mercaptons are separated
from the gas mixture upstream before being fed to the CSS process. After the storage of CH4, the
column module is then transported to end users for use in applications such as ANG systems or
sent to a central facility for further processing. After the depletion of CH4 in the column at the
end user, it could be transported back to the closest CSS facility to be refilled again. This is most
useful for small and distant unconventional feed sources where conventional asset investment such
as plant and pipeline infrastructure would be uneconomical due to lower volumes than necessary






Figure 3.1: Potential supply chain of the combined separation and storage (CSS) process. The
modular column units filled with CH4 separated from stranded and small unconventional feed-
stocks can be transported to the end user or to a centralized facility for further processing (Iyer et
al. [77]).
The key equipment employed in the combined separation and storage (CSS) technology con-
sists of modular adsorption columns filled with nanoporous materials such as zeolites. Since CO2
has a stronger affinity to most zeolites, compared to CH4 and N2, it must be separated in advance
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to enable simultaneous separation and storage of CH4 from the resulting CH4/N2 mixture. For
this purpose, the feed is first introduced through a guard bed (Fig. 3.2) containing a CO2 selective
zeolite to separate CO2 using a conventional PSA process. This results in a binary feed mixture















Figure 3.2: Equipment needed for the combined separation and storage (CSS) of CH4. These
include a guard bed with a CO2 selective adsorbent to remove most of the CO2 and a CSS column
filled with a CH4 selective adsorbent to enable combined separation and storage of CH4 and N2















Figure 3.3: Schematic of the combined separation and storage (CSS) process. (a) Pressurization
mode is used to raise the pressure of the column to the desired filling pressure. (b) Combined sepa-
ration and storage (CSS) mode of the process involves simultaneous storage of CH4 and separation
of N2 through the exit of the column (Iyer et al. [77]).
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This outlet gas from the guard bed becomes the feed for the combined separation and storage
(CSS) process which employs a column filled with a CH4 selective adsorbent. The column used
in this case is one that has returned to the facility for refueling after being depleted of CH4. The
process operates in two modes as shown in Fig. 3.3. In the pressurization mode, the depleted
column is first pressurized with a feed gas (CH4 and N2) to a certain optimum filling pressure while
keeping the other end of the column closed. After this, the equipment is switched to a combined
separation and storage (CSS) mode where the same feed gas is fed to the column at the filling
pressure with the other end of the column kept open. The gas exiting the column from this end can
contain both the impurity N2 and the desired gas CH4. This mode is continued till either the column
is saturated with CH4 or the amount of CH4 exiting the column reaches a certain limit. The goal
of the process design is to choose an appropriate CH4 selective material and determine the process
operating conditions which maximize the total CH4 stored from the gas mixture while ensuring
that the purity of stored CH4 and the losses of CH4 through the outlet are within acceptable limits.
Switching the equipment configuration between pressurization and CSS modes does not have to
happen for every column processed. Rather the equipment operation could be switched to one
mode or the other for processing a number of columns at once. While a pressure swing adsorption
cycle is needed for CO2 separation using the guard bed, the CSS process avoids the need for
periodic swings in pressure to separate and store CH4 leading to energy savings (Fig. 3.4). Note
that the additional energy cost incurred in the transportation of the columns by the end user to and
from the facility is not considered in this work.
3.3 Multiscale Optimization for CSS
To design the combined separation and storage (CSS) process, i.e. selecting process conditions
and materials such that the amount of CH4 stored in the column is maximized while meeting limits
on maximum acceptable CH4 loss and minimum acceptable CH4 purity, it is necessary to formulate
an appropriate optimization problem. Such a formulation will also enable evaluating the feasibility
and effectiveness of the process for changes in feed and process conditions. The nonlinear alge-















Combined Separation and 
Storage
Figure 3.4: Key process intensification idea behind the CSS process. The process attempts to
intensify the separation and storage aspects of the conventional supply chain for N2 separation
from CH4 and adapt them for the utilization of unconventional methane feedstocks. The operation
of the CSS process eliminates energy intensive recurrent pressure changes involved in conventional
pressure swing processes (Iyer et al. [77]).































g(X,α|t=0 ,α|t=tf ) dz ≤ 0∫
t
g(X,α|z=0 ,α|z=L) dt ≤ 0
 (Process Performance Constraints) (3.1c)
hMP (α,β,γ) = 0 (Material-Process Connectivity Model) (3.1d)
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hM(δ,β) = 0 (Material Structure-Property Model) (3.1e)
X ∈ [XL,XU ] ⊆ Rd (Decision Variable Bounds) (3.1f)
In the optimization formulation of Eq. 3.1, α is vector of process state variables such as gas
(yi) and adsorbent (qi) phase composition of each gas species i, pressure (P ), gas temperature (T )
and the column wall temperature (Tw) at each spatial (axial) (z) and temporal (t) co-ordinate. β in-
cludes material properties such as adsorption isotherm parameters for each gas species, γ denotes
a vector of material-centric process parameters used in this work such as heat of adsorption (∆Hi)
for a gas species at a given temperature, equilibrium adsorption loading (q∗i ) at different pres-
sures, temperatures and compositions, lumped mass transfer co-efficient (ki) for each gas species
i while X is the d-dimensional vector of d CSS process design variables considered (filling pres-
sure Ph, duration of operation of CSS mode tf , feed velocity vf ). XL and XU are the lower and
upper bounds on the process decision variables respectively.
∫
z
f(X,α|t=tf ) dz is the objective
function to be optimized which in the case of the CSS process is the amount of CH4 stored in







,γ) = 0 describes the rela-
tions involving spatial and temporal derivatives pertaining to the mass, energy and momentum









) = 0 and hIC
(
X,α|t=0) = 0 describe the boundary conditions at
the ends of the column and the initial column conditions at the start of the process respectively.∫
z
g(X,α|t=0 ,α|t=tf ) dz ≤ 0 and
∫
t
g(X,α|z=0 ,α|z=L) dt ≤ 0 represent the CSS process per-
formance constraints, namely, purity of CH4 stored in the column at the end of the process and the
percentage of the CH4 lost through the column outlet over the course of the process, respectively.
hMP (α,β,γ) includes equations connecting material properties such as adsorption isotherm pa-
rameters with the process state variables to obtain the equilibrium adsorption loadings, heat of ad-
sorption values and lumped mass transfer co-efficients corresponding to different state variables.
hM(δ,β) relates the structural characteristics δ of the material such as density, void fraction, pore







f(X,α|t=tf ) dz in the above multi-scale modeling and optimization
problem is set as the amount of CH4 stored in the column at the end of the process. This is
calculated by integrating the values of the state variables (α) at the end of the process (t = tf )
over the length (z) of the column. The total number of moles of gas stored ni,tf in the column at
the end of the CSS time is calculated as shown in eq. 3.2, where yi, P , T and qi are the gas phase
mole fraction, column pressure and temperature and the adsorption loading respectively, R is the
universal gas constant, ρs is the density of the adsorbent, A is the column cross-sectional area, L
is the length of the column and ε is the void fraction of the column. The total moles of gas stored
ni,tf includes both the species i present in the gaseous phase and adsorbed phase inside the column
at the end of the process. It is important to note values of the state variables (yi, P , T and qi) at













dz i = CH4, t = tf
(3.2)
Thus the objective function
∫ L
0
f(X,α|t=tf ) dz, depends on the process design variables X =
{Ph, vf , tf} and the process state variable α = {yi, qi, P, T, Tw} values at the end of the process.
3.3.2 Process Model
As discussed in Section 3.2, the process operates in two modes: (a) pressurization and (b) com-
bined separation and storage (CSS) mode. During the pressurization mode, there is no gas exiting
the column. The pressure increase is achieved by feeding gas to the column, the other end of which
is shut. Next step after this is operation under the combined separation and storage (CSS) mode.
There can however be a delay between when a column undergoes the pressurization and the CSS
step. Hence, it would be a reasonable assumption that the gas in the column before the start of the
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CSS mode is assumed to be in equilibrium with the adsorbent. An equilibrium-based model can
be used to calculate the conditions in the column at this juncture.
For operation under the subsequent combined separation and storage (CSS) mode, the other
end of the column is now opened to allow the impurity (N2) to exit the column. However, it is
possible that along with N2, some CH4 also exits the column. Hence, the CH4 losses through the
column outlet need to be tracked, requiring the extension of a simple equilibrium based model into
a rigorous dynamic model.
The comparison between use of a simple equilibrium based dynamic model and a rigorous
dynamic model incorporating mass transfer, convection and dispersion effects along the column is
shown in Fig. 3.5. The simpler equilibrium based model considers the column as a lumped system
with the solid adsorbent attaining instantaneous equilibrium on contact with gas. On introduction
of feed gas to a column which is saturated with an initial composition of gas, the redistribution
of gas between the gas and the adsorbed phase takes place due to a mass transfer driving force.
If mass transfer limitations are not considered, as in the equilibrium model, the adsorbent can be
assumed to reach instantaneous equilibrium with the incoming feed gas. The part of the column
which has not yet come in contact with the incoming feed gas, however, is still at equilibrium at
the initial composition. The equilibrium model thus predicts a sharp transition between two zones
of the column, one with adsorbent in equilibrium with the feed composition and another zone in
equilibrium with the initial composition. This subsequently results in a sharp transition in the outlet
gas composition profile of the column obtained from the equilibrium-based model at t = 34.58 s
for the case shown in Fig. 3.5. When mass transfer limitations are considered along the bed, there
is a transition zone called mass transfer zone (MTZ) between the above two equilibrium zones
where the gas compositions vary from the feed to the initial composition. This is also reflected as a
smoother transition in the outlet composition profile for the rigorous model in Fig. 3.5. The details
regarding the calculation of the outlet composition profile using the equilibrium model is provided
in Appendix A. As observed from Fig. 3.5, though the equilibrium based model can approximate
the profile, there can be considerable overestimation or underestimation in the calculation of the
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moles of gas exiting the column outlet based on the profile. The rigorous dynamic model is thus
required to calculate the exact loss of CH4 through the outlet of the column with time, so that the
operation could be halted before the loss reaches the specified limit.
Figure 3.5: Comparison of the mole fraction profiles with time for the gas exiting the column
module during operation under CSS mode obtained using an equilibrium-based dynamic model
with a rigorous dynamic model. It can be observed that there is a deviation in the profiles in the
region between tf = 30 s to tf = 45 s, which leads to an appreciable difference in the calculation
of the number moles of gas exiting the column. The transition in the compositions using the
equilibrium-based model occurs at 34.58 s. Profiles are obtained for gas of feed composition 85%
CH4/15% N2 fed to a column with adsorbent (AFY) initially in equilibrium with gas of composition
60% CH4/40% N2. Column Presssure Ph = 65 bar, feed velocity vf = 0.1 m/s (Iyer et al. [77]).
For the calculation of the desired objective and process performance metrics such as CH4 stor-
age, purity and loss, the values of the state variables α along both spatial (axial) and temporal
co-ordinates are required. Hence a one-dimensional dynamic model is needed to model the ad-
sorption of gas into the adsorbent in the column during the CSS mode of the process.








The major assumptions made in the dynamic model [80, 81, 109, 110] are ideal gas behavior,
absence of gradients in the radial direction, axial dispersion, instant establishment of equilibrium
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between the gas and the solid adsorbent and absence of any chemical reaction between gas species.
Details about validation of the dynamic model with adsorption and reaction systems can be found
in Arora et al. [80]. Mass transfer into the adsorbent is assumed to be controlled by molecular
diffusion into the macropores and is represented by a lumped linear driving force (LDF) formu-
lation which is found to work well in practice [111]. Extended Langmuir model [92] which has
been tested in literature to model the equilibrium adsorption of the gas mixture based on single-
component adsorption isotherms is employed. Based on the above assumptions, the equations
which describe the mass and energy balances, pressure drop effects, mass transfer driving force








































































































(r2o − r2i )
(T − Tw)−
2 roho
(r2o − r2i )
(Tw − Ta) (3.6)
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i − qi) ∀i ∈ I (3.8)
Axial Dispersion Co-efficient:
DL = 0.7Dm + vfrp (3.9)









For describing different modes of column operation, appropriate boundary conditions need to
be specified. For the pressurization mode of the process, a simplified equilibrium model is used
as discussed before and no boundary conditions are required. To describe the column behavior
in CSS mode, the one-dimensional dynamic model described above is employed along with the
Danckwerts boundary conditions [112] for open-open operation as shown in eq. 3.10–3.17. This
is because, during the CSS mode, both ends of the column are kept open and feed is fed through
one end of the column and the impurities are vented out through the other end.












= v|z=0ερgCpp,g (Tf − T |z=0) (3.11)
v|z=0 = vf (3.12)
Tw|z=0 = Ta (3.13)












P |z=L = Ph (3.16)
Tw|z=0 = Ta (3.17)
3.3.2.3 Initial Conditions: hIC
(
X,α|t=0) = 0
To capture the effect of initial state of the column on the dynamic response of its state variables,
suitable initial conditions need to be specified. The initial conditions at the start of the pressuriza-
tion mode of the process are the conditions in the column after its depletion at the consumer. The
initial conditions for the subsequent combined separation and storage (CSS) mode of the process
will be the equilibrium conditions attained long time after the pressurization mode. The calcula-
tion of the initial conditions for these modes, is discussed in detail in eq. A.66–A.77 along with the
complete optimization model formulation in Appendix A.2.
3.3.3 Process Performance Constraints
The process performance constraints (
∫
z
g(X,α|t=0 ,α|t=tf ) dz ≤ 0,
∫
t
g(X,α|z=0 ,α|z=L) dt ≤
0) include the constraints imposed on process performance such as purity of stored CH4, losses of
gases through the vent, etc. to ensure feasibility and effectiveness of the designed process. These
can be calculated as described below.
3.3.3.1 CH4 Purity
The purity of the CH4 stored in the column at the end of the process can be calculated by















) dz t = tf (3.18)
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3.3.3.2 CH4 Loss
This is the ratio of the total amount of CH4 exiting the column (nouti ) during the process to
the total amount of CH4 fed to the column during the pressurization n
in, press
i and the combined
separation and storage modes nin, cssi . The calculation of n
out
i will require solving the process
model for obtaining the values of the state variables (yi, P , T and qi) at z = L with time. The
calculation of nin, pressi based on the equilibrium model assumption (eq. A.69) is discussed in the
complete algebraic model formulation in Appendix A.2.
li =
nouti
nin, cssi + n
in, press
i




(εAv(t, L) yi(t, L))P (t, L)
RT (t, L)
)




(εAv(t, 0) yi(t, 0))P (t, 0)
RT (t, 0)
)
dt i = CH4 (3.21)
3.3.4 Material-Process Connectivity Model: hMP (α,β,γ)
The process model described in Section 3.3.2 requires material-centric process parameters (γ)
such as mass transfer co-efficient for the linear driving force model describing the kinetics of
gas adsorption, adsorption equilibrium loading at different pressures and temperatures, heat of
adsorption of a gas on an adsorbent. The relations describing the lumped mass transfer co-efficient
ki used in the linear driving force mass transfer relation and those to to predict mixture adsorption at
different pressures, temperatures and compositions of a multi-component gas mixture are described
in eq. 3.8 and eq. 2.5 respectively. The isosteric heat of adsorption (qst i) for gas i on adsorbent is
obtained by applying the Clausius-Clapeyron equation [113, 114] to the pure component dual site
adsorption isotherm. The enthalpy of adsorption is the negative of the isoteric heat of adsorption
and is given in eq. 3.22.























where ∆Hi is the adsorption enthalpy of species i on the adsorbent, P
′ and T ′ are taken to be




′ and ∆U ′i,s = ∆Ui,s −RT
′ .
3.3.5 Material Structure-Property Models for CSS: hM(δ,β) = 0
To perform screening over a number of materials (zeolites), the individual gas-zeolite prop-
erties required in this work, namely the pure component adsorption isotherm parameters are ob-
tained through the following molecular simulation and subsequent parameter estimation strategy
described below.
3.3.5.1 GCMC Simulation Details
Though there is abundant experimental data for zeolites with different Si/Al ratios and cations
for a variety of gases and conditions available in the NIST/ARPA-E Database of Novel and Emerg-
ing Adsorbent Materials [115], it was difficult in our experience to find data for all three gases
(CO2, N2, CH4) on pure silica frameworks in the IZA-SC database of zeolite structures [78] for
a uniform set of conditions. Hence, the equilibrium gas adsorption data is obtained using Grand
Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations. The simulations are performed to obtain pure com-
ponent gas-adsorbent equilibrium loading data for gases CO2, N2 and CH4 on zeolites.
The different Leonard-Jones interaction parameters to describe the Van der Waals interactions
considered in the simulations are obtained from the Garcia-Perez forcefield [116] for silica zeo-
lites and are listed in Table 3.1 and 3.2. For statistical significance of the results, we use 50000
equilibration and 50000 production cycles [117] for obtaining the properties of interest. Equal
probabilities of the individual GCMC moves, namely, translation 20%, rotation 20%, reinsertion
20%, swap i.e. insertion and deletion 40% are used [117]. Rotation move is not included for CH4
due to the use of a united-atom model, while it is considered for CO2 and N2 [118] . The void
fraction and pore characterization data is obtained from ZEOmics database [119]. We do not con-
sider any blocking of inaccessible pores. A 3 × 3 × 3 unit cell is chosen for the simulations and
periodic boundary conditions are employed. For zeolites, with an inappropriate number of unit
cells warning, a maximum of 4 × 4 × 4 unit cells is employed. The charges on all Si (+2.05)
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and O (−1.025) atoms in the zeolite framework is kept constant for all gases and materials and is
obtained from the Garcia-Perez forcefield [116].
Table 3.1: Pair-wise Lennard Jones interaction parameters for adsorbate-adsorbate and adsorbate-
adsorbent interactions. Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules are used for other unspecified cross-terms
(Iyer et al. [77]).
Atom Pair σ (Å) ε/kB (K) Atom Pair σ (Å) ε/kB (K)
CCH4-CCH4 3.72 158.5 CCH4-Ozeo 3.47 115.00
CCO2-Ozeo 2.7815 50.2 OCO2-Ozeo 2.9195 84.93
CCO2-CCO2 2.76 28.129 OCO2-OCO2 3.033 80.507
CCO2-OCO2 2.89 47.59 Ozeo-Ozeo 2.806 89.6
NN2-NN2 3.306 38.30 NN2–Ozeo 3.06 58.25
Table 3.2: Partial charges on the pseudo-atoms of the adsorbate models and the zeolite framework.
com represents a massless point charge placed at the centre of mass of the molecule (Iyer et al.
[77]).
Atom Charge [e−] Atom [e−]
Ozeo -1.025 Sizeo +2.05
NN2 -0.4048 Ncom +0.8096
CCO2 +0.6512 OCO2 -0.3256
3.4 A Discretization-based NLP Formulation
The aforementioned optimization formulation with terms containing integrals and partial deriva-
tives, has to be converted into a completely algebraic form, in order for it to be solved by invoking
existing nonlinear programming (NLP) solvers. This can be achieved by discretizing the partial
differential equations in the model describing the CSS process in Section 3.3.2, over both space
and time by choosing adequate number of divisions in both domains. This can lead to an approx-
imated but completely algebraic formulation of the optimization model discussed in the previous
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section. A finite volume framework [81] is employed to perform the spatial discretization. NJ
spatial finite volumes are used along the column and the upwind differencing scheme (UDS) is
used to relate the value of the finite volume boundary at j + 0.5 with the corresponding value up-
stream at j e.g. Pj+0.5 = Pj . For calculating the volumes at both the ends of the column, boundary
conditions are used. To convert the partial derivatives in time to algebraic equations, an implicit
scheme such as a backward Euler scheme is employed. The overall temporal domain is split into
NK − 1 time steps, with k ∈ K = {1, 2, .., NK}, where k = 1 and k = NK denotes the initial and
final times respectively. It is an unconditionally stable scheme necessary to prevent unrealistically
unbounded numerical solutions for stiff systems which involve steep concentration gradients such
as those encountered in adsorption applications.
Start w
Start w
Obtain adsorption properties 
𝜷 for material 𝑚
Start w
Fix 𝜷 and optimize the  




𝑚 = 𝑚 + 1
Start w
Start wObj. = Max {𝑍𝑚}
𝑚 = 𝑀
Database of Zeolitic 
Materials (𝑀)
Fix structure properties 𝜹 for material 𝑚
Figure 3.6: Flow chart of the overall optimization strategy used in this work where the properties
corresponding to a material β are fixed and the resultant model is optimized. This is carried out
for every material in the database. The materials in the database are then ranked based on their
optimal objective values Zm obtained from each optimization (Iyer et al. [77]).
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Applying the above discretization to the optimization formulation in eq. 3.1, leads to the fol-
lowing completely algebraic formulation as described in eq. 3.23. The hM(δ,β) = 0 is treated as
a black-box function and is not included in this formulation, since an external package (RASPA)
is used to calculate the material parameters β based on the material structural properties δ. The
overall process and materials optimization strategy employed in this work is shown in Figure 3.6.
First, for a chosen material m from the database and its adsorption properties β for different gases
are calculated using Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations. Fixing the adsorption
properties and thereby the material, the resultant process model is optimized to obtain an objective
Zm. This is repeated till Zm for all the materials in the candidate pool are evaluated. After this, the


































j∈J g̃(X, α̃|k=1 , α̃|k=NK ) ∆z ≤ 0∑
k∈K g̃(X, α̃|j=0.5 , α̃|j=NJ+0.5) ∆t ≤ 0
 (Process Performance Constraints)
(3.23c)
h̃MP (α̃,β, γ̃) = 0 (Material-Process Connectivity Model)
(3.23d)
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X ∈ [XL,XU ] ⊆ Rd (Decision Variable Bounds)
(3.23e)
The corresponding equations and details comprising the complete algebraic optimization model
formulation for the combined separation and storage process in eq. 3.23 are described in the Ap-
pendix A.2.
3.4.1 Solution Strategy
The accuracy of the discretized algebraic model described in the previous section increases
with the number of spatial volumes and temporal time-steps used. However, consequently the size
of the model i.e. number of equations and variables increases. For instance, for a 2 component
system employing 10 discretization in the spatial and temporal dimensions, the number of state
variables is 600. Solving the NLP model for even a single material presents challenges especially
due to the dimensionality of the completely discretized model. A good initial guess needs to be
provided for the convergence of such a model.
For this, an initialization strategy is employed wherein the solution profile obtained from sim-
ulation at a fixed set of conditions is provided as initial guess to the optimization problem. The
initial guess value from the simulation is provided not just for the state variables, but for all the in-
termediate variables encountered in the model. For performing the simulations, the NAPDE model
equations along with the boundary conditions are spatially discretized into an ordinary differential
equation initial-value problem (ODE-IVP) and then solved in MATLAB R© environment using the
built-in ode23s time-stepper for a chosen material and a set of feed and initial conditions. The
solution of ODE-IVP provides the values of the state variables (xi, yi, P , T , Tw) at different times
and locations in the column. Based on the solution profiles obtained, the initial guess value for
every variable in the discretized optimization model is provided. This considerably aids the NLP
solver GAMS/CONOPT [120] to find an initial feasible solution quickly and converge to an opti-
mum. The schematic of the solution strategy employed is shown in Figure 3.7. The exact sequence















Integration  over time
Figure 3.7: Flow chart of the discretization and initialization strategy for the fully discretized
process model used for obtaining optimal operating conditions. Initial guess from simulation is
provided to the optimization models to aid convergence (Iyer et al. [77]).
3.4.1.1 Initialization
Firstly, the set of equations describing the equilibrium conditions after pressurization mode
(eq. A.66–A.77) are solved using GAMS/CONOPT for a fixed value of Ph. Using the equilibrium
compositions thus obtained as the initial conditions for the CSS process mode, an ordinary dif-
ferential equation initial-value problem (ODE-IVP) problem comprising the spatially discretized
process model equations is integrated over time for the same value of Ph used and fixed value of
the other decision variables (vf and tf ).
Using the solution profiles obtained from MATLAB R©, the value of each of the variables involved
in the discretized optimization model formulation can be calculated. Since adaptive time steps for
integration are used in ode23s, so obtaining the values corresponding to the exact time step used
in the fully discretized model is not possible. However, the values of variables at these time steps
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can be suitably interpolated using the solution profiles. The decision variables are fixed at the
respective values of the simulation conditions leading to a optimization sub-problem formulation
P0. Initial guess values for other variables in the model are provided from the simulation solution
profiles as described above. The equations concerning the process metrics eq. A.83–A.95 are not
included in this model.
P0 : max. Zobj (Objective)
subject to Zobj = 0 (Dummy objective)
eq. A.11–A.82 (Discretized process model)
eq. A.96–A.103 (Bounds on state variables)
Ph = Ph sim
vf = vf sim
tf = tf sim

(Fixed decision variables)
The sub-problem P0 is then solved using GAMS/CONOPT. In our experience, we are able to con-
verge to a feasible and subsequently to an optimal solution faster on applying the above initial-
ization strategy rather than just initializing a few key variables, which in many cases did not yield
even a feasible solution. Optimizing highly nonlinear NLP models such as this one requires good
starting solutions, scaling and bound specifications.
3.4.1.2 Maximization of CH4 Storage
After solving the P0 sub-problem, the complete optimization model P1 with relaxed decision
variable values and incorporating the equations pertaining to the process metrics (eq. A.83–A.95)
is optimized to maximize the process objective, i.e. CH4 storage at the end of the process for a
given material. The initial values of the variables common to the models P0 and P1 is explicitly
assigned from the optimal solution of P0 in addition to the values such as Jacobians, sensitivities
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which may be retained in memory by GAMS.
P1 : max. Zobj (Objective)
subject to Zobj = nCH4,NK (Objective: CH4 stored at final time)
eq. A.11–A.82 (Discretized process model)
eq. A.83–A.95 (Process metrics and constraints)
eq. A.96–A.103 (Bounds on state variables)
eq. A.104–A.106 (Bounds on decision variables)
3.5 Results and Discussion
Solving the P1 optimization problem above provides the value of the maximum CH4 stored per
unit volume of a given adsorbent at the end of the process and the corresponding optimal values of
outlet pressure set, duration of process operation and the feed velocity for the CSS mode. In order
to rank different materials according to their CH4 storage capacities, the strategy described above
is implemented for every material candidate to obtain the optimal objective values. Based on the
objective function values, the top materials and their corresponding process decision variables i.e.
operation pressure, duration of operation, feed velocity can be ranked.
Multiple cases with varying feed compositions are investigated which demonstrate the perfor-
mance of the combined separation and storage technology for CH4 storage from feed mixtures
containing N2. These cases help in elucidating the relative difficulty of the intensified multifunc-
tional combined separation and storage of CH4 for different feed conditions. The values of the
parameters used in the NLP model are provided in Table 3.3. For all the cases investigated, the
initial condition of the column, i.e. the pressure and the composition of the depleted column re-
turned to the facility, is set as P init = 5.8 bar, yinitN2 =0.05 and y
init
CH4
=0.95. The initial temperature
T init is set to be the ambient temperature of 298 K. The column is assumed to operate at a single
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Table 3.3: Parameters used for CSS process optimization (Iyer et al. [77]).
Parameter Unit Value
Feed temperature, Tf K 298.15
Ambient temperature, Ta K 298.15
Column length, L m 1
Column inner radius, ri m 0.10
Column outer radius, ro m 0.125
Column void fraction, ε – 0.37
Particle porosity, εp – 0.35
Gas phase viscosity, µ Pa s 1.72× 10−5
Molecular diffusivity DL m2 s−1 1.6× 10−5
Axial gas thermal conductivity, Kz J m−1K−1 s−1 0.09
Gas phase specific heat capacity, Cpg J mol−1K−1 34.7
Adsorbed phase specific heat capacity, Cpa J mol−1K−1 34.7
Adsorbent specific heat capacity, Cps J kg−1K−1 1070
Inside heat transfer coefficient, hi W m−2K−1 8.6
Outside heat transfer coefficient, ho W m−2K−1 2.5
Particle radius, rp m 1 ×10−3
Column wall thermal conductivity, Kw J m−1K−1 s−1 16
Column wall density, ρw kg m−3 7800





pressure for the combined separation and storage (CSS) mode of the process. The minimum limit
on purity of CH4 stored at the final time is set at 90% (purCH4 = 0.9) and the maximum limit on
loss percentage of CH4 is set to be 10% (lCH4 = 0.1) of CH4 fed. 10 finite volumes (NJ = 10) in
space and 50 time steps (NK = 51) are used for obtaining the fully discretized model incorporated
in the NLP formulation for the following case studies. The fixed decision variables for solving all
the P0 sub-problem are Ph sim = 0.99*35 bar 1, tf sim = 150 s and vf sim = 1 m/s. The bounds on
the decision variables X for the P1 problem are given in Table 3.4 while the values of the bounds
on the state variables in Table A.1.
1Since the initial guess values for P0 problem are obtained at 35 bar, setting Ph sim exactly at 35 bar poses
numerical difficulties.
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Table 3.4: Decision variable bounds for CSS process optimization (Iyer et al. [77]).
Parameter Unit Lower bound Upper bound
CSS mode filling pressure, Ph Pa 5.8 × 105 65 × 105
Duration of operation, t s 10 250
Feed interstitial velocity, vf m s−1 0.05 1.5
3.5.1 Optimal CSS for N2-contaminated Feed
In this section, changing the relative composition of CH4 and N2 in the feed mixture and its
influence on the optimal performance of the CSS process is investigated. Four cases of feed com-
positions are considered below where the percentage of N2 in the feed mixture varies from 15% to
30%. The ranking of materials with the highest CH4 storage achieved for all the cases along with
the corresponding optimal process conditions is listed in Table 3.5.
3.5.1.1 85% CH4 and 15% N2
For this feed composition, zeolite SBN give rise to the highest moles of CH4 stored (239.99
mol) in the column at the end of the CSS process. This translates to an adsorbed phase volumet-
ric storage capacity nCH4,ads of 240.95 v(STP)/v adsorbent. The corresponding optimal process
conditions are Ph = 64.82 bar, tf = 10 s, vf= 0.05 m/s. The optimal zeolites for this feed com-
position ranked in order of decreasing CH4 storage are SBN, AFY, RHO, APD, DFT, EMT and
STW respectively and their corresponding optimal values are listed in Table 3.5. 30 zeolites are
found to be feasible for process operation under this feed condition. Other than SBN and EMT for
which the optimal pressure is the upper bound (65 bar), the optimal pressures for the other zeolites
for maximum storage are not necessarily at the upper bound of the filling pressure. However, for
all the zeolites, the duration of operation of CSS mode and the feed velocity are at or close to the
lower bound (10 s and 0.05 m/s respectively). This is in order to minimize CH4 losses through the
230 zeolites are found to be feasible.
327 zeolites are found to be feasible.
49 zeolites are found to be feasible.
55 zeolites are found to be feasible.
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Table 3.5: Top zeolites feasible for operation ranked in order of decreasing CH4 storage from a
feed containing only CH4 and N2 (Iyer et al. [77])
Zeolites Objective Ads. vol. capacity Process Decision Variables
nCH4,NK (mol) nCH4,ads (v(STP)/v) Ph (bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
Feed: 85% CH4 and 15% N2 2
SBN 239.99 240.95 64.82 10 0.05
AFY 167.46 169.41 50.20 10 0.076
RHO 156.51 153.47 54.33 10 0.05
APD 144.49 148.58 37.33 10 0.05
DFT 139.58 144.36 33.14 10 0.05
EMT 134.60 128.74 65 14.60 0.05
STW 130.91 134.08 30.38 10 0.05
Feed: 80% CH4 and 20% N2 3
Zeolite nCH4,NK (mol) nCH4,ads (v(STP)/v) Ph (bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
SBN 179.47 193.21 23.91 19.38 0.05
APD 141.52 145.91 38.84 10 0.05
DFT 135.89 141.11 33.38 10 0.05
EMT 126.82 122.55 65 16.82 0.05
STW 125.13 129.72 26.99 10 0.05
Feed: 75% CH4 and 25% N2 4
Zeolite nCH4,NK (mol) nCH4,ads (v(STP)/v) Ph (bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
SBN 150.55 164.21 16.01 10 0.097
APD 137.08 142.19 38.50 10 0.051
DFT 131.51 137.30 32.73 10 0.05
STW 106.59 113.74 16.36 10 0.05
EMT 101.08 101.19 46.96 10 0.10
Feed: 70% CH4 and 30% N2 5
Zeolite nCH4,NK (mol) nCH4,ads (v(STP)/v) Ph (bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
SBN 135.51 148.48 13.10 10 0.05
APD 120.37 128.46 24.26 10 0.055
DFT 117.10 125.14 21.67 10 0.052
STW 96.95 104.48 12.79 10 0.05
EMT 68.63 71.48 24.99 10 0.079
outlet of the column.
3.5.1.2 80% CH4 and 20% N2
For this feed composition, the highest CH4 storage obtained is again for zeolite SBN with
179.47 moles of CH4 stored in the column at the end of the process. The decrease in CH4 storage
compared to the previous feed composition is due to the increase in impurity N2/decrease in CH4.
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The corresponding optimal process conditions for SBN are Ph = 23.91 bar, t = 19.38 s, vf= 0.05
m/s. 27 zeolites are found to be optimal for this case and the top optimal zeolites among them are
SBN, APD, DFT, EMT and STW in the order of decreasing CH4 storage capacity. Other than for
zeolite EMT, the optimal pressure obtained is not at the upper bound on the filling pressure as seen
from Table 3.5.
3.5.1.3 75% CH4 and 25% N2
For this feed composition, the highest CH4 storage obtained is lesser than both the above cases
with 150.55 moles of CH4 stored for zeolite SBN. The corresponding optimal process conditions
for SBN are Ph = 16.01 bar, t = 10 s, vf= 0.097 m/s. 9 zeolites are optimal for this case, with
the top five zeolites for CH4 storage being the same as the previous case. It is also observed from
Table 3.5 that the optimal pressures for the top five zeolites in this case are far from the upper
bound on the filling pressure (65 bar).
3.5.1.4 70% CH4 and 30% N2
For this feed composition, the highest CH4 storage is again obtained for zeolite SBN with
135.51 moles stored in the column. The corresponding optimal process conditions for SBN are Ph
= 13.10 bar, t = 10 s, vf= 0.05 m/s. The top 5 zeolites obtained for the previous two cases are the
only zeolites feasible for CSS process operation under this feed condition.
It is observed that some of the zeolites such as SBN, APD and DFT are among the best for more
than one feed conditions. It is also observed that with decrease in CH4 in the feed composition,
the maximum CH4 storage achieved with the optimal zeolite has also decreased. For example,
the maximum moles of CH4 stored in the column using SBN for 85% CH4 and 15% N2 feed is
239.98 moles while for 70% CH4 and 30% N2 feed, it decreases to 135.51 moles. The number of
zeolites which are feasible with respect to the process constraints of purity and loss decrease with
the decreasing percentage of CH4% in the feed. For example, for 85% CH4 and 15% N2 feed, 30
zeolites are feasible, while for 70% CH4 and 30% N2 feed, only five zeolites are feasible. From
Table 3.5, it is evident that for the top zeolites, optimal operating conditions of filling pressure Ph
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can range anywhere between 12-65 bar, while the CSS mode duration and feed velocity are very
close to the lower bounds 10 s and 0.05 m/s respectively. This is to prevent loss of CH4 through
the outlet of the column and retain the purity of CH4 stored in the column. Although, the highest
pressure operation is preferred for CH4 storage into a column from a pure CH4 feed, the highest
storage pressure (65 bar in this case) is not always the optimal pressure for the combined separation
and storage (CSS) process. This is because the feed mixture contains N2 in addition to CH4 which
needs to be separated, hence the loss of CH4 through the column outlet and the purity of stored
CH4 both have to be balanced.
3.5.2 Effect of CO2 in Feed
Though almost all of the CO2 is considered to be separated out before the CSS process by
employing a CO2 selective guard bed, the effect of 3% of N2 impurity being substituted by CO2
is examined to account for any variability in operation of guard bed. The four corresponding feed
compositions tested are described as follows and the corresponding optimal process conditions are
listed in Table 3.6.
3.5.2.1 85% CH4, 12% N2 and 3% CO2
Only four zeolites meet the constraints and are feasible for this case, compared to 30 for the
case with 85% CH4/15% N2. These four zeolites are SBN, EMT, LTA and STF out of which the
highest CH4 storage of 198.11 moles is achieved for SBN at Ph = 29.94 bar, t = 10 s, vf= 0.05
m/s. The maximum CH4 storage capacity was much higher at 239.99 moles for the case of just
N2 being present as impurity in the 85% CH4/15% N2 feed. The presence of CO2, which has a
stronger adsorption affinity than CH4 and N2, in the feed gas mixture reduces both the maximum
moles of CH4 stored for the top zeolite SBN while also reducing the number of zeolites which
meet the feasibility requirements of the process.
3.5.2.2 80% CH4, 17% N2 and 3% CO2
Just three zeolites, SBN, EMT and LTA are feasible for this case, with the maximum storage
of 149.02 moles achieved for SBN at Ph = 14.27 bar, t = 19.29 s, vf= 0.05 m/s. For the case of
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Table 3.6: Zeolites feasible for operation ranked in order of decreasing CH4 storage from feed
containing CH4, N2 and 3% CO2 (Iyer et al. [77]).
Zeolites Objective Ads. vol. capacity Process Decision Variables
nCH4,NK (mol) nCH4,ads (v(STP)/v) Ph (bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
Feed: 85% CH4, 12% N2 and 3% CO2
Zeolite nCH4,NK (mol) nCH4,ads (v(STP)/v) Ph (bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
SBN 198.11 210.46 29.94 10 0.05
EMT 135.05 129.20 65 13.94 0.05
LTA 115.22 115.62 35.12 10 0.05
STF 79.41 82.07 18.27 10 0.051
Feed: 80% CH4, 17% N2 and 3% CO2
Zeolite nCH4,NK (mol) nCH4,ads (v(STP)/v) Ph (bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
SBN 149.02 162.63 14.27 19.29 0.05
EMT 127.26 123.02 65 16.11 0.05
LTA 97.23 100.58 23.71 10 0.054
Feed: 75% CH4, 22% N2 and 3% CO2
Zeolite nCH4,NK (mol) nCH4,ads (v(STP)/v) Ph (bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
SBN 131.23 143.96 11.11 10 0.05
EMT 90.79 92.19 37.70 10 0.10
Feed: 70% CH4, 27% N2 and 3% CO2
Zeolite nCH4,NK (mol) nCH4,ads (v(STP)/v) Ph (bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
SBN 122.36 134.51 9.79 10 0.05
EMT 66.00 68.97 22.43 10 0.073
80% CH4/20% N2, the maximum CH4 storage achieved was 179.47 moles for SBN which is much
higher than the present case involving 3% CO2. Also, 24 additional zeolites can meet the process
feasibility criteria when no N2 is present in the feed.
3.5.2.3 75% CH4, 22% N2 and 3% CO2
For this case, just two zeolites SBN and EMT are feasible, with 131.23 moles of CH4 stored us-
ing SBN. As observed previously, the corresponding maximum CH4 storage for the corresponding
feed without any CO2 is higher at 150.55 moles.
3.5.2.4 70% CH4, 27% N2 and 3% CO2
Again for this case, just two zeolites SBN and EMT are feasible, with the highest CH4 storage
of 122.36 moles of obtained using SBN. This is lower than CH4 storage of 135.51 moles achieved
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with zeolite SBN for the case of 70% CH4/30% N2. However, the storage capacity of EMT for
the present case is only slightly lower (66 moles) than that of the corresponding case with no CO2
(68.63 moles).
Comparing Tables 3.5 and 3.6, it is evident that on substituting some of the N2 (3%) with
CO2, the number of zeolites feasible for process operation has decreased over all cases. It is also
observed that the introduction of CO2 results in lower CH4 storage compared to when only N2
is present, for even the zeolites which are feasible for both cases. As mentioned previously, this
is due to the stronger adsorption affinity of CO2 to zeolites, compared to CH4 and N2. This can
be more clearly observed from Figure 3.8 which shows the variation of optimal CH4 storage with
different feed compositions for top zeolites SBN and EMT.
Figure 3.8: The effect of maximum CH4 storage obtained for top zeolites SBN and EMT with
change in percentage CH4 in feed. The effect of substituting some of the N2 in CH4/N2 feed with
3% CO2 is also depicted in the graph (Iyer et al. [77]).
The CH4 deliverable capacity ∆nCH4Ph,5.8, which is the difference between the CH4 stored nCH4,NK
at optimal pressure Ph and the initial moles of CH4 stored in the column at 5.8 bar [36, 45, 48, 52]
is also optimized for the above cases and listed in the last column of Tables 3.7 and 3.8. Since the
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initial column conditions such as pressure, temperature and gas phase compositions are set to be
the same for for all the above cases, the initial moles of CH4 stored is also fixed for a given mate-
rial. Hence, optimizing the deliverable capacity yields the same optimal conditions or very similar
ones to those obtained for total CH4 storage capacity. Though the relative ranking of the zeolites
change considerably, the zeolites which are feasible for all the above feed conditions is the same
regardless of whether the CH4 deliverable capacity or the CH4 storage capacity is optimized.
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Table 3.7: Top zeolites ranked in order of decreasing CH4 delivery capacity between optimal
pressure Ph and initial pressure 5.8 bar for a feed containing only CH4 and N2 (Iyer et al. [77]).
Zeolites Objective Process Decision Variables
∆nCH4Ph,5.8 (mol) Ph (bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
Feed: 85% CH4 and 15% N2 6
SBN 136.88 64.82 10 0.05
AFY 114.16 50.20 10 0.076
RHO 93.72 54.33 10 0.05
EMT 89.70 65 14.60 0.05
AFR 84.24 56.25 10 0.05
OBW 82.88 55.46 10 0.05
Feed: 80% CH4 and 20% N2 7
Zeolite ∆nCH4Ph,5.8 (mol) Ph(bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
EMT 81.92 65 16.82 0.05
SBN 76.36 23.91 19.39 0.05
APD 52.99 38.84 10 0.05
STW 49.66 2 26.99 10 0.05
DFT 48.35 33.38 10 0.05
RHO 45.87 21.07 10 0.069
Feed: 75% CH4 and 25% N2 8
Zeolite ∆nCH4Ph,5.8 (mol) Ph(bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
EMT 56.18 46.96 10 0.10
APD 48.55 38.50 10 0.05
SBN 47.45 16.01 10 0.097
DFT 43.96 32.73 10 0.05
STW 31.12 16.36 10 0.05
Feed: 70% CH4 and 30% N2 9
Zeolite ∆nCH4Ph,5.8 (mol) Ph(bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
SBN 32.40 13.10 10 0.05
APD 31.84 24.26 10 0.055
DFT 29.55 21.67 10 0.052
EMT 23.73 24.99 10 0 0.079
STW 21.48 12.79 10 0.05
To further illustrate the process operation, the process flow sheet is updated with the optimal so-
630 zeolites are found to be feasible.
727 zeolites are found to be feasible.
89 zeolites are found to be feasible.
95 zeolites are found to be feasible.
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Table 3.8: Top zeolites ranked in order of decreasing CH4 delivery capacity between optimal
pressure Ph and initial pressure 5.8 bar for feed containing CH4, N2 and 3% CO2 (Iyer et al. [77]).
Feed: 85% CH4, 12% N2 and 3% CO2
Zeolite ∆nCH4Ph,5.8 (mol) Ph(bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
SBN 95.00 29.94 10 0.05
EMT 90.16 65 13.94 0.05
LTA 57.84 35.12 10 0.05
STF 29.81 18.27 10 0.05
Feed: 80% CH4, 17% N2 and 3% CO2
Zeolite ∆nCH4Ph,5.8 (mol) Ph(bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
EMT 82.36 65 16.11 0.05
SBN 45.92 14.27 19.29 0.05
LTA 39.85 23.71 10 0.054
Feed: 75% CH4, 22% N2 and 3% CO2
Zeolite ∆nCH4Ph,5.8 (mol) Ph(bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
EMT 45.89 37.70 10 0.10
SBN 28.13 11.11 10 0.05
Feed: 70% CH4, 27% N2 and 3% CO2
Zeolite ∆nCH4Ph,5.8 (mol) Ph(bar) t (s) vf (m/s)
EMT 21.11 22.43 10 0.073
SBN 19.26 9.79 10 0.05
lution obtained for two feed compositions, i.e. 80% CH4/20% N2 and 85% CH4/15% N2. Fig. 3.9a
shows the amount of CH4 sent to the column, stored in the column and lost in the outlet for the
optimum result of zeolite SBN for feed of 80% CH4/20% N2. Starting with an initial CH4 storage
of 103.10 moles at 5.8 bar, which is the case for the column depleted at the end user, in the pressur-
ization step, 76.16 more moles of CH4 are fed to the column which increase the the CH4 storage to
179.26 moles with a purity of 89.87%. The combined separation and storage (CSS) mode is just
run for 19.94 s due to the CH4 loss reaching the set limit of 10%. During this period, the storage
capacity and the CH4 purity slightly increases to 179.47 moles and 90%, respectively, due to some
separation of N2 through the outlet. For the case of 85% CH4/15% N2 as shown in Fig. 3.9b, it is
again observed that most of the increase in CH4 storage occurs during the pressurization step. In
fact, it is observed that the operation of the CSS mode in this case, results in a slight decrease in
CH4 storage and purity. This is because some of the already stored CH4 exits the column once the
other end of the column is opened for the CSS operation, while some of the N2 from the feed fed to
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the column get stored in the column at these conditions. Due to the dynamic nature of the process,
it is difficult to predict such behavior before solving the model for cases such as this one. Based
on the optimal solutions of above cases, it is observed that the CSS process is reduced largely to a
CH4 storage process with CH4/N2 separation affected by the need to limit the loss of CH4 fed or
already present in the column.
Pressurization mode
(80% CH4, 20% N2)
Feed
Combined Separation and Storage (CSS) mode
Zeolite SBN
CH4 in = 76.16 mol
N2 in = 19.04 mol
CH4 in = 8.69 mol
N2 in  = 2.18 mol
CH4 out = 8.49 mol
N2 out = 2.43 mol 
Initial CH4 stored = 103.10 mol
Initial N2 stored = 1.16 mol
CH4 stored = 179.26 mol
N2 stored  = 20.20 mol
CH4 purity = 89.87%
CH4 purity = 90.00%
Ph = 23.91 bar
Total CH4 stored = 179.47 mol 
Total N2 stored   = 19.94 mol
tf = 19.4 s
vf = 0.05 m/s
Feed
Zeolite SBN
(a) 80% CH4, 20% N2
Pressurization mode
(85% CH4, 15% N2)
Feed
Combined Separation and Storage (CSS) mode
Zeolite SBN
CH4 in = 137.20 mol
N2 in = 24.21 mol
CH4 in = 12.93 mol
N2 in  = 2.27 mol
CH4 out = 13.23 mol
N2 out = 1.55 mol 
Initial CH4 stored = 103.10 mol
Initial N2 stored = 1.16 mol
CH4 stored = 240.30 mol
N2 stored  = 25.37 mol
CH4 purity = 90.45%
CH4 purity = 90.19%
Ph = 64.82 bar
Total CH4 stored = 239.99 mol 
Total N2 stored   = 26.10 mol
tf = 10 s
vf = 0.05 m/s
Feed
Zeolite SBN
(b) 85% CH4, 15% N2
Figure 3.9: CH4 mole balance over the column at optimum conditions. (a) For feed of 80%
CH4/20% N2 at the optimum results obtained, it is observed that most of the storage of CH4 occurs
in the initial pressurization mode, where there is no separation. During the combined separation
and storage (CSS) mode, a slight improvement in CH4 storage and purity achieved, before the loss
of CH4 through the open end exceeds the limit of 10%. (b) For feed of 85% CH4/15% N2, it is
again observed that most of the gain in CH4 storage happens in the pressurization mode. In fact,
during the CSS mode, the loss of CH4 through the outlet exceeds the CH4 fed leading to a slight
decrease in CH4 storage and purity (Iyer et al. [77]).
3.5.3 Top Zeolites for CSS
Figure 3.10 depicts the CH4 and N2 pure component equilibrium adsorption isotherms at 298 K
for all the pure silica zeolites considered in this work. Among them, the isotherms for the zeolites
such as SBN, AFY, RHO, APD, DFT, EMT and STW which demonstrate high CH4 storage for the
CSS process are shown in bold.
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Figure 3.10: The CH4 and N2 isotherms at 298 K of the zeolites feasible for the CSS process su-
perimposed (darker shades) over the corresponding isotherms of all other zeolites (lighter shades).
It is observed that the zeolites which maximize the moles of CH4 stored at the end of the process
have both the CH4 and N2 equilibrium storage capacities toward the higher end of the spectrum
(Iyer et al. [77]).
From the figure, it can be observed that with the exemption of EMT, the other top zeolites,
namely, SBN, AFY, RHO, APD, DFT and STW are on the higher end of the spectrum of equilib-
rium CH4 storage capacities at higher pressures. It is also observed that their corresponding N2
isotherms are also toward the higher end of the spectrum of N2 isotherms of all zeolites. However,
this is not always the case as zeolite ACO which has the third highest volumetric equilibrium load-
ing at a pressure of around 60 bar for pure methane feed as seen from Figure 3.10 is ranked 27th
among the top zeolites for CSS operation for both CH4/N2: 85%/15% feed and CH4/N2: 80%/20%
feeds respectively. It is also not feasible for CSS operation for other feed conditions investigated.
A screening metric based on only pure component CH4 equilibrium storage capacity at high pres-
sures thus would not be suitable for such an analysis. A similar case is observed with the CH4/N2
binary selectivity metric. The ratio of Henry co-efficients of CH4 and N2 on zeolites (calculated us-
ing RASPA) gives the binary selectivity toward CH4 (SCH4/N2) for separation. It is observed that
the top ten zeolites with the highest values of binary selectivity (SCH4/N2) such as MTN, DOH,
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MEP, SOD, MAR, FAR and others (Table 3.9) are not feasible for the CSS process for the feed
compositions investigated. This is because the storage aspect of the CSS process largely dominates
compared to the separation.
Table 3.9: Zeolites with the highest Henry co-efficient based binary adsorption selectivity toward












Fig. 3.11 maps the zeolites with respect to both pure component volumetric storage capacity at
65 bar and the CH4/N2 binary selectivity (SCH4/N2). The zeolites which are feasible with respect
to the loss and purity constraints for the case of combined separation and storage of CH4 from a
CH4/N2: 85%/15% feed are depicted using green markers, while the rest of the zeolites which are
infeasible with respect to the imposed constraints are depicted using hollow red markers. For the
zeolites feasible for CSS operation, the relative rankings of the zeolites based on the maximum
volumetric storage of CH4 obtained at optimum conditions is also shown. The top ranked zeolites
have high CH4 pure component volumetric storage capacity at 65 bar which is a consequence of
our objective of maximizing the volumetric storage capacity of CH4 in the column. However, since
the loss and purity constraints dictate the feasible operation of the process, the extent to which the
storage of CH4 from a CH4/N2: 85%/15% feed is possible is limited by the zeolite selectivity and
the pressure of the operation. From Fig. 3.11, it is observed that, though increase in selectivity
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improves the ranking, pressure of CSS operation at optimum also influences the maximum volu-
metric storage capacity of CH4 in the column thereby affecting the rankings. For example, though
AFR and OSO have close values of CH4/N2 binary selectivity (3.97 and 3.95 respectively) and
CH4 pure component volumetric storage capacity at 65 bar (150 and 138 v(STP)/v respectively),
the pressure of operation which optimizes the storage while maintaining feasibility with respect
to process constraints such as loss and purity is different for AFR and OSO with 56.24 bar and
28.93 bar respectively. This leads to a storage capacity of 119.34 and 93.94 v(STP)/v respectively.
The consideration of both process operation and material screening in design can thus enable de-
termining materials which are the best candidates while satisfying imposed process constraints.
The pore structural features of the zeolites such as accessible volume, channels and cage diameters
which contribute in part to the high equilibrium CH4 capacity at higher pressures also increase
the equilibrium N2 storage capacities for these zeolites. From the pore structure visualizations for
these zeolites (Fig. 3.12) obtained from the ZEOMICS web-tool [119, 121] it is clear that both N2
and CH4 with kinetic diameters of 3.6 Å and 3.8 Å respectively are able to access the channels
and cages of these zeolites. For the case of SBN, which performs very well in all of the above
cases, Kim et al. [107] observe that the available binding sites in SBN are spaced close to the
4.15 Å distance [46] that maximizes CH4-CH4 interactions making it most suitable for concen-
trating feeds with medium concentrations of CH4. Although there are other zeolites with higher
CH4 storage capacities as observed from the pure component isotherms in Figure 3.10, higher CH4
storage is achieved using EMT for the cases considered. Similarly, zeolites AFY and RHO with
high pure component CH4 storage capacities and ranked within the top three for the case of 85%
CH4/15% N2 feed are not within the top 5 zeolites for the subsequent cases with increase in N2%.
Moreover, even for the same zeolite, the optimal process conditions such as the filling pressure
Ph can be significantly different over the various feed compositions as seen for zeolite EMT in
Table 3.5.
To summarize, it is important to note that the material screening performed is tailored for the
conditions and constraints of the application being studied i.e. the feed composition of the source
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Figure 3.11: Pure silica zeolites considered plotted against CH4 volumetric storage capacity at
65 bar from a pure CH4 feed and CH4/N2 binary selectivity in the Henry region. The dotted line
represents CH4/N2 binary selectivity of 1. Zeolites feasible for CSS operation with respect to the
loss and purity constraints for a feed of CH4/N2: 85%/15% are shown using green filled triangles
along with their relative rankings (based on the optimal volumetric storage of CH4), while the
zeolites which are infeasible are depicted using hollow red markers. All the top ranked zeolites
have high CH4 volumetric storage capacity, with the relative ranking influenced by both CH4/N2
binary selectivity and pressure used in CSS operation (Iyer et al. [77]).
gas, initial composition of the column, purity and loss limits. For a different feed composition, the
top materials and the corresponding process decision variables obtained by performing screening
can be different. Without the rigorous dynamic model, it will be difficult to quantify the loss of
CH4 over time during the CSS step when both column ends are open. The multiscale approach thus
affords us an advantage compared to approaches which screen materials based only on material
metrics such as highest loading, selectivity etc. in ensuring that only the materials which satisfy




Cages: Small (< 6 Å) Large (> 8 Å)Medium (6-8 Å)
Channels: Small (< 4 Å) Medium (4-6 Å) Large (> 6 Å)
Figure 3.12: The pore structures of the top pure silica zeolites from the IZA-SC database which
maximize CH4 storage while meeting the combined separation and storage (CSS) process con-
straints. Zeolites AFY, RHO and EMT possess medium to large channels feeding the large cages,
while zeolites SBN, APD and DFT have smaller cages and channels. Both N2 and CH4 with their
kinetic diameter being 3.6 Å and 3.8 Å respectively are able to access the channels and cages
of the above zeolites (The pore structure visualizations are taken from the pore characterization
web-tool ZEOMICS.) (Iyer et al. [77]).
This signifies the importance of simultaneous consideration of process optimization and ma-
terial screening especially in the context of designing and evaluating new process designs. For
example, if the evaluation of novel intensified processes such as the CSS process was based solely
on the result of a single chosen material or feed condition, then there is a chance of missing condi-
tions and materials for which the design could be applicable and effective.
3.6 From Existing Materials to Mapping the Feasibility of Process Operation over Material
Property Space
In the previous subsections, the top materials (zeolites) which maximize the moles of CH4
stored in the column, at the end of the combined separation and storage process is identified using
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process optimization-based material screening. The zeolites considered are then plotted with re-
spect to CH4 storage capacity at 65 bar and the selectivity based on CH4 and N2 Henry co-efficients
as observed in Fig. 3.11. However, it can also be observed that, though, the existing pure silica zeo-
lites considered are depicted in Fig. 3.11, they do not fully and adequately span the range of Henry
selectivity and storage capacities. Though it is evident from the figure, that the CH4 volumetric
storage capacities at the lowest and highest end of the range result in infeasibility and feasibility
with respect to the process performance constraints, for the values with moderate CH4 volumetric
storage capacities (125 v(STP)/v) there is an overlap between the feasible and the infeasible re-
gion. Moreover, the lack of data points and the resulting sparse distribution in certain ranges is not
adequate to map the material property space for feasibility with respect to the constraints imposed.
Hence an analysis such as the one described below, where the material property space is uniformly
mapped can result in identifying regions in the material property space which meet the process
performance constraints imposed.
3.6.1 Constructing the Material Space
To construct a map of material properties, the choice of material properties which determine the
space are paramount. The material-centric parameters used in the previous section is quite rigorous
with 12 parameters for the dual-site isotherm, 3 parameters for each gas and each site considered
along with the density of the zeolite. Though all these parameters affect the overall values of the
loss and purity, mapping the feasibility in a 13 parameter space and drawing conclusions from
it can be cumbersome. To span the space comprising the ranges of different adsorption loading










∀i ∈ I (3.24)
where bi = b0i e
−∆Ui/RT
Simplifying the isotherm model to this single site model (eq. 3.24) still gives rise to 3 parame-
ters (qs, ∆U and b0) for each gas leading to a total of 6 parameters for the CH4/N2 binary system.
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Out of these, qs is representative of the saturation capacity of the gas at infinite pressures while
both qs and bi = b0i e
−∆Ui/RT dictate the initial slope of the isotherm at low pressures, the Henry
co-efficient. Since bi in the isotherm model is determined by both b0 and ∆Ui, to further reduce
the number of parameters, the value of ∆Ui is fixed and calculated based on the mean value of the
isoteric heat of adsorption for each gas on the existing zeolites. b0 is however varied to span the
range of bi for a fixed ∆Ui. Also since at very high pressures, the saturation loading is propor-
tional to the accessible volume in the material, it can be assumed qs is same for both CH4 and N2
neglecting differences in the accessible volume due to different kinetic diameters of the two gases.
The density of the material is fixed to 1690 kg/m3 which is the mean of the densities of the pure
silica zeolites considered in the previous section. This simplified the isotherm model to three pa-
rameters, namely, the total saturation capacity at infinite pressures qs, the parameters b0N2 and b
0
CH4
influencing the initial slope of the isotherms for the two gases. These three parameters are adequate
to define the general shape of CH4 and N2 isotherms and are varied to span the whole isotherm
space. The upper and lower bound of the ranges for qs, b0N2 and b
0
CH4
are given in Table 3.10. A
Latin Hypercube based sampling strategy is used to sample the property space randomly and uni-
formly. Due to the large differences between the order of magnitude of the upper and lower bound
of the range for b0N2 and b
0
CH4
, half of the samples (1000) are obtained considering the logarithm
of the upper and lower bounds of the range and the other half (1000) of the samples are obtained
based on the actual values of the upper and lower bounds of the range. In our experience, this
ensures that the sample points are well distributed within the range of consideration for b0N2 and
b0CH4 . Since the CH4 isotherms of many of the existing materials considered have higher storage







For each of the sample, an optimization problem P2 similar to the P1 problem in the previous
subsection is solved with the following modifications. The same initialization strategy used for P1
is also used for the P2 problem. The objective is modified to the sum of the extent of violations
of the constraint on CH4 purity and CH4 loss expressed in percentages. The relevant constraints
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Table 3.10: Upper and lower bounds for the ranges of isotherm parameters for mapping the material
property space.
Parameter Lower bound Upper bound
qst 0.05 10
b0N2 1 × 10
−10 1 × 10−4
b0CH4 1 × 10
−9 0.01
eq. A.87 and eq. A.95 are modified with positive slack variables sp and sl added which account
for the magnitude of constraint violation. In this analysis, as in the previous section, the value of
purlim is set to 0.90 and the value of lmax is set to 0.10. However, the initial mole fraction of CH4
in the gas phase before start of the process yinitCH4 in this analysis is set to the purlim value of 0.90
instead of the value of 0.95 used in the previous section for simplicity in drawing conclusions from
the feasibility maps. The feed composition of the incoming gas is 85% CH4 and 15% N2.
puri,k ≥ purlim − sp i = CH4, k = NK (3.25)
li ≤ lmax + sl i = CH4 (3.26)
sp ≥ 0 (3.27)
sl ≥ 0 (3.28)
P2 : min. Zobj (Objective)
subject to Zobj = 100 (sp + sl) (Objective: Total Constraint violation)
eq. A.11–A.82 (Discretized process model)
eq. A.83–A.86, eq.A.88–A.94, eq. 3.25–3.28 (Process metrics and constraints)
eq. A.96–A.103 (Bounds on state variables)
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eq. A.104–A.106 (Bounds on decision variables)
(a) CH4 isotherms (b) N2 isotherms
Figure 3.13: CH4 and N2 adsorption isotherm space considered at 298 K.
Applying the sampling strategy, the CH4 and N2 isotherm space at 298 K is mapped out per-
taining to the samples chosen by the sampling strategy. At each of these samples, optimizations to
minimize the sum of the total constraint violation (Zobj) is solved. For cases with very low values
of b0 and qst where the solver fails due to numerical issues are neglected. The resulting isotherms
pertaining to samples which result in successful convergence of the isotherm to an optimal solution
are shown in Fig. 3.13. It can be observed that these samples adequately span the isotherm space
of CH4 and N2.
3.6.2 Feasibility Map of Material Property Space
Similar to Fig. 3.11, the feasible and infeasible data points obtained from minimizing the con-
straint violation are plotted with respect to the Henry selectivity i.e. ratio of the Henry co-efficients
of CH4 and N2 are shown in Fig. 3.14. Though similar to Fig. 3.11, it is observed that at low
values of CH4 storage capacity at 65 bar, feasibility with respect to the constraints imposed is not
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achieved, the demarcation between points which lead to feasible and infeasible values of the con-
straints is not clear for moderate to higher values of CH4 storage capacity at 65 bar. The variation
with respect to the CH4/N2 Henry selectivity ratio is also unclear in both Fig. 3.11 and 3.14. How-
Figure 3.14: Feasibility map corresponding to the material property space spanned by CH4/N2
Henry selectivity ratio and CH4 volumetric storage capacity at 65 bar for feed of 85% CH4 and
15% N2. Red triangles denote the points which are infeasible and the green triangles denote the
points which are feasible with respect to the process constraints.
ever, if instead of the CH4/N2 Henry selectivity ratio, if the CH4 Henry coefficient is chosen as the
y axis, a demarcation between feasible and infeasible region is observed. In Fig. 3.15, the feasible
region with respect to CH4 Henry coefficient and metrics such as CH4 storage capacity at 65 bar
and the CH4 capacity difference between the optimal pressure Ph chosen and the initial pressure
Pl = 5.8 bar is depicted.
3.6.3 Feasibility Map of the Input Isotherm Space
This analysis can also be used to obtain a feasibility map which corresponds to the input space
of adsorption parameters (qs, b0N2 and b
0
CH4
) as seen from Fig. 3.16. It is observed that there is a
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(a) CH4 Henry coefficient vs CH4 storage capacity at
65 bar
(b) CH4 Henry coefficient vs CH4 deliverable capac-
ity
Figure 3.15: Feasibility map corresponding to CH4 Henry coefficient and metrics such as CH4
storage capacity at 65 bar and the CH4 capacity difference between the optimal pressure Ph chosen
and the initial pressure Pl = 5.8 bar. Red triangles denote the points which are infeasible and the
green triangles denote the points which are feasible with respect to the process constraints.
certain minimum value of CH4 maximum saturation storage capacity qs below which feasibility
with respect to the process constraints is not achieved. Similarly, very high and low values of b0CH4
are also not feasible, resulting a range in the input parameter space which widens as qs increases.
Based on these characteristics observed in the feasibility map of the isotherm space, an isotherm
space spanning the range of isotherms which correspond to these parameters can be obtained. A
moderate range of b0CH4 required for feasible process operation, precludes highly flat and highly
steep isotherms in the initial low pressure region. Similarly, a certain minimum value of qs, will
result in the set of isotherms which result in process feasibility to have a certain minimum storage
capacity at 65 bar. This can be observed in the range of the isotherms of CH4 and N2 which
result in process feasibility. The shape of the N2 isotherm space is a direct consequence of the
sampling strategy which constraints the initial isotherm slopes of N2 below that of CH4 which
is the case with a majority of CH4 selective materials. This is well evident from the extent of
the ranges of the isotherm spaces which result in feasible process operation as observed from
FIg. 3.17. A salient and important understanding obtained from this map is that isotherms outside
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Figure 3.16: Feasibility map corresponding to the input adsorbent parameter space spanned by
b0CH4 and maximum volumetric saturation storage capacity q
s for feed of 85% CH4 and 15% N2.
Red triangles denote the points which are infeasible and the green triangles denote the points which
are feasible with respect to the process constraints.
of these ranges are not favorable to meet the process constraints. Though Fig. 3.15 describes the
(a) CH4 isotherms (b) N2 isotherms
Figure 3.17: CH4 and N2 space of isotherms feasible for process operation at 298 K and feed of
85% CH4 and 15% N2.
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feasible and infeasible region with respect to the process performance constraints of CH4 loss and
CH4 purity, the extent of the constraint violation at different values of the material properties are
depicted in Fig. 3.18. These express the deviation of the CH4 loss fraction from lmax = 0.10 and the
reduction in the purity fraction of stored CH4 from purlim = 0.90. The plots in Fig. 3.18 display
a gradation in the magnitude of constraint violation with the value of the material metrics. It is
observed that in Fig. 3.18a the constraint violation reduces as the process proceeds toward higher
value of CH4 storage capacity at the region where CH4 storage capacity is very low. Beyond a
certain minimum value of CH4 storage capacity, the Henry co-efficient of CH4 which influences
the initial slope of the isotherm is important for determining the constraint violation. For a given
value of CH4 storage capacity at 65 bar, a lower Henry co-efficient or a less steep isotherm is
beneficial in reducing the constraint violation. As the CH4 storage capacity, increases the minimum
CH4 Henry coefficient necessary to maintain feasibility also increases. In Fig. 3.18b, similarly, a
certain minimum difference in the CH4 adsorbent loading capacity between the initial pressure Pl
= 5.8 bar and optimal CSS filling pressure chosen of Ph i.e. deliverable capacity. For a given CH4
loading capacity difference, higher CH4 Henry coefficient is preferred, as it dictates the magnitude
of the loading capacities at Ph and Pl. The overall shape of the plot is constrained by the single-
site isotherm equation, as only a certain range of CH4 Henry coefficients can lead to a certain CH4
deliverable capacity. These constraint violation maps can be very useful in determining the extent
of deviation from feasibility for a particular set of material property metrics for a chosen process
configuration. It is important to note that the constraint violation values at each data point in the
material property space are obtained as a result of solving a minimization problem which allows
for inherent flexibility in the choice of the process decision variables to achieve the minimum.
3.6.4 Identifying Key Constraints and Variables Influencing Process Feasibility
To understand the reason for the nature of the feasibility maps, it is important to understand
the individual contribution of both the process constraints namely CH4 loss and CH4 purity on
the overall feasibility. Constraint violation maps can enable understanding the constraints which
govern the process and the range in the material property space where they are active, inactive or
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(a) Total Constraint violation: CH4 Henry coefficient
vs CH4 storage capacity at 65 bar
(b) Total Constraint violation: CH4 Henry coefficient
vs CH4 deliverable capacity
Figure 3.18: Constraint violation map corresponding to CH4 Henry coefficient and metrics such as
CH4 storage capacity at 65 bar and the CH4 capacity difference between the optimal pressure Ph
chosen and the initial pressure Pl = 5.8 bar
(a) Loss Fraction Constraint Violation (b) Purity Fraction Constraint Violation
Figure 3.19: Constraint violation map corresponding to CH4 Henry coefficient and CH4 storage
capacity at 65 bar for CH4 loss and CH4 purity constraints
violated. For example, Fig. 3.19a and b shows the constraint violation for the CH4 loss and CH4
purity constraint respectively. It can be observed that a smaller subspace of the mapped material
property space meets the constraint on CH4 loss fraction compared to that of the purity fraction of
the stored CH4 in the column. For this feed of 85% CH4 and 15% N2, the purity constraint on CH4
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is largely satisfied in the material property range considered due to the high purity of gas stored
initially in the column before the pressurization step and the feed having a high CH4 content at
85%. The loss constraint however is representative of the ratio of moles of CH4 exiting the column
along with N2 to the moles of CH4 fed to the process. The mole fraction of CH4 in the gas phase
(a) Loss Fraction Constraint Violation (b) Mole fraction of CH4 in the gas phase
Figure 3.20: Constraint violation map corresponding to CH4 Henry coefficient and CH4 capacity
difference between the optimal pressure Ph chosen and the initial pressure Pl = 5.8 bar for the loss
constraint. It loosely follows the pattern of variation in gas phase CH4 mole fraction in the column
just before the start of the combined separation and storage step.
of the column after the pressurization step and just before the start of the combined separation and
storage step just before the outlet of the column is opened will influence the loss of CH4 through
the outlet during the process. This is evident from Fig. 3.20, where the pattern of the variation in
the loss fraction constraint violation loosely follows that of mole fraction of CH4 in the column in
the gas phase ye, pressCH4 , just before the start of the combined separation and storage step. The higher
the CH4 adsorbent loading capacity difference from the initial fixed pressure Pl and the optimal
pressure of operation Ph, the higher is the capacity of the adsorbent to adsorb CH4 from the gas
phase and thereby reduce the mole fraction of CH4 in the gas phase. This results in the lower value
of CH4 exiting through the column outlet when it is opened leading to lower values of loss. Since
the overall feasibility over most of the material property range is primarily influenced by the loss
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constraint violation, it can be concluded that the mole fraction of CH4 in the gas phase before the
outlet of the column is opened has a considerable effect on the process feasibility for this feed
condition.
3.6.5 Existing and Hypothetical Zeolite Database Structures in the Feasibility Map
Figure 3.21: Existing and hypothetical zeolite frameworks in the feasibility map corresponding to
the material property space spanned by CH4 Henry coefficient and CH4 volumetric storage capacity
at 65 bar for feed of 85% CH4 and 15% N2. Red triangles denote the points in the material property
space which are infeasible and the green triangles denote the points which are feasible with respect
to the process constraints. The set of points shown in blue are obtained from the loading data for
the hypothetical zeolite data set of zeolites made available by Simon et al. [46] and the yellow
circles are the values obtained in this work for the existing IZA [78] zeolite structures.
The main advantage of utilizing the multi-scale process and material optimization framework
is in obtaining target material properties which can maximize the process objectives subject to the
constraint imposed on some of the process metrics. Feasibility maps discussed in the previous sub-
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sections enable identifying material property ranges for maintaining feasibility with respect to the
process constraints. Similarly the values of the process metrics can also be optimized and plotted
as a function of the material property space. In Fig. 3.21, the CH4 Henry coefficients and the CH4
storage capacities obtained in this work for the considered 178 pure silica zeolitic frameworks in
the International Database of Zeolite structures are plotted in the material property space as yellow
circles. Furthermore, the 139,500 hypothetical computational zeolitic structures from the database
of hypothetical structures [79] for which the CH4 isotherm loading data and Henry coefficient data
that has been laboriously obtained using molecular simulations and made publicly available by Si-
mon et al. [46] at http://nanoporousmaterials.org/methanestorage/ are plotted
as blue circles. The geometric properties such as void fraction, crystal density, largest included
diameter and accessible surface areas are also available. Depending on the desired target value of
the material properties in terms of CH4 storage capacity and CH4 Henry coefficient required, ap-
propriate range of geometric properties and/or sets of crystal structures can be identified from the
database for further analysis and experimentation. Similarly, by superimposing the properties of
these structures onto the constraint violation/optimal process metric maps of the material property
space, the candidate material structures best suited for further investigation and the directions for
material property improvement can be identified. Once the map is established for a given process
design, data of multiple classes of materials such as metal-organic frameworks, zeolitic imidiazo-
late frameworks can be superimposed onto the maps to readily determine the best candidates.
3.7 Section Summary
A novel combined separation and storage (CSS) process technology for simultaneously sepa-
rating and storing CH4 from unconventional sources in a column filled with zeolite adsorbent was
designed and optimized. The selective separation and storage capabilities of zeolite adsorbents
were examined using optimization insights in order to develop a multi-functional intensified pro-
cess. Material properties were obtained based on Monte Carlo simulations on pure silica zeolitic
frameworks. The dynamic model describing the entire process was discretized to an algebraic
form to be posed as a non-linear optimization problem which was optimized for every material. A
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suitable initialization strategy was devised to aid convergence and reduce computation time. The
key advantage with using such a completely discretized model is that the optimal conditions and
materials can be recalculated for any changes in the process conditions (e.g. feed compositions)
with ease. Material screening through process optimization was performed for feeds with vary-
ing CH4 and N2 compositions to obtain a combination of a zeolite and the corresponding process
conditions which maximizes CH4 storage subject to process constraints.
Among the zeolites considered, zeolites SBN, AFY, RHO, APD, DFT, EMT and STW are
found to be most suitable for the CSS process for a variety of CH4/N2 feeds. The highest CH4
storage obtained is 240.95 v (STP)/v for a feed of 85% CH4/15% N2 using zeolite SBN and oper-
ating the CSS mode of the process at a pressure of 64.82 bar. It is observed that the intensification
of CH4 separation and storage is primarily limited by the need to contain the loss of CH4 through
the column outlet. The top zeolites obtained and their corresponding optimal conditions vary with
different feed compositions investigated. While these zeolites show promise for being applicable
for CSS operation, zeolite selection decisions can be further influenced by the presence of im-
purities in the feed and the introduction of cations into the zeolites. From the process operation
perspective, the relative ranking of materials can change with changes in the values of bounds im-
posed on the decision variables such as filling time tf , feed velocity vf . Similarly changes in the
maximum CH4 loss percentage allowed and minimum purity required constraints will also affect
the optimal process decisions and material obtained. Increase in the percentage of impurity in the
feed and especially, the presence of strongly adsorbing gases like CO2 is found to reduce both the
CH4 storage capacity and the number of zeolites feasible for the CSS process operation.
Subsequently, the adsorption isotherm parameters for the zeolites themselves are set as decision
variables in the complete algebraic optimization formulation of the model. The objective function
for optimization is set as the total violation from the process performance constraints, such as
CH4 purity and CH4 loss, imposed on the process. Based on the optimization results, a map
of feasible operation of the process and the extent of its deviation from feasibility is presented
as a function of material metrics. From this, the key constraints and variables which influence
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process feasibility at different material property ranges is identified. The material properties of
both existing and a large number of hypothetical structures available in public databases is plotted
onto the material property space. This can enable identifying structures corresponding to desired
target properties. Thus a multi-scale optimization based approach is useful to effectively determine
process conditions, screen material candidates and determine target material properties during the
design stage for novel intensified multi-functional processes such as CSS.
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4. APPLICATION TO INTEGRATED CARBON CAPTURE AND CONVERSION (ICCC)
PROCESS∗
4.1 Key Contributions
In recent years, the concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere has reached the
highest level (>400 ppm) in recorded history [122]. CO2 is a major greenhouse gas (GHG) and has
been linked to global warming [123]. Adverse effects of global warming include climate change,
extreme weather events, melting of polar ice caps, rise of sea levels and oceanic acidification [124].
The increased levels of CO2 in the post-industrial period is attributed to the burning of fossil
fuels [125, 126]. Emissions at the current rates would lead to increased global warming and the
resulting adverse impacts in the future could be larger as compared to the last century [126]. World
energy consumption will see a 48% increase from 2012 to 2040 and fossil fuel sources will still
account for 78% of the world energy consumption in 2040 [127]. Reduction of CO2 emissions by
at least 50% is necessary to restrict the global temperature rise to 2◦C by 2050 [128, 129]. Hence
it is imperative to reduce CO2 emissions from fossil fuel consumption.
While Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS) [14, 71, 123, 130–132] has the potential to re-
duce CO2 emissions from energy sector by 20%14, high costs prevent the technology from being
implemented on a large scale. For power plants, estimated cost for CCS ranges from $60–$114/ton
of CO2 avoided [133, 134]. The capture/separation step of CCS is the most energy intensive and
hence accounts for a large share (60–70%) of the total cost. After the capture, there is cost as-
sociated with compression to high pressures (150 bar) for transportation via pipelines to storage
sites [131, 135]. Additionally, limited geological storage capacity at certain locations, concerns
over possible leaks, and costs associated with rigorous monitoring of injected CO2 have raised
concerns towards widespread implementation of CCS [129, 136].
∗Reproduced in part with permission from Iyer, S. S., Bajaj, I., Balasubramanian, P. and Hasan, M. M. F., "Inte-
grated Carbon Capture and Conversion to Produce Syngas: Novel Process Design, Intensification and Optimization"
Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research, 56(30), 8622-8648. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
Available at https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.iecr.7b01688
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In the light of these issues with CCS, an alternative way to reduce CO2 emissions is the capture
and conversion of CO2 to useful products which can be sold for profit [129]. CO2 can be used
as a source of carbon for chemicals such as syngas (a mixture of H2 and CO), methanol, formic
acid, carbonates, polymeric materials, fine chemicals, etc [123]. Specifically, CO2 conversion
to syngas has been widely studied in literature [137–139]. Syngas is a universal precursor that
can be converted to various fuels and hydrocarbons [136] via Fischer-Tropsch synthesis which
makes a potential case for large-scale CO2 utilization to address the scale of global CO2 emissions
(around 35 Gt per year) [123, 140]. Different reforming approaches of natural gas using CO2 (dry
reforming [141, 142], mixed reforming [143], and tri-reforming [20]) have been studied as they
can produce syngas with varying H2/CO ratios. A recent study reports that CO2 reforming has
lower capital and operating cost compared to steam reforming, assuming CO2 feed has negligible
cost [144].
CO2 capture and conversion also poses several technological challenges [145]. Firstly, due
to high thermodynamic stability of CO2, its conversion is energy-intensive [123, 129]. Secondly,
existing utilization technologies use mostly high-purity CO2 obtained from isolated capture plants.
The cost of product syngas becomes high because of the additional expense ($35–$50 per ton)
[67, 146] and high energy penalty (10–30% of power plant output) associated with CO2 capture.
Thirdly, the lack of proper integration between capture and conversion may lead to an overall
negative utilization of CO2 when auxiliary emissions from electricity consumption are considered.
To this end, process intensification [94–96] is paramount towards making carbon capture and
conversion viable for large-scale deployment. Intensification can be achieved by combining the
salient features of individual process technologies. Examples include multi-functional reactors
[5,147,148], membrane reactors [149,150], layered bed adsorption columns [9,10,151], sorption-
enhanced reaction processes (SERP) [6,7,152, 153], combined separation and storage (CSS) [77],
and multi-material simulated moving bed (MSMB) [12]. In the context of CO2 utilization, an
intensification method would have significant impact if it could combine post-combustion CO2
capture and CO2 reforming in a manner that would break the current barrier of high cost and high
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energy penalty while ensuring a net positive CO2 utilization.
This work is an attempt to combine and further intensify the post-combustion capture of CO2
from flue gas (a mixture of predominantly N2 and CO2) with CO2 conversion to produce syngas
towards “direct” utilization of CO2 at the source. In pursuit of this goal, an integrated carbon
capture-conversion (ICCC) process [109] is designed and its technical and economic feasibility is
evaluated. The key contributions are described as follows:
1. Process Design and Intensification: A conceptual design of a modular and multi-functional
cyclic process is put forward to simultaneously capture CO2 from flue gas, release CO2 us-
ing methane/natural gas/fuel gas/biogas/landfill gas to provide a mixture of methane and
CO2 for dry reforming, and convert the mixture into syngas. Unlike independently oper-
ated/standalone capture and conversion processes, our integrated carbon capture and con-
version (ICCC) process eliminates energy intensive temperature and /or pressure swings in
the regeneration step of CO2 capture by combining the CO2 desorption with the reactor
feed premixing step, which significantly reduces the overall energy penalty and cost of CO2
utilization.
2. High-Fidelity Model-based Process Simulation: To establish the techno-economic feasibility
and to predict the performance of our technology, rigorous simulation is performed using a
detailed process model. The model describes the dynamics and interaction of the adsorption-
purge-reaction system and is implemented to perform rigorous process simulations elucidat-
ing the key variables affecting the process.
3. Process Optimization: Though the conceptual design is innovative, it is imperative to opti-
mize the process under physical, operational and regulatory constraints while meeting the
product quality specifications. A simulation-based, data-driven and constrained grey-box
optimization framework is developed to obtain feasible and optimal process configurations
and operating conditions. The objectives of process optimization include (i) maximizing net
utilization of CO2, (ii) minimizing energy penalty and operating cost of the process, and
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(iii) minimizing total cost of syngas production via “direct” CO2 utilization. The objectives
are met while operating within specified conditions for CH4 and CO2 losses, operational
constraints, and bounded syngas ratios.
4. Robustness and Techno-economic Analyses: A simulation-based constrained optimization
method is applied to find feasible operating windows, CO2 utilization and total costs for a
range of feed conditions to computationally show the robustness of the proposed technology.
In the subsections that follow, the description of the proposed ICCC process and its potential for
utilizing greenhouse gases for both centralized and distributed chemicals manufacturing is pro-
vided. Next, the high-fidelity process model that is used for process simulation is described.
Through rigorous simulations at different conditions, the complex dynamics and interactions be-
tween the capture and conversion sections and the effects of key design variables on the process
performance are elucidated. This is followed by a discussion on the grey-box constrained optimiza-
tion framework and optimization results for different methane-based feedstocks. Finally, remarks
summarizing this section are provided.
4.2 Integrated Carbon Capture and Conversion (ICCC) Process
The key idea and the grand scope of the proposed process and the description of the detailed
configuration of the process is provided as follows.
4.2.1 Key Concept
In this work, process intensification is defined as the merging of isolated processes with dif-
ferent core objectives e.g. CO2 capture, syngas production into a process which can achieve in-
tegration of both objectives e.g. direct utilization of CO2 from flue gas to syngas, in an attempt
to reduce the cost and/or energy consumption. The proposed integrated carbon capture and con-
version (ICCC) process uses flue gas as a source of CO2, and natural gas/biogas/landfill gas/fuel
gas as a source of CH4. Since the feeds (especially flue gas) contain significant amount of N2, the
process has been designed to achieve four major tasks – (i) preferential adsorption of CO2 over
N2 from flue gas using an adsorbent, (ii) CO2 desorption, (iii) mixing of CO2 and methane at a
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ratio appropriate for dry reforming, and (iv) dry reforming of the CO2/methane mixture to produce
syngas over a catalyst. The novelty of this work is the simultaneous desorption (purging) of CO2
and mixing of CO2 and CH4 through the use of methane (CH4) rich feed. The introduction of
the methane rich feed into a column saturated with adsorbed CO2 reduces the partial pressure of
CO2 in the gaseous phase, thereby creating a concentration driving force for CO2 desorption and
a working capacity for adsorption-based CO2 capture. This allows to partially regenerating the
process at the same pressure and temperature of CO2 adsorption without consuming energy as in
the case of pressure and temperature swing adsorption (PSA and TSA) processes. A schematic of
the effect of changing the concentration of CO2 in a multi-component mixture on the equilibrium
adsorbent loading and the working capacity is depicted in Figure 4.1. CH4 rich feed is chosen to
desorb the CO2 via dilution, since the final goal is to convert the desorbed CO2 to syngas using
CH4. Hence, the mixing of CO2 and CH4 would not be an issue. The mixing of CH4 with CO2
within the adsorption column also facilitates the feed preparation for subsequent dry reforming.
Therefore, we have essentially combined the CO2 desorption or regeneration step of the capture
part with the reactor feed premixing while eliminating the need for any temperature and/or pres-
sure swings. While concentration swing-based gas desorption and enrichment has been suggested
in the past48,49, our proposed dilution of CO2 using CH4 is unique in a sense that it integrates
both the regeneration and reactor feed pre-mixing for process intensification.
4.2.2 Process Configuration
The ICCC process shown in Figure 4.2 implements the intensification concept discussed above.
Specifically, it involves separation of CO2 from flue gas by selective adsorption in a column filled
with a microporous material such as zeolite 13X followed by subsequent desorption of the adsorbed
CO2 using a methane (CH4) rich feed. The outlet gas is then sent to the reactor for conversion of
CO2 to syngas. This is achieved in two steps run in a cyclic manner. In the first step, flue gas
(N2/CO2 = 86% / 14%) is fed to the adsorption column for a time t1 while in the second step,
CH4 rich feed is fed to the column for rest of the cycle duration (tc). The high concentration of





















Figure 4.1: Schematic of the concentration driving force for adsorption and desorption of CO2
from multi-component mixture using feed switching. Adsorbent capacity/loadings at equilibrium
q∗ is affected by the partial pressure of CO2 in the multi-component mixture introduced i.e. flue
gas or methane-rich feed e.g. natural gas. This leads to the possibility of a working capacity
due to differences in equilibrium adsorbent loading of CO2 in different feeds. Practical working
capacity obtained will also depend on cycle times, feed step durations, kinetic factors and nature of
isotherms of other gases relative to CO2. The total pressure Ptot is kept constant (Iyer et al. [109]).
The CO2 desorption is achieved by a change in concentration, rather than a change in pressure
(PSA process) or temperature (TSA process) thus reducing the energy costs. The outlet gas from
the column contains a mixture of CO2, N2 and CH4. Since the final aim is to convert CO2 to
syngas which is usually achieved through reactions using CH4, the outlet gas from the adsorption
column can be directly sent to the reactor. The reactor section is filled with a suitable catalyst,
where CO2 reforming takes place leading to the formation of syngas. Since N2 does not participate
in the reforming reactions, the outlet gas from the adsorption column is vented out between two
chosen times to remove N2 without a considerable loss of CO2 and CH4. The adsorption column
outlet gas from the non-venting period of each cycle is mixed and fed to the reactor throughout the
duration of the cycle at a constant rate and composition. This makes the overall process continuous
without interruptions. In practice, this can be achieved by collecting the outlet gas in a large well-
mixed tank and setting the reactor feed withdrawal flow rate appropriately. This also enables us































































(b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.2: Process schematic for integrated carbon capture and conversion (ICCC) process. (a)
The process is operated in a cyclic manner, where each cycle consists of two steps 1 and 2. t1 is the
duration of step 1, and tc is the total cycle time. In step 1, flue gas is fed to the adsorption column,
while in the second step, CH4-rich feed e.g. Natural gas is fed to the column to desorb CO2. The
outlet gas from the adsorption column during the period when it is rich in N2 is vented out and
outlet gas from the rest of the cycle when it is rich in CH4 and CO2 becomes reactor feed. It is
further mixed with makeup feed and fed to the reactor for continuous operation (b) Schematic of
feed mole fraction variation with time. Flue gas feed of composition 14% CO2 and 86% N2 while
Natural gas of composition 95% CH4 and 5% N2 is used. (c) Schematic of CO2 captured/adsorbed
and desorbed in the column at cyclic steady state. (d) Times of the cycle during which outlet gas
from adsorption column is vented or mixed and fed to the reactor. tv1 is the venting start time and
tv2 is the venting end time. (e) Schematic of syngas produced at the outlet of the overall process
(Iyer et al. [109]).
operating the reactor at time-varying feed conditions. Makeup or extra CO2 and CH4 may be added
to the reactor feed to ensure flexibility to meet the product specifications at the reactor outlet for
a variety of operating conditions and feeds (flue gas, biogas, natural gas, etc.). The process thus
demonstrates a potential to leverage the dynamic nature of the adsorption process while integrating
it with conventional fixed bed reactor systems for CO2 conversion to syngas.
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4.2.3 Scope of Implementation
At least two scenarios for the implementation of the proposed technology are envisioned. One
is a modular implementation for a grass root design for the utilization of small, stranded, unutilized
and unconventional methane. An example of such unconventional methane is the excess fuel
gas available in a refinery or a chemical plant. The lack of pressure and temperature changes
further adds to the benefit of employing our technology on a modular level, thereby enhancing its
applicability for stranded sources. The other possible implementation is within an integrated power
and chemical complex (Figure 4.3) that co-produce fuels, power and chemicals. A part of the flue
gas from the power generation section can be “directly” sent to the ICCC plant, while the rest can
be processed via standalone CO2 capture plant. The pure CO2 obtained from the capture plant
can then be either used for conversion or sent for external utilization or sequestration purposes. In
this way, a balance can be struck between emission, utilization and storage for decarbonization at
reduced overall cost of CO2 avoidance.
4.3 Process Modeling and Simulation
The performance of the process needs to be predicted well to warrant selection of appropriate
conditions and to evaluate different tradeoffs. To identify key decision variables which influence
the feasibility of the process, it is important to model the overall process and study its behavior.
The process is divided into two major sections, namely the adsorption and reaction sections, which
are modeled as described below.
The process model for the adsorption section is similar to the one used for describing the
combined separation and storage process in the previous section and hence is described in Ap-
pendix B.1.
4.3.1 Configuration of the Process Cycle
Since the process involves two feed steps repeated in a cyclic manner, variables are defined
to denote different instances of time in the cycle, namely, the total cycle time (tc) and the step-1
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Figure 4.3: Integrated power and chemical production complex employing ICCC technology. Inte-
gration of the proposed process (ICCC) with existing CO2 capture and utilization plants as shown
can reduce the overall costs of CO2 capture and utilization. Our process would utilize both low-cost
flue gas and small, stranded and unconventional methane sources to produce syngas, a precursor
to many fuels and chemicals (Iyer et al. [109]).
the upper bound for the total cycle duration. The configuration of the cycle, i.e., the chronology
and duration of the two feed steps and the bounds on the cycle time are specified in eq. 4.1–4.3.
tmin ≤ t1 ≤ tc (4.1)
tmin ≤ tc − t1 ≤ tc (4.2)
tmin ≤ tc ≤ tmax (4.3)
For the venting cycle, tv1 is defined as the time in seconds from start of cycle to the time at which
venting starts, while tv2 is the time (s) at which venting ends. Therefore, the period at which
venting is active is between tv1 – tv2. Constraints which describe the times at which venting of the
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outlet gas from the adsorption is performed are described in Eq. 4.4–4.6.
0 ≤ tv1 ≤ tc (4.4)
0 ≤ tv2 ≤ tc (4.5)
tmin ≤ tv2 − tv1 ≤ tc (4.6)
The gases at the outlet of the adsorption section during the non-venting period (between 0–tv1 and
tv2–tc) is collected, mixed and sent to the reactor section.
4.3.2 Modeling Reaction Section
The outlet gas from the adsorption column pertaining to the non-venting period of each cycle
is assumed to be mixed (in a tank) and withdrawn at a constant flow rate as reactor feed. The flow
rate is set such that the moles of gas entering the tank from the adsorption column during each
cycle are completely withdrawn before the end of that cycle. The withdrawn gas is mixed with
appropriate amounts of makeup CO2 and CH4, and then fed to the reactor. The inlet feed flow rate
























∀ i ∈ IA (4.9)
where FR0,i is the molar feed flow rate of species i ∈ IA fed to the reactor section in mol/s, nNVi
is the moles of species i collected during the non-venting period, Fmkj is the molar flow rate of
makeup feed j ∈ JM = {CO2, CH4} in mol/s, ymki,j is the composition of species i in makeup feed




and FA,outi are the mole fraction and the corresponding molar
flow rate in mol/s of species i, respectively at the outlet of the adsorption column at any given time
t, while Ac,a is the cross-sectional area of the adsorption column in m2. The superscripts “A, out”
and “mk” pertain to the adsorber outlet and makeup feeds, respectively.
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The reaction considered for conversion of CO2 to syngas uses CH4 and is known as CO2-
reforming or dry reforming. While dry reforming may suffer from coke formation [154], it is not
considered it in this work. The reactions involved in dry reforming are as follows:
CH4 + CO2 2 CO + 2 H2 ∆H298 K = +247.0 kJ/mol (R1)
CO2 + H2 CO + H2O ∆H298 K = +41.7 kJ/mol (R2)
The CO2-reforming of methane (R1) is a reversible and highly endothermic reaction and results
in an increase in the number of moles. Hence, the production of syngas is thermodynamically
favored at low pressures and high temperatures. The high endothermicity of the reaction makes
this reaction energy intensive. The reverse water gas shift reaction (R2) is also an endothermic
reaction.
The reactor feed thus obtained is heated to the reactor temperature (TR) in the furnace of the























is the outlet temperature at the adsorption section in K, Tmkf is the feed
temperature of the makeup feeds in K, Cpm is the specific heat capacity of the appropriate gas mix-
ture in J/mol/K calculated using Eq. 4.11. The variation of specific heat capacity with temperature





































where Im is the set of species present in the gas mixture considered. The values of the constants
are taken from the NIST website [155].
A pseudo-homogenous model is used for modeling the reactor and its assumptions are listed as
follows:
• Ideal gas behavior
• Steady state operation
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• Isothermal operation
• One dimensional plug flow behavior
• Concentration, temperature and pressure gradients in radial direction are neglected
• Axial dispersion is neglected
• The thermal and chemical equilibrium between the bulk and the catalyst surface are achieved
instantly, i.e. the gas and the catalyst have the same temperature and concentration.
• The catalyst effectiveness factor is assumed to be unity.
The component balance for all the species in the reaction mixture is given in eq. 4.12. The set of
species considered in the reaction section are IR = {CO2, CH4, N2, CO, H2, H2O}.
dFRi
dzR
= ρbAc,rri ∀ i ∈ IR (4.12)
where FRi is the molar flow rate in mol/s of each species i inside the reactor bed at any zR , ri is the
rate of generation of species i per unit mass of catalyst in mol/kg/s, ρb is the reactor bed density in
kg/m3, Ac,r is the cross-sectional area of the reactor in m2 and zR is the spatial co-ordinate along
the length (LR) of the reactor bed in meters (0 ≤ zR ≤ LR). The inlet flow rates (FR0,i) for i ∈ IA




ϑi,kRk ∀ i ∈ IR (4.13)
where ϑi,k is the stoichiometric coefficient of species i in reaction Rk . For example, ϑH2,1 is
+2 and ϑH2,2 is -1 since two moles of H2 are formed in reaction R1 while one mole of H2 is
consumed in reaction R2. The reaction kinetics and the parameters are taken from Richardson and
Paripatyadar [156, 157] and are given in Table 4.1 and are incorporated in the process model.
R1 =
k1KCO2, 1KCH4, 1 pCO2pCH4(









k2KCO2, 2KH2, 2 pCO2pH2(
1 +KCO2, 2 pCO2 + KH2, 2 pH2




Table 4.1: Reaction rate coefficients and parameters for dry reforming of methane (Iyer et al.
[109]).
Parameter Value
k1 [mol/kg cat/s] 1.29× 106 e−102065/RTR
k2 [mol/kg cat/s] 3.5× 105 e−81030/RTR
KCH4, 1 [/atm] 2.60× 10−2 e40684/RTR
KCO2, 1 [/atm] 2.61× 10−2 e37641/RTR
KCO2, 2 [/atm] 0.5771 e
9262/RTR
KH2, 2 [/atm] 1.494 e
6025/RTR
Keq,1 [atm2] 6.781× 1014 e−259660/RTR
Keq,2 56.4971 e−36580/RTR








∀ i ∈ IR (4.16)
where PR is the pressure in the reactor bed in Pa. The reactor operation is assumed to be isothermal,
i.e., the reactor temperature TR is kept constant. However, heat needs to be supplied to the reactor
section to ensure isothermal operation to compensate for the heat consumed by the endothermic
reaction. This heat can be provided by appropriate placement of natural gas fired burners along the
reactor section. The following equation (eq. 4.17) describes the heat consumed by the reactions
taking place in the reactor. Integrating over the length of the reactor bed (zR), gives the cumulative























where ρf and µR are the density and viscosity of the fluid (gas) phase in the reactor in kg/m3 and
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Pa s respectively, us is the superficial velocity in m/s, εR is the void fraction of the reactor bed, f is




is the effective particle diameter in m of the cylindrical catalyst particle with 10 hole rings. The
viscosity of the gas is taken to be the mole fraction average of individual species viscosities which
are provided in Table 4.2
Table 4.2: The individual species viscosity values in Pa s used for calculating the overall gas
viscosity for the reactor section (Iyer et al. [109]).
Species Viscosity [Pa s]
CO 3.62 E -05
CO2 3.51 E -05
CH4 2.4 E -05
H2O 3.2 E -05
H2 1.5 E -05
N2 3.5 E -05





PR|zR=0 = Ph (4.22)
QR|zR=0 = 0 (4.23)
4.3.3 Calculating Process Performance Metrics
To evaluate the performance of the ICCC process for a given set of design and operating con-
ditions, we can use several metrics. These include the overall (net) CO2 utilization (%), losses or
emissions of greenhouse gases (CO2 and CH4), and syngas quality (H2/CO ratio). We also consider
various economic costs, which are discussed in the next section.
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4.3.3.1 Overall CO2 Utilization at Cyclic Steady State Condition
The percent overall CO2 utilization (POCU) over each cycle at cyclic steady state condition
accounts for the net CO2 utilized by the process via various feeds while discounting unreacted
CO2, the lost CO2 which is vented and the auxiliary CO2 produced by using heating utilities and
electrical power.

























∀ i ∈ IA (4.27)
where FA,inCO2 is the molar flow rate in mol/s of CO2 entering the adsorption column through either of
the feeds, QHU is the total heating duty requirement in Watt of the process during each cycle, and
Eu is “unclean” electricity in kWh contributing to auxiliary CO2 emissions. If the total electricity
requirement (Et) of the process during a cycle is lesser than the clean electricity available, then the
auxiliary CO2 emission factor ϕe is set to be zero. However, if the electricity requirement is greater
than the clean electricity available, then the unclean electricity Eu will contribute to auxiliary CO2
emissions and an appropriate value for the auxiliary emission factor ϕe is used (e.g., 0.939 ton CO2
per MWh, if the electricity comes from a coal-fired power plant, as listed in Table 4.3).
The heating requirement (QHU ) is provided by burning natural gas and includes both the reactor
feed heating duty (Qf ) and the heat duty (QR) necessary to maintain an isothermal operation of
the reactor. Therefore, QHU = (Qf +QR)/ηh where ηh is the efficiency of the natural gas-fired
furnace. The auxiliary CO2 emissions by natural gas burnt for heating is calculated by applying
the appropriate emission factor ϕh i.e. ϕNG. The auxiliary CO2 emission parameters are obtained
from the U. S. Energy Information Administration website [160, 161] and are listed in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Raw material pricing and auxiliary CO2 emission parameters (Iyer et al. [109]).
Description Value
Dehydrated Flue gas price (CO2/N2: 14/86 %) ($/ton) 1.87
Natural Gas price (CH4/N2: 95/5 %) ($/MMBTU) (Oct 2016) 2.98
Pure CO2 price ($/ton) 38.5
Methane price ($/MMBTU) 2.98
Electricity price ($/kWh) 0.07
Cooling water ($/ton) 1
ϕNG (lb. CO2/ MMBTU NG burnt) 117
ϕe (ton CO2/ MWh from coal fired plant) 0.939
Compressor efficiency 0.75
Furnace efficiency 0.8
We assume that the CH4 rich feeds and the makeup feeds are available at the required pressure
of the process. A feed compressor is, however, necessary to compress the flue gas which is usually
available at around 1 atm. Electricity is required by the process to run the feed compressor. All
electricity is assumed to be sourced from a coal-fired power plant without carbon capture. Use of
such electricity results in auxiliary CO2 emissions. However, since our process utilizes CO2, the
amount of electricity corresponding to the CO2 processed by the technology from flue gas and the
CH4 rich feed is considered as clean electricity i.e. free from auxiliary emissions and discount it
from the total auxiliary CO2 emitted due to electricity usage.
















here ηm is the electric motor efficiency which is taken as 0.95, ηc is the compressor efficiency
which is taken as 0.75, FFG is the inlet flow rate of flue gas in mol/s, Tf is the temperature of






Since the feed compressor is used only during the flue gas step, the total electricity requirement Et
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in kWh can be calculated as follows,
Et = Wcomt1/3600 (4.30)
Since the use of a compressor results in temperature increase which is calculated as follows [162],
a cooler is required which results in cooling utility costs. To,com is the temperature of gas at the
outlet of the compressor in K.











The cooling duty (QC) in kW required to cool the compressed flue gas back to the inlet temperature





The mass of cooling water in kg required in one cycle (MCW ) is given by the following equation
assuming a ∆T =10 K change in temperature of cooling water. The specific heat capacity of water
(Cp, CW ) is taken to be 4200 J/kg/K.
MCW = t1|QC |/(Cp, CW∆T ) (4.33)
The electricity needed for the cooling water system used is around 2 kWh per 1000 gal (0.528
kW per ton of cooling water) [163]. This is deducted from the clean electricity available from
processing flue gas and the resulting “unclean” electricity (Eu) is given by the following equation.









where MWCO2 is taken as 44.01×10−3 kg/ mol.
4.3.3.2 CO2 and CH4 Losses
Let lossti denote the fractional loss of a greenhouse gas i ∈{CO2, CH4} from the process ei-




































4.3.3.3 Syngas Quality Specifications
Though the CO2 reforming reaction (R1) produces a 1:1 ratio of H2 and CO, the extent of
progress of the reverse water gas shift reaction (R2) which consumes H2 to produce CO can affect
the overall H2/CO ratio in the product (y
p
H2




ypN2 , are key metrics since they should be within certain limits to ensure the quality of syngas. The








∀ i ∈ IR (4.40)
4.3.4 Economic Assessment
4.3.4.1 Operating Cost per kg of Syngas Produced
The operating costs involves cost of raw materials (CRM ), the cost of heating utilities (CHU ),
cooling utilities (CCU ) and electricity (CE) required by this process. The cost of raw materials
used over one cycle is calculated using the following expressions:













The raw material cost parameters (such as cFG, cFG) are obtained from various literature sources
[1, 67, 164], which are listed in Table 4.3. The cost of the electricity (CE) required by the process
is given by ceEt where ce is the unit cost of electricity and Et is the electricity requirement of the
process. Cost of cooling utility (CCU ) required is given by cCWMCW where cCW is the cooling
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water price and MCW is the amount of cooling water needed per cycle. Similarly, the cost of
heating utilities (CHU ) is calculated by cNGQHU where cNG is the price of natural gas.
The syngas produced is the sum of the moles of CO and H2 in product. The operating cost per
ton of syngas (OC) produced is given by the following equation, where MW SG is the molecular
weight of the product syngas in kg/mol.
OC =









4.3.4.2 Total Production Cost per kg of Syngas
To calculate the overall production cost of syngas from the process, it is important to account
for both investment and operating costs. These costs are annualized and then converted to cost
per ton of syngas produced to evaluate whether the price is competitive. The breakdown of the
different costs involved is taken from Hasan et al. [165] and is described in Appendix B.2
4.3.5 Process Simulation
To obtain the process metrics which are of interest, the overall process model described above
needs to be solved. The model for the adsorption section comprises non-linear algebraic partial dif-
ferential equations (NAPDE). The partial differential equations (PDE) are spatially discretized into
a set of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs) by implementing an upwind differencing
scheme. Although the accuracy of the model increases with increase in the number of spatial dis-
cretizations (N ), it also increases the size of the discretized model leading to longer computation
times. It is thus important to choose an acceptable value of N for performing the simulation and
optimization studies. The set of ODEs along with the initial conditions constitute an ODE initial
value problem (ODE-IVP) which is solved using a stiff ode time stepper ode23s in MATLABr.
Based on the solution, the concentration and temperature profiles along the adsorption column
are obtained for the first step i.e. flue gas feed. For the second step of the cycle, when the feed is
changed to a CH4 rich feed, the final condition of the column at the end of the first step becomes the
initial condition for the second step. The simulations are run for multiple such cycles of steps, until
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the concentration and temperature profiles do not show significant change with further increase in
the number of cycles, i.e. a cyclic steady state (CSS) is reached. Based on the solution obtained
at CSS, the inlet conditions for the reactor section are calculated. The reactor model equations
which constitute another ODE-IVP problem is then solved using ode23s. The process and product
metrics are then calculated for the overall process.
Table 4.4: Simulation parameters and operating conditions for the reference case simulations (Iyer
et al. [109]).
Adsorption section conditions Value
Pressure Ph [bar] 5
Column inner radius rin [m] 0.1445
Adsorption Column Length La [m] 1.5
Feed Temperature Tf [K] 298.15
Interstitial feed velocity vf [m/s] 1
Ambient Temperature Ta [K] 298.15
Step 1 duration t1 [s] 100
Total Cycle time tc [s] 200
Venting start time tv1 [s] 25
Venting end time tv2 [s] 125
Number of spatial discretizations N 30
No of cycles run C 100
Reactor section conditions Value
Makeup CO2 FmkCO2 [mol/s] 2.5
Makeup CH4 FmkCO2 [mol/s] 2.5
Makeup Feed Temperature Tmkf [K] 298.15
Reactor Temperature TR [K] 1000
Reactor Length LR [m] 5
Superficial velocity in reactor vf [m/s] 1
To study the effect of simulation parameters, such as the number of spatial discretization (N )
and the number of cycles (C) to reach CSS, several simulations are performed at fixed conditions
(given in Table 4.4). The relevant parameters are tabulated in Table 4.5.
Zeolite 13X is used as an adsorbent, the adsorption isotherm parameters for which are obtained
by fitting a pure component dual site Langmuir isotherm to the experimental data provided in
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Table 4.5: Values of constants and parameters used in the model (Iyer et al. [109]).
Constants Value
Universal gas constant R [J/mol/K] 8.314
Adsorption section model parameters Value
Specific heat capacity of adsorbent Cp,s [J/kg/K] 1070
Specific heat capacity of column wall Cp,w [J/kg/K] 502
Specific heat capacity of CO2 [J/mol/K] 37.14
Specific heat capacity of N2 [J/mol/K] 29.13
Specific heat capacity of CH4 [J/mol/K] 35.61
Adsorbent density ρs [kg/m3] 1130
Adsorption column wall density ρw [kg/m3] 7800
Inside heat transfer coefficient hin [J/m2/K/s] 8.6
Outside heat transfer coefficient hin [J/m2/K/s] 2.5
Viscosity of gas in adsorption column µ [kg/m/s] 1.72 E -05
Molecular diffusivity Dm [m2/s] 1.6 E -05
Thermal conductivity of column wall Kw [J/m/K/s] 16
Effective gas thermal conductivity Kz [J/m/K/s] 0.09
Adsorbent column void fraction ε 0.37
Adsorbent particle porosity εp 0.54




Reactor section model parameters Value
Reactor bed density ρb [kg/m3] 900
Catalyst particle diameter dp [m] 0.019
Catalyst particle length dl [m] 0.016
Number of hole rings in the catalyst particle nh 10
Diameter of the hole rings rh [m] 0.0023
Void fraction of reactor bed εR 0.4
Cavenati et al. [166]. These parameters are listed in Table 4.6 while the fitted isotherm model is
shown in Figure 4.4. It is observed from Figure 4.5 that the steepness of CO2 composition and
temperature profiles increases with increase in N due to greater accuracy of the model at higher
discretizations. The computation time needed for performing the simulation also increases with
higher value of N .
Figure 4.6 shows the effect of the number of cycles (C) on the composition and temperature
profiles with time obtained at the outlet of the adsorption column. Based on the profiles, it is






Figure 4.4: Dual site Langmuir adsorption isotherm model predictions of gas loading on the ad-
sorbent at 298 K for zeolite 13X. The parameters are obtained by performing a least-square fit on
the experimental data obtained from Cavenati et al. [166] (Iyer et al. [109]).
Table 4.6: Dual site Langmuir isotherm parameters for zeolite 13X fitted to experimental data from
literature (Iyer et al. [109]).
Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value
b0CO2 [m
3/mol] 1 E -09 b0N2 [m
3/mol] 4.32 E -06 b0CH4 [m
3/mol] 6.29 E -06
d0CO2 [m
3/mol] 2.63 E -07 d0N2 [m
3/mol] 2.65 E -06 d0CH4 [m
3/mol] 1.84 E -06
qsb, CO2 [mol/m
3] 4997.764 qsb, N2[mol/m
3] 10557.477 qsb, CH4[mol/m
3] 4616.276
qsd, CO2 [mol/m
3] 5800.516 qsd, N2[mol/m
3] 3674.76 qsd, CH4[mol/m
3] 16950.00
∆Ub,CO2 [J/mol] -33917.46 ∆Ub,N2 [J/mol] -8089.09 ∆Ub,CH4 [J/mol] -15922.30
∆Ud,CO2 [J/mol] -31731.06 ∆Ud,N2 [J/mol] -16361.22 ∆Ud,CH4 [J/mol] -9465.77
The entire chemical process, as shown in Figure 4.2, is simulated using N=100 and C=30 for
a reference case where the design variables are fixed to certain values listed in Table 4.7. The
key results for the reference case simulation of the cyclic process after 30 cycles are provided
in Table 4.7. The loss percentages CH4 and CO2 are 62.6% and 24.3%, respectively. These are







Figure 4.5: Comparison of process performance metrics obtained from short (N=5, C=5) simu-
lations and long (N =30, C =100) simulations for the reference case. The absolute value of the
percentage deviation of the short simulations from the longer simulations is also reported (Iyer et
al. [109]).
includes both the losses through the vent and the presence in the product syngas. Reducing the
loss of CO2 will also lead to the overall increase in CO2 utilization.
Table 4.7: Key process performance metrics for the reference case simulation calculated for the
30th cycle (Iyer et al. [109]).
Process Metric Value Process Metric Value
% CO2 Utilization 75.63 Unreacted % CO2 21.16
Total Cost ($/ton SG) 218.06 Syngas ratio (H2/CO) 0.83
Operating Cost ($/ton SG) 175.33 CH4 % in product 0.25
Total loss % CH4 62.62 CO2 % in product 0.05
Total loss % CO2 24.29 N2 % in product 0.03
Vent loss % CH4 4.26 H2 % in product 0.29
Vent loss % CO2 3.14 CO % in product 0.35
Unreacted % CH4 58.36 H2O % in product 0.03









Figure 4.6: Temperature and CO2 mole fraction profile at the outlet of the adsorption column vs
the number of cycles for the reference case. Cyclic steady state is attained after 10 cycles (C) for
this case, as seen from the co-incident profiles (Iyer et al. [109]).
sitions both at the adsorption column and reactor outlets are examined. The composition profiles
at the outlet of the adsorption section for the reference case are shown in Figure 4.7. It is evident
from the profiles that the outlet compositions show significant variation over the duration of a cy-
cle. This is expected since the type of feed sent to the adsorption column is switched from flue
gas to a CH4 rich feed at each cycle. Two distinct periods are observed, a N2-rich period and a
CH4-rich period, which correspond to the flue gas feed step and CH4-rich feed step, respectively.
The outlet (product) compositions after the reaction section are shown in Figure 4.8. It shows
high compositions of CH4 and CO2 in the product. This is because complete conversions of CO2
and CH4 have not been achieved in the reactor at the reference condition. It is important that the
product compositions be further improved to meet the requisite product specifications of syngas
and to improve the overall CO2 utilization. It is also important to reduce losses of greenhouse
gases (CH4 and CO2) and reduce costs at the same time.
To this end, a preliminary sensitivity analysis around the reference case is first performed by







Figure 4.7: CO2 mole fraction vs time obtained at the outlet of the adsorption column for the
reference case for the 30th cycle. Flue gas feed step (t1) of 100 s is followed by Natural gas feed
step of 100 s for a total cycle time (tc) of 200 s. Venting start time (tv1) considered is 25 s and
venting end time (tv2) is 125 s (Iyer et al. [109]).
constant to understand the effect of each variable. The feed velocity and the temperature of the
adsorption column are held constant, while the column pressure, length, feed step durations and
the venting times are varied. The reactor temperature and the reactor length are also varied. The
reactor inlet flow rate is indirectly varied since it is influenced by the venting times and the makeup
flow rates. The superficial velocity in the reactor is fixed at 1 m/s while the radius of the reactor
is varied as a design decision based on the total flow rate entering the reactor. Since this study is
in the design and conceptualization stage, the decisions on final reactor diameter or the number of
tubes can be taken once the flow rate at optimal conditions is determined. During the sensitivity
analysis, both the flue gas and the natural gas feed to the adsorption column are set to the same
pressure and temperature. The adsorption column and the reactor pressures are also kept to be
equal.
The effects of design variables (pressure, adsorption column length, duration of step-1 and step-







Figure 4.8: Compositions of different species in syngas (product) obtained at the reactor outlet for
the reference case. The outlet gas from the adsorption column during the non-venting period (0–25
s) and (125–200 s) of the 30th cycle is mixed with makeup CO2 (FmkCO2 = 2.5 mol/s) and makeup
CH4 (FmkCH4 = 2.5 mol/s) and is fed to the reactor. Reactor temperature (TR) considered is 1000 K
and reactor bed length (LR) is 5 m. CO2 (dry) reforming of CH4 takes place in the reactor (Iyer et
al. [109]).
CO2 flow rate and the makeup CH4 flow rate) on the process performance metrics such as the
overall CO2 utilization, total cost, and the loss percentages are shown in Figures 4.9–4.11. These
values are obtained by varying the variables within ±30% around the reference case (Table 4.4)
while keeping the other variables constant. As shown in Figure 4.9, significant CO2 utilization
(almost 97%) can be achieved by changing the process conditions from the reference case. It is
observed that the reactor temperature (TR) has a significant effect on the process metrics (Fig-
ure 4.9). At low TR, reaction kinetics are slow resulting in little CO2 being consumed to form
syngas. Hence, the CO2 utilization is low at lower values of TR. Moreover, the reactions are
endothermic and hence are not thermodynamically favored at low temperatures. Increase in TR re-
sults in significantly higher reaction rate leading to high conversion of CO2 to syngas and thereby


















Figure 4.9: (a) Sensitivity analysis of overall CO2 utilization performed for 10%, 20% and 30%
above and below the values of the decision variables in the reference case. These include pressure
(Ph), adsorption column length (La), feed step 1 duration (t1), total cycle time (tc), venting start
time (tv1), venting end time (tv2), reactor temperature (TR), reactor bed length (LR), makeup CO2
(FmkCO2) and makeup CH4 (F
mk
CH4
). (b) Zoomed in view of the effect of variables other than reactor
temperature on % CO2 utilization. The % CO2 utilization is calculated over a representative cycle
(Iyer et al. [109]).
Figures 4.10a-b show the effects of changing the reactor temperature TR on the total cost per ton
of syngas and the losses of CO2 and CH4 from the process. An increase in the reactor temperature
(TR), especially at the 700–1100 K range, results in a significant increase in the CO2 utilization
from 7% to 92%. This significant increase in CO2 utilization results in higher amounts of syngas
produced in each cycle, an almost 18-fold increase at TR>1100 K compared to 700 K case. This in
turn, leads to a drastic reduction in total cost ($/ton) of syngas produced. This correlation between
the CO2 utilization and total cost per ton of syngas is apparent from Figure 4.10a. Similarly, the
losses of CO2 and CH4 also go down with increase in TR, as observed in Figure 4.10b. This is due
to increased conversion of CO2 and CH4 to syngas at higher temperatures. This thereby results in
a decrease in the amount of unreacted CO2 and CH4 present in the product. Therefore, the losses
decrease with increase in CO2 utilization.
Other variables show a milder effect around the reference case as compared to TR. It can be
seen from Figure 4.9 that an increase in some of them such as cycle time and makeup CH4 results in









Figure 4.10: Effect of changing temperature (TR) of reactor operating at isothermal conditions on
key process metrics. (a) Overall % CO2 utilization and total cost of the process per ton of syngas
(SG) produced (b) % CO2 loss and % CH4 loss. CO2 (dry) reforming of methane which is an
endothermic reaction takes place in the reactor to convert CO2 and CH4 to syngas. Loss % (for
CO2 and CH4) accounts for both loss through the venting step and the presence in the final product
syngas. The process metrics are calculated over a representative cycle at cyclic steady state (Iyer
et al. [109]).
of feed step 1, makeup CO2 and venting end time, decreases the CO2 utilization. Variables such
as the lengths of the adsorption and the reactor sections do not have significant influence on CO2
utilization. It can be observed from Figure 4.9 and 4.11c that the trends in CO2 utilization are
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opposite to that of CO2 loss. This is because decrease in CO2 utilization is mainly due to unreacted
CO2 and CO2 loss through the vents. Increasing the pressure, step duration of feed step-1, makeup
CO2, and venting end-time increases the CO2 loss, which then reduces the CO2 utilization. An










Figure 4.11: Sensitivity analysis for different performance metrics. (a) total cost of the process
per ton of syngas (SG) produced, (b) H2/CO ratio in the product syngas, (c) % CO2 loss, and (d)
% CH4 loss performed at 10%, 20% and 30% above and below the values of the design variables
from the reference case. Loss percentages for CO2 and CH4 account for both the loss through the
venting step and the loss due to the presence in the final product syngas. The process metrics are
calculated over a representative cycle at cyclic steady state (Iyer et al. [109]).
The total cost per ton of syngas (Figure 4.11a) increases significantly on increasing the pressure
due to the operation of feed compressor. It also increases on increasing the venting end time and
the makeup CH4 but to a lesser degree. Although an increase in the makeup CO2 adds an additional
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cost of raw materials, this reduces the total cost per ton of syngas. This may be due to more syngas
produced due to the added makeup CO2 which offsets the increased cost of makeup CO2 and
lowers the unit cost per ton of syngas.
Moreover, from Figure 4.11a, the H2/CO ratio in the product syngas is much lower than the
desired ratio of 1 for the conditions at which this sensitivity analyses are performed. It is observed
that makeup CH4 is the only variable which when increased improves the H2/CO ratio. For the
H2/CO ratio to be close to 1, the dry reforming reaction (R1), which consumes CH4 and CO2 to
produce stoichiometric amounts of CO and H2, should dominate the reverse water gas shift reac-
tion (R2) which consumes CO2 and H2 to produce CO and H2O. According to the Le Chatelier’s
principle, increase in CH4 favors the dry reforming reaction (R1), while increase in CO2 favors
both the reactions. Hence increase in makeup CH4 results in improving the H2/CO ratio closer to
1.
For the values of variables considered in this sensitivity analysis, the loss percentages of both
CH4 and CO2 are still high, as seen from Figure 4.11c–d. It is important to bring down the loss of
CH4 and CO2 for the process to be viable. It is observed that the effect of some of the variables
e.g. makeup feeds, duration of feed step 1 on the CH4 and CO2 loss are opposite to each other.
This highlights the importance of balancing different tradeoffs while reducing losses of CH4 and
CO2.
The compositions at the exit of the reactor are influenced by the reactor feed composition, pres-
sure, temperature, reactor dimensions and mode of operation (isothermal or adiabatic). The reactor
feed composition and flow rate are determined by the makeup feed amount and the composition
and flow rate of the outlet gas from the adsorption column. These are in turn influenced by the
start and end times of the venting step, duration of the feed steps, adsorption column pressure,
temperature and dimensions.
The pressure at which the column is operated strongly affects the equilibrium saturation ca-
pacity of the adsorbent. Higher the pressure, the larger is the amount of gas that can be adsorbed
at equilibrium. This then affects the kinetics of adsorption which is proportional to the difference
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from the equilibrium amount. As observed from Figure 4.12a, as pressure increases, the steepness
of the concentration fronts at the outlet of the adsorption column also increases. There is also a
reduction in CH4 mole fraction in the N2-rich period of the profile and an increase in the CO2 mole
fraction over a major part of the CH4-rich period. Thus, a change in pressure influences the venting




















Figure 4.12: Effect of different design variables on the mole fractions at the outlet of the adsorption
section. (a) Effect of three different values of pressure namely, (i) 1 bar (ii) 5 bar and (iii) 10 bar
on the adsorption column outlet profiles; (b) Effect of three different values of adsorption column
length La namely, (i) 1 m (ii) 1.5 m (iii) 2 m on the adsorption column outlet profiles; (c) Effect of
different relative duration (i) 1:2 (ii) 1:1 (iii) 2:1 values of feed step 1 and 2 on adsorption column
outlet profiles. Total cycle time = 200 s. (d) Effect of different values of total cycle time tc (i) 200
s (ii) 300 s (iii) 400 s on the adsorption outlet profiles. The profiles are obtained for each case by
changing the appropriate value of the variable, while setting the values of other variables same as
the reference case (Iyer et al. [109]).
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Figure 4.12b compares the effect of the adsorption column length on the adsorption outlet
compositions. Increasing the adsorption column length increases the amount of adsorbent available
for adsorption, thus raising the overall capacity of gas that can be adsorbed inside the column.
This affects the compositions of the gas at the outlet of the column. An increase in the length
of the column reduces the steepness of the concentration fronts, as observed in Figure 4.12b. An
increase in CH4 mole fraction is observed in the N2-rich period of the composition profiles, while
a reduction in CO2 mole fraction is observed over the CH4-rich period.
As discussed earlier, the process involves cyclic switching of input feeds to the adsorption
column. With the total cycle time held constant, changing the relative durations of the individual
steps at each cycle has an effect on the gas compositions at the outlet of the adsorption section, as
shown in Figure 4.12c. Increasing the duration of the first step at the expense of the duration of the
second step changes the N2 and CH4 contents in the adsorber outlet. The longer the duration of the
first step, the longer the N2-rich period, and vice versa. This is because the step-1 feed is flue gas
which has a high percentage of N2. This then influences the choice of the venting times and the
composition and flow rate of feed entering the reactor.
Figure 4.12d compares the effect of total cycle time (tc), which is the sum of the durations of
step-1 and step-2, on the adsorption outlet gas compositions. Although the ratio of the durations
of the first and second feed steps is the same, the overall cycle time affects the steepness and
nature of the concentration fronts observed in the composition profiles. Different cycle times result
in different durations of the individual steps leading to different amounts of gas adsorbed in the
adsorption section. Increase in cycle time decreases the CH4 mole fraction in the N2 rich region,
while the CO2 mole fraction increases in the first half of the CH4 rich region and then decreases.
The studies above show a variety of factors that affect the shapes and durations of the N2-rich
and CH4-rich fronts at the outlet of the adsorption section. Therefore, the appropriate values of
the downstream design variables (e.g., the venting times, makeup feed amounts) depend on the
adsorption outlet. It is essential to choose the venting times appropriately to vent out enough N2-
rich gas while ensuring that the losses of CO2 and CH4 through the vents do not exceed maximum
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limits. Since the venting times depend on the adsorption outlet profiles, they can only be chosen
after the adsorption model is solved. Table 4.8 demonstrates how the loss percentages of CO2 and
CH4 and the amount of N2 gas vented out change with the choice of the venting times. As the
venting period is increased to occupy more of the N2 rich period, the amount of N2 gas vented out
increases but so does the losses of greenhouse gases CO2 and CH4. The venting duration will need
to be restricted to meet the constraints on the loss percentages of the greenhouse gases.
Table 4.8: Effect of changing venting start time, with the venting end time is fixed, on loss percent-
ages through the vents for the reference case. Total cycle time is fixed at 200 s (Iyer et al. [109]).
Venting start time tv1 Venting end time tv2 N2 Vent Loss (%) CO2 Vent Loss (%) CH4 Vent Loss (%)
0 125 95.93 5.29 14.16
25 125 83.96 3.14 4.26
50 125 61.51 1.97 1.91
75 125 37.32 1.12 1.07
100 125 12.55 0.42 0.78
The gas compositions and flow rates from the adsorption section corresponding to the non-
venting period is time averaged to calculate the inlet feed flow rates and compositions for the
reactor section. The composition of the feed entering the reactor is determined by the adsorption
inlet conditions and the venting times. Since the compositions of the feed gas are kept fixed and
the venting times are primarily influenced by the loss constraints, this may restrict the range of
compositions in the feed sent to the reactor. For example, there can be a high concentration of
CH4 and low concentration of CO2 in the reactor feed. This might result in high amount of un-
reacted CH4. A sensitivity analysis over various reactor feed compositions performed using the
Gibbs free energy minimization module in Aspen Plus (RGIBBS) reveals that the outlet compo-
sitions are influenced significantly by the feed ratios (refer Table 4.9). Therefore, it is important
that the CH4/CO2 ratio in the feed entering the reactor is adjusted. To provide the process with
this flexibility, makeup CO2 and CH4 are added to the reactor feed to improve the feed ratios (See
Figure 4.2a). Although adding makeup CO2 and CH4 increases the operating cost of the process,
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Table 4.9: Mole fractions in reactor outlet (product) corresponding to feed mole fractions of CO2
and CH4 in a binary mixture at equilibrium conditions at 1 bar and 1000 K (Iyer et al. [109]).
CO2 in Feed CH4 in Feed CO2 in Product CH4 in Product
0.095 0.86 5.52 E-05 0.64
0.27 0.69 0.003 0.28
0.39 0.57 0.013 0.13
0.48 0.49 0.032 0.06
0.54 0.43 0.06 0.03
it makes the process robust to handle different feed compositions of flue gas and CH4-rich feeds
and enable meeting the product specifications of syngas product. All the variables pertaining to
the adsorption section and the makeup feeds discussed till now affect the compositions and flow
rates of feed entering the reactor. The reactor cross-sectional area and the number of tubes need
to be adjusted accordingly to handle variation in the feed flow rate. To address this, the superficial
velocity to the reactor is kept fixed at 1 m/s, while the reactor diameter is made variable. In ad-
dition to the reactor feed compositions, the mode of operation of the reactor and the temperature
can affect the final product compositions. The mode of reactor operation considered in this work
is isothermal, i.e., the temperature is held constant throughout the reactor. CO2 reforming is en-
dothermic and is favored at high temperatures. At higher temperatures, the reaction rates are high.
It is thus beneficial to operate the reactor section at the highest temperature allowable. However,
to reduce coke formation and sintering of the catalyst, the upper limit of reactor temperature is
set at 1223 K. The length of the reactor also needs to be sufficient for enough residence time for
the reaction mixture to reach equilibrium before exiting. Due to these interplays between different
design variables and process performance metrics, it is necessary to obtain a window of operation
which reduces the loss of the greenhouse gases and meets the product quality specifications. A set
of limits or constraints, as listed in Table 4.10, are imposed on the process performance metrics
to characterize the feasible window of operation. The bounds on the design variables used in this
work are summarized in Table 4.11.
To this end, a Latin Hypercube Design (LHD)-based space-filling sampling of the process
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Table 4.10: Specifications of upper and /or lower bounds on key process metrics (Iyer et al. [109]).
Parameter Value
Max. allowable CH4 loss from process, losslimCH4 (%) 10
Min. allowable overall % CO2 utilization 90
Min. allowable H2/CO ratio in syngas, SGL 0.9
Max. allowable H2/CO ratio in syngas, SGU 1.1












Min. allowable step duration, tmin 10
Max. allowable cycle duration, tmax 200
Table 4.11: Lower and upper bounds of the decision variables chosen in the study (Iyer et al. [109]).
Decision variables Lower Bound Upper Bound
Pressure (Ph) [bar] 1 10
Adsorption bed length (La) [m] 0.5 2.5
Reactor temperature (Tr) [K] 373 1223
Reactor bed length (Lr) [m] 0.5 10
Step 1 duration (t1) [s] 10 (tmin) tc
Total cycle time (tc) [s] 10 (tmin) 200 (tmax)
Start of venting (tv1) [s] 0 tc
End of venting (tv2) [s] 0 tc
Makeup CO2 (FmkCO2) [mol/s] 0 5
Makeup CH4 (FmkCH4) [mol/s] 0 5
performance at discrete points over the whole ranges of design variables is performed. A 1000K
sampling is performed where K is the number of decision variables which in this case is 10. This
leads to a total of 10,000 samples. However, not all sampling points satisfy the cycle configuration
constraints (Eq. 4.1–4.6). These constraints are known a priori and they need to be satisfied for any
valid operating condition for the process. Hence, a screen-and-replace algorithm is implemented to
switch the incompatible values of design variables with values randomly chosen while satisfying
the relevant constraints. The simulations are then run at the samples which have compatible values
of decision variables to obtain the process performance metrics. To quickly identify the feasible
operating window over the entire sample space, the simulations are run for N=5 and cycles C=5
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(hereafter referred to as short simulations). The computation time is significantly reduced for short
simulations. The resulting reduction in accuracy is not considerable as the values of the process
metrics obtained from the short simulations and the longer simulations are close (refer Table 4.16).
For these space-filling short simulations, flue gas (14% CO2 and 86% N2) is used as the feed for
step-1, and natural gas (95% CH4 and 5% N2) is used as the feed for step-2 at each cycle.
 













Figure 4.13: Large-scale simulations over the input decision space for 10,000 points. Feasible win-
dow of operation of the process for flue gas and natural gas as feeds while meeting overall % CO2
utilization above 90% and other constraints in Table 4.10. Normalized decision variable values
(inputs) and process metric values (outputs) obtained from simulations are plotted on the vertical
axis. Input variable values for simulations are obtained by randomly sampling the compatible de-
cision variable space. All the 10000 simulations run are plotted in the figure. Each simulation is
represented by a line joining the normalized values of process metric obtained and the decision
variable value used. The red region is composed of lines i.e. simulations which are infeasible,
while the blue lines correspond to feasible region of operation. The simulations are run for number
of spatial discretizations N=5 and cycles C=5 and the process metric values are calculated over a
cycle (Iyer et al. [109]).
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The process performance metrics obtained from the 10,000 simulations/samples are plotted
in the Figure 4.13. Each simulation corresponds to a horizontal line joining the values of all
the respective process metrics and the decision variable values which are normalized between the
maximum and minimum values [167]. All the lines corresponding to the 10,000 simulations are
shown in Figure 4.13, where each line represents a single simulation. The blue lines represent the
simulations with feasible design for which all the performance metrics are feasible, i.e., they are
within specified limits as outlined in Table 4.10. These simulations are hence forward referred to
as feasible samples. The red lines represent the infeasible samples. It is interesting to note that the
feasible region is very narrow as compared to the decision variable space. For the case considered,
only 13 samples out of the 10,000 samples are found to be feasible.
Hence, finding a feasible point of operation by just performing parametric studies or sensitivity
analyses requires a lot of simulations. It is important to resort to a systematic technique to obtain
feasible operating conditions and optimize best operating conditions. In the following section,
a novel simulation-based constrained grey-box optimization method to find feasible and optimal
designs and operating conditions for the proposed ICCC process is described.
4.4 Process Optimization
To operate the ICCC process so that it meets the desired process and product specifications it
may be necessary to run many simulations to narrow down the range of the input decision variables
as observed in the previous section. This approach may become cumbersome and prohibitive with
the increase in number of decision variables. Optimization helps in finding feasible conditions in
less number of simulations compared to random sampling.
Several variables affect the CO2 utilization, the cost of the process and other process metrics.
Optimization techniques are necessary to balance different trade-offs while achieving a desired ob-
jective. For example, a set of conditions which result in the maximum CO2 utilization might have
high costs, while another set of conditions might minimize the costs at the expense of CO2 utiliza-
tion. An approach to balance both these objectives can be minimizing costs while maintaining CO2
utilization above a certain threshold using appropriate constraints. Additional constraints may also
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be needed for ensuring product purity, safety limits, containing losses, reducing dependence on
makeup feed etc. This can be achieved by formulating and solving an optimization problem with
an appropriate objective function, such as maximizing CO2 utilization or minimizing operating
cost, while incorporating all the relevant constraints.
4.4.1 Problem Formulation
The ICCC process optimization problem is formulated as follows:




















CO ≤ SGu (4.43f)
POCU ≥ POCUmin (4.43g)
Cycle configuration constraints (Eq. 4.1–4.6) (4.43h)
Decision variable bounds (Table 4.11) (4.43i)
Complete process model (Eq. B.2–B.32) (4.43j)
where, Eq. 4.43a is the objective function, and Eqs. 4.43b-j are the constraints which must be
satisfied. These include the constraints defining the process specifications (Eqs. 4.43b-g), cycle
assignment (Eqs. 4.1–4.6), and the detailed description of the ICCC process (Eqs. B.2–B.32).
When the objective is to minimize the total cost, POCUmin is set to be 90%, which ensured that
the cost is minimized while achieving at least 90% overall CO2 utilization. The specifications
(e.g., losslimCH4 , y
spec
CH4
, yspecCO2 , y
spec
N2
, SGl, SGU ) are tabulated in Table 4.10, and the bounds on the
design variables are summarized in Table 4.11.
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While there exists methods for the optimization of adsorption-based cyclic processes [17, 19, 25–
27, 67, 81, 146, 168–173], it is not trivial to solve the optimization problem for the ICCC process,
which is a highly nonlinear, non-convex NAPDE model with many algebraic and partial differential
equations (PDEs). Furthermore, the objective function and the performance metrics (POCU ,
TC, ypCH4 , y
p
CO2
, ypN2 , and y
p
H2
/ypCO) within the NAPDE model are not expressed explicitly as




are obtained only after solving Eqs. B.2–B.32. Since they are not explicitly expressed in terms of
design variables, we will refer to them as black-box. To this end, the NAPDE model can be viewed
as a large grey-box model, which is a combination of both explicit and black-box/hidden models.
For performing optimization using gradient based solvers, the original NAPDE model needs
to be completely discretized in both space and time resulting in a large number of nonlinear, non-
convex equations whose size increases with the level of discretization. Optimizing the resultant
model using standard nonlinear solvers is computationally expensive. An alternative and promis-
ing approach is to use data obtained from simulations and develop surrogate models to guide
optimization. Replacing a large and complex discretized model by a surrogate model aids in per-
forming optimization with less computational overhead. Similar black-box/grey-box optimization
problems have been previously studied for process flowsheet optimization [174], pressure swing
adsorption [175, 176], and superstructure optimization [22]. Several approaches motivated from
classical nonlinear programming methods involving known functional forms are being applied to
black-box/grey-box optimization [177–179]. Using a penalty-based trust-region approach [176],
a constrained problem is converted to an unconstrained one by including the constraint violation
within the objective function. Augmented Lagrangian based methods [180] have also been ap-
plied for constrained derivative-free optimization. A filter based technique [181] was recently
proposed to solve general glass-box/black-box problems and was applied to chemical engineering
based process optimization case studies. The filter approach [182] treats a constrained problem
as a bi-objective problem where minimizing the objective function and the constraint violation are
considered as separate goals.
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In this work, a trust-region based optimization framework is proposed to solve the NAPDE
problem in two phases: (i) finding feasible points (restoration phase), and (ii) reducing the objective
function while maintaining feasibility (optimization phase). This approach is specifically useful
for applications such as this one, where identifying the feasible set of operating conditions is not
trivial. The overall optimization framework is described below.
4.4.2 Grey-box Optimization Methodology





hp (x,Y) = 0 ∀p ∈ {Eq. B.2–B.32} (process model)
(4.44b)
gk (x) ≤ 0 ∀k ∈ Eq. 4.1–4.6 (cycle assignment)
(4.44c)
gu (x,Y) ≤ 0 ∀u ∈ Eq. 4.43b–g (process specifications)
(4.44d)
xLi ≤ xi ≤ xUi ∀i ∈ {Ph, La, t1, tc, tv1, tv2, TR, LR, FmkCO2 , F
mk
CH4
} (decision variable bounds)
(4.44e)
Y Lj ≤ Yj ≤ Y Uj ∀j ∈ {POCU, TC, y
p
CH4







where x is a vector of all design variables xi, and Y is a vector of all process performance metrics
Yj . For the ICCC process, x = (Ph, La, t1, tc, tv1, tv2, TR, LR, FmkCO2 , F
mk
CH4
), and Y = {POCU,
TC, ypCH4 , y
p
CO2
, ypN2 , y
p
H2
/ypCO}. Furthermore, f (x) is the black-box objective function, gk (x) a
known function from the set of explicit equations describing the cycle assignment (Eqs. 4.1–4.6),
gu (x,Y) is a black-box function from the set of the equations describing the limits on the process
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performance metrics (Eqs. 4.43b-g), and hp (x,Y) = 0 represents the process model described by
Eqs. B.2–B.32. We refer gu (x,Y) to be black-box, since it relates the design variables x with the
process performance metrics Y through implicit expressions. Furthermore, we refer to a simulation
when all xi will fixed such that their values satisfy gq (x) ≤ 0. Designing of simulations to find
set of x-values that satisfy the know constraints gq (x) ≤ 0 is a challenge. However, a simulation-
based optimization framework, requires many simulations as the algorithm proceeds. Therefore,
design of simulations is of significant importance. In this work, the method proposed by Bajaj and
Hasan [84] is applied to design a set of feasible samples that satisfies known constraints. Further
details are provided in Appendix B.3.
We use the surrogate model-based trust-region approach for both the restoration and optimiza-
tion phases. The basic steps involved in this approach are: (1) Space filling samples are obtained
such that they are feasible with respect to the known constraints; (2) After the simulations are
performed on the design points, the black-box function is approximated by a fully-linear surrogate
model; (3) A non-linear programming problem involving minimization of the surrogate model
subject to the constraints is solved using GAMS/ANTIGONE [91] in a trust-region and the proce-
dure is repeated in an iterative manner using a trust-region framework until a convergence criteria
is satisfied. Based on a set of simulation samples, simpler models (surrogates) for both f (x) are
developed. At each iteration, a set of 5k samples are used to develop the surrogate model. All the
samples are made sure to lie within the current trust-region. At the next iteration, previous samples
lying within the new trust-region are reused. In case the number of samples is less than 5k, the
remaining samples are obtained using an optimization model given in Appendix B.3. Let f r(x)
represents the surrogate model of f (x). The surrogate model used in this work is a cubic radial
basis function and satisfies the fully-linear property [183]. A model is said to be fully-linear if for
all x ε ∆, ||∇f (x) − ∇f r(x)|| ≤ κg∆ and ||f (x) − f r(x)|| ≤ κf∆2, where κg, κf> 0. Note
that parameters of the cubic radial basis function representing f r(x) is obtained, whenever needed,
based on a maximum-likelihood parameter estimation with cross-validation using a set of NAPDE
simulation data (refer Appendix B.4).
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4.4.2.1 Finding Feasible Solutions (Restoration Phase)
The restoration phase is an iterative approach which proposes new designs of simulations to-
wards finding a feasible simulation point or sample. At each iteration of the restoration phase, an
optimization problem is solved where all the unknown constraints are grouped into a single smooth






The constraint violation function is zero when the current simulation considered is feasible. It is
positive whenever it is infeasible with respect to the unknown constraints. The following nonlinear




s.t. gk (x) ≤ 0
x ∈ ∆k′
θr denotes an approximation of θ within a trust region ∆k′ . Similar to f
r, θris approximated using a
cubic radial basis function which is fitted based on simulations of the NAPDE model, as described
in Appendix B.4. The new point xk′ is acceptable as a new iterate if a decrease in the objective
function (constraint violation in this case) is observed and the trust region is increased. It may also
be possible that a given problem is infeasible. To check this, the criticality measure ϕθr is calculated









where d is a vector of size n i.e. the number of design variables. Criticality measure evaluates
if further decrease in infeasibility/violation of the unknown constraints is possible. For nonlin-
ear programs with known smooth objective function and constraints, if the solution of the above
problem is within a pre-specified tolerance, the problem is deemed to have converged. However,
in the paradigm of black-box optimization, an additional condition on accuracy of the surrogate
model is also needed. In this work, the accuracy of the surrogate model is tested by validating on
an independent set of testing sample points (denoted by ST ) by evaluating the root mean squared
error (εθ). So, if the criticality measure (ϕθr) and root mean squared error (εθ) is below threshold
values of ϕtol and εtol, the algorithm is terminated.
An alternative certificate of convergence could be the trust region being smaller than a pre-
specified tolerance. In the algorithm, trust region is increased when a decrease in infeasibility
(objective function of constraint violation in this case) is obtained in the current iteration and the
trust region is decreased if a decrease in infeasibility is not observed. If the trust region size
keeps on decreasing to a very small value, this implies that no better point is possible and hence
the method has converged to the local minima. This argument is based on the assumption that
the original function is sufficiently smooth. The above criterion is also employed as convergence
criteria for the optimization phase as will be described in the next subsection. The restoration phase
described above is illustrated in Figure 4.14. If the restoration phase does not yield a feasible point,
a different initial guess is provided and the algorithm is run again.
4.4.2.2 Finding Optimal Solutions (Optimization Phase)
Once a feasible point is obtained, the focus is shifted towards decreasing the objective func-
tion while maintaining feasibility at all subsequent iterations. To achieve this, surrogate models
for both the objective function and the constraint violation are developed. An optimization sub-
problem (Eq. 4.50) is also solved to find a point that decreases the objective function while ensuring
feasibility with respect to both known and unknown constraints. The basis for considering surro-
gate model for the constraint violation, as well as for the objective, is to exclude the infeasible
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Figure 4.14: Restoration phase of the optimization algorithm used to obtain feasible point. It is
a trust-region based algorithm which starts from an infeasible point, performs iterations to find a
feasible point. The algorithm terminates if a feasible point is obtained or if the problem is infeasible
(Iyer et al. [109]).
the new point is feasible and the objective function is reduced. In other words,
θ (xk) ≤ θtol and f (xk) ≤ f(xk) (4.48)
If the reduction obtained in the objective function is appreciable compared to the predicted reduc-
tion in objective function, the trust region, ∆k+1 can potentially be increased. The ratio relating
the observed reduction with predicted reduction is given by:
ρk =
f (xk)− f(xk)
f r (xk)− f r(xk)
(4.49)
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Figure 4.15: Algorithm used in the optimization phase. The algorithm aims to improve objective
function after the restoration phase has terminated. In the optimization phase, an iterate is only
acceptable when it improves the objective function while maintaining feasibility (Iyer et al. [109]).
sub-problem is solved at each iteration in the trust region to obtain candidate optimum point xk:
min
x
f r (x) (4.50)
s.t. θr (x) ≤ θm
gk (x) ≤ 0
x ∈ ∆k′
where θm denotes the minimum constraint violation encountered among the samples. To check
whether a candidate point is a first order critical point, criticality measure ϕfr is calculated by
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solving the following linear program.
ϕfr = min
d
∇f r (xk)Td (4.51)
s.t. gru (xk) + ∇gru(xk)
Td ≤ 0
gk (xk) +∇gk (xk)Td ≤ 0 (4.52)
||d||1 ≤ 1
This problem gives an indication as to whether the objective function can be decreased further
while maintaining feasibility. The core of the algorithm relies on performing sampling and devel-
oping surrogate model. The strategy to obtain feasible samples with respect to the known con-
straints and the strategy for developing surrogate model are both provided in Appendix B.3 and
B.4, respectively. The optimization algorithm parameters are listed in Table 4.12.
Table 4.12: Algorithm parameters used in the optimization runs performed. L1 norm is used for
defining trust region size (Iyer et al. [109]).
Algorithm Parameters Values
Constraint violation tolerance (θtol) 0
Root mean squared error tolerance (εtol) 10−3
Threshold value for criticality measure (ϕtol) 10−3
Minimum trust region size (∆min) 10−5
Trust region decrease factor (γdec) 0.5
Trust region increase factor (γinc) 3
Ratio of actual decrease and predicted decrease in objective function (η) 0.25
4.4.3 Optimization Results
We have applied the grey-box constrained optimization strategy to solve the NAPDE model for
the optimization of the integrated carbon capture and conversion process presented in this work. In
what follows, three case studies are described. In the first case study, the capture and conversion
of CO2 from dry flue gas (14% CO2 and 86% N2) from a coal-fired power plant using typical
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natural gas containing 95% CH4 and 5% N2 as step-2 feed is considered. For case study 2, biogas
is unconsidered, which is an unconventional and highly contaminated source of CH4 with about
60% CH4 and 40% CO2, as the feed for step-2. In case study 3, the robustness of the proposed
ICCC process under varying feed compositions is studied. Specifically, several optimization runs
are performed, each of which considers a fixed flue gas but different CH4-rich feed. The CO2
contents in the CH4-rich feed are varied over a range from 0–60% to cover the compositions of
a wide range of unconventional, stranded and distributed sources of methane, such as shale gas,
biogas, landfill gas, refinery off-gas, fuel gas, etc. All feeds are considered to be available at 1 atm.
and 298 K for all case studies.
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Table 4.13: Process and product specifications at optimum for natural gas (NG) and biogas (BG)
as CH4-rich feed used in the second feed step. Process metrics calculated over 1 cycle. Value of
the objective shown in bold typeface (Iyer et al. [109]).









Step 1 Feed Flue Gas Flue Gas Flue Gas Flue Gas Flue Gas Flue Gas
Step 2 Feed Natural Biogas Natural Biogas Natural Biogas
Gas Gas Gas
Overall CO2 % Utilization 99.67 99.67 97.14 97.35 92.00 90.76
Total cost ($/ton SG) 120.89 117.44 109.42 110.08 129.01 128.52
% CO2 fed via FG 1.16 3.10 2.59 2.70 11.69 16.14
over total CO2 utilized
Total loss % CH4 10.00 9.97 1.20 1.14 7.64 6.42
Total loss % CO2 0.23 0.22 2.76 2.56 7.91 9.24
Vent loss % CH4 9.79 0.01 0.01 0.00 1.38 0.00
Vent loss % CO2 0.08 0.08 0.72 0.07 1.69 7.64
Unreacted % CH4 0.20 9.96 1.19 1.14 6.26 6.42
Unreacted % CO2 0.15 0.14 2.04 2.49 6.22 1.59
Syngas (SG) ratio (H2/CO) 1.00 1.0 0.97 0.96 0.9 0.97
CH4 % in product 2.61 2.57 0.29 0.27 1.44 1.5
CO2 % in product 0.03 0.03 0.52 0.63 1.61 0.4
N2 % in product 1.43 4.4 2.56 3.99 9.94 10.00
H2 % in product 47.88 46.42 47.21 46.27 40.16 43.15
CO % in product 47.99 46.52 48.68 47.98 44.62 44.35
H2O % in product 0.05 0.05 0.73 0.85 2.23 0.59
4.4.3.1 Case Study 1: Conversion of Flue gas and Natural gas to Syngas
For this case study, flue gas is used as the feed for the step-1, and natural gas (95 % CH4 and 5
% N2) is used as the methane rich feed for step-2 of each cycle. We perform the optimization with
different objectives: (i) maximizing the overall CO2 utilization (case a), (ii) minimizing the total
cost per ton of syngas produced (case b), and (iii) maximizing “direct” utilization of CO2 from flue
gas with respect to the total utilization (case c). These cases are discussed below.
Case (a): Maximize Overall utilization of CO2: Here, the overall % CO2 utilization is maximized
and the results are presented in Tables 4.13–4.15. It can be observed from Table 4.13 that the
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product specifications, syngas ratio and the losses are within the limits set by the constraints. The
overall CO2 utilization is high around 99.7% while the corresponding cost per ton of syngas is
$120.9 which is within the range of costs described in Pei et al.98 The syngas is mostly composed
of 47.88% H2 and 47.99% CO, which confirms that the specified ratio of H2/CO is met. The
optimal design variables are listed in Table 4.15. The optimum is attained at 1 atm. pressure and
at the highest reactor temperature allowed (1223 K) to maximize the CO2 conversion to syngas.
The process requires additional CO2 and CH4 to adjust the input feed ratios to the reactor to obtain
higher CO2 conversion while meeting all the constraints. The total loss of CH4 is at its upper bound
(10%) but the total loss of CO2 is only 0.23%. CH4 is mostly lost through the vent. However, the
venting is important to eliminate N2 from the reactor feed. This is apparent, as the N2 content of













Figure 4.16: Gas compositions at the adsorption and reactor section outlets for case study 1. (a)
Mole fraction profiles at the adsorption column outlet for optimal overall CO2 utilization for flue
gas as feed in step 1 and natural gas as feed in step 2. (b) Product (Syngas) composition at reactor
outlet at optimum overall CO2 utilization for flue gas and natural gas feeds. Maximum overall CO2
utilization obtained at optimum is 99.7% at a cost $120.9/ton syngas (Iyer et al. [109]).
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Table 4.14: CO2 consumption and utilization mole balance at optimum for natural gas (NG) and
biogas (BG) feeds calculated over one cycle (Iyer et al. [109]).









Step 1 Feed Flue Gas Flue Gas Flue Gas Flue Gas Flue Gas Flue Gas
Step 2 Feed Natural Biogas Natural Biogas Natural Biogas
Gas Gas Gas
CO2 from FG feed [moles] 9.03 22.16 25.78 21.83 117.64 72.34
CO2 from NG/BG feed [moles] 0 10.52 0 3.97 0 11.82
Total CO2 from both feeds [moles] 9.03 32.69 25.78 25.80 117.64 84.16
Makeup CO2 [moles] 770.21 683.07 996.37 804.01 975.12 409.78
Total CO2 input [moles] 779.24 715.76 1022.15 829.81 1092.76 493.94
CO2 lost vent [moles] 0.64 0.57 7.35 0.55 18.44 37.77
Unreacted CO2 [moles] 1.13 1.02 20.89 20.68 68.00 7.88
Total CO2 utilized [moles] 777.47 714.17 993.91 808.58 1006.32 448.29
% CO2 from FG 1.16 3.10 2.59 2.7 11.69 16.14
over total CO2 utilized
The adsorption outlet composition and the reactor outlet compositions for this case are shown
in Figure 4.16. Looking at the adsorption outlet profiles, at first it would seem surprising that
the venting period is not shifted further towards the later part of the cycle where there is high N2
content and low CH4 content. However, the optimization has obtained a balance between different
trade-offs to maintain feasibility while maximizing the overall CO2 utilization. It is also observed
that although N2 does not participate in the reaction, its presence can reduce the partial pressure
of the reacting species to adjust the final conversion. The complex interplay of different variables
and their influence on decision making for optimum results is thus well brought out in this case.
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Table 4.15: Decision variables at optimum for natural gas (NG) and biogas (BG) feeds for different
optimization objectives (Iyer et al. [109]).









Step 1 Feed Flue Gas Flue Gas Flue Gas Flue Gas Flue Gas Flue Gas
Step 2 Feed Natural Biogas Natural Biogas Natural Biogas
Gas Gas Gas
Pressure (Ph) [bar] 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 6.24 2.84
Adsorption bed length (La) [m] 0.9 1.45 0.57 1.205 1.66 0.97
Reactor Temperature (Tr) [K] 1223 1223 1203 1193.97 1221.76 1217.33
Reactor bed length (Lr) [m] 9.15 1.40 0.5 0.5 0.52 0.53
Step 1 duration (t1) [s] 65.02 159.57 185.6 157.18 137.62 185.62
Total Cycle time (tc) [s] 199.92 186.08 199.27 167.18 196.49 196.23
Start of venting (tv1) [s] 30.07 172.59 35.12 156.96 48.49 84.95








) [mol/s] 3.67 4.15 4.83 4.67 3.22 2.24
Case (b): Minimize total cost per ton of syngas: For minimizing the total cost of the process per
unit amount of syngas produced, an additional constraint is introduced which restricts the overall
CO2 utilization from going below 90%. A cost of $109.4 per ton syngas is achieved while main-
taining around 97% overall CO2 utilization. None of the process and product quality constraints
are at their bounds, while the amount of makeup CO2 needed is at its upper bound. The optimal
step-1 duration is about 12 times larger than the duration of step-2. Although the makeup CO2 is
expensive, the optimization sets it at the maximum value to meet other process constraints. The
reactor bed length is at its minimum and the pressure of the process is at 1 atm. The reactor
temperature is 1203 K which is about 20 K less than the upper bound.
Case (c): Maximize “direct” utilization of CO2 from flue gas over total CO2 utilization: It can be
observed from Tables 4.14 and 4.15 that the process is heavily dependent on makeup CO2 and
CH4 supplied to the process to attain feasibility and optimality. For the previous optimal points
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obtained, the CO2 input via flue gas compared to the total amount of CO2 utilized is around 1–2%.
This means that from an overall process standpoint the contribution of flue gas to the total CO2
utilized is quite low. Hence, to maximize the amount of flue gas processed while still maintaining
the feasible nature of the process, we now set a new objective of maximizing the CO2 from flue
gas consumed over the total CO2 utilized. The constraint of overall CO2 utilization to be greater
than 90% is also set. In this case, we see that 11.69% of “direct” CO2 utilization from flue gas is
achieved (see Figure 4.17). The distribution of CO2 input from the flue gas and the makeup CO2
is shown in Figure 4.17. This means almost 0.835 moles of flue gas can be processed with low
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Figure 4.17: "Direct” utilization of CO2 results for case study 1. The objective maximized herein
is the relative percentage of CO2 fed to the process via flue gas compared to the total CO2 utilized
by the process (Iyer et al. [109]).
Since changing the pressure controls the amount of flue gas and natural gas sent to the process,
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the optimal pressure has increased to maximize the amount of CO2 from flue gas processed. This
however comes at a decrease in overall CO2 utilization to 92% and an increase in the total cost to
$129/ton of syngas. Other results are presented in Table 4.14 (case b).
In 2016, about 1,241 million metric tons of CO2 were emitted from coal-fired power plants
in the USA [160]. The direct utilization of 11.69% of CO2 indicates that as much as 130 million
metric tons of CO2 from the coal power plants in the USA can be directly utilized to produce
syngas, assuming 90% utilization, without expending additional energy and cost for CO2 capture.
If we consider a typical cost of post-combustion CO2 capture of $40/ton, then we save more than
$5.2 billion per year.
4.4.3.2 Case Study 2: Conversion of Flue gas and Biogas to Syngas
For this case, we again have flue gas in feed step-1, but in step-2 we use biogas feed with 60%
CH4 and 40% CO2 as the CH4-rich purge feed. Similar optimizations are performed and the results
are tabulated in Tables 4.13–4.15.
Case (a): Maximize Overall utilization of CO2: The maximum overall CO2 utilization obtained is
99.67% and it is observed that apart from temperature and pressure, there is a significant difference
in the optimal value of the design variables between the natural gas and biogas cases. The adsorp-
tion outlet and reactor outlet profiles for this case are shown in Figure 4.18. The optimal step-1
duration is almost 6 times as large as the step-2 duration. Although the optimal value is close to
that obtained in the natural gas case, the operating conditions are different. It is difficult to exactly
predict the choice of the venting period in this scenario, which has been chosen by the optimization
to balance all the tradeoffs. At this maximum overall CO2 utilization, the cost is $117.5 per ton of
syngas, which is lower than the cost for the natural gas case.
Case (b): Minimize total cost per ton of syngas: The total cost of the process per ton of syngas is
minimized while restricting the overall CO2 utilization above 90% and meeting all other con-
straints. The minimum total cost per ton of syngas obtained for this case is $110.1 per ton of
syngas. All loss and product specifications are met. The pressure and reactor length hit the lower












Figure 4.18: Gas compositions at the adsorption and reactor section outlets for case study 2. (a)
Mole fraction profiles at the adsorption column outlet for maximum overall % CO2 utilization for
flue gas as feed in step 1 and biogas as feed in step 2. (b) Product (Syngas) composition at reactor
outlet at maximum overall % CO2 utilization for flue gas and natural gas feeds. Maximum overall
% CO2 utilization obtained at optimum is 99.67% at a cost $117.44/ton syngas. Process metrics
and decision variable values at optimum are listed in Table 4.13 and Table 4.15 respectively (Iyer
et al. [109]).
CO2 the makeup CO2 required at optimum has not reached the upper bound. The step-1 duration
is much longer than the step-2 duration. From Table 4.15, we see that the use of biogas which is
rich in CO2 reduces the need for makeup CO2 as compared to the natural gas case. However, a
higher makeup CH4 is used.
Case (c): Maximize “direct” utilization of CO2 from flue gas over total CO2 utilization: The reduc-
tion in makeup CO2 requirement results in an increase in the percentage of direct CO2 input via
flue gas as compared to the natural gas case. To further maximize the percentage of CO2 utilized
via flue gas, an optimization is run to maximize the same. It is ensured that the overall CO2 utiliza-
tion in the process does not drop below 90%. The optimization results suggest that it is possible to
operate the process such that the CO2 from flue gas accounts for 16.14% of the total CO2 utilized
and 14.6% of the total CO2 input to the process (see Table 4.14 and Figure 4.19). This means that
about 1.15 moles of flue gas can be processed without pressure or temperature swings for each
mole of CO2 utilized. This is achieved by reducing the makeup CO2 required by the process while
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increasing the overall amount of flue gas sent to the process. The overall CO2 utilization and the
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Figure 4.19: "Direct” utilization of CO2 results for case study 2. CO2 input contribution from
various sources for optimal % of CO2 input from flue gas over total CO2 utilized in the process for
the case of flue gas and biogas as feeds. The objective maximized herein is the relative percentage
of CO2 fed to the process via flue gas compared to the total CO2 utilized by the process (Iyer et
al. [109]).
4.4.3.3 Case Study 3: Technology Robustness in the Presence of Variable Feed Compositions
To examine the applicability of the process when there is varying CO2 content in the CH4-rich
feed, optimizations are performed for CO2 percentage composition in CH4-rich feed varying from
0–60 %, considering different objectives of overall CO2 utilization, total cost per ton of syngas,
and direct utilization CO2 from flue gas. The optimization results are shown in Figure 4.20. We
have used different warm starts and variable bounds for the optimization algorithm to obtain these
results. It can be observed that for a wide variety of CO2 compositions in the methane rich feed
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it is possible to operate the process feasibly with costs of around $110/ton of syngas, maximum
overall CO2 utilization of around 99.5%, and direct flue gas based CO2 utilization of around 16%.
It is possible to maintain a certain desired objective value and operate the process at different
compositions of CH4-rich purge feed. This shows that our proposed technology could be robust
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Figure 4.20: Results showing the robustness in the performance metrics for a range of feed con-
ditions. Optimal objective values are obtained for different CO2 content ranging from 0–60 % in
methane-rich feed used in the second step. The objectives are optimized separately by changing
the objective function accordingly to maximizing overall % CO2 utilization, minimizing the total
cost of the process per ton of syngas produced and maximizing the % of CO2 input from flue gas
over total CO2 utilized (Iyer et al. [109]).
dependent on the bounds on the design variables and the limits on the process performance metrics.
Since conservative values of these parameters are employed, relaxing some of these specifications
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depending on the downstream needs may improve the results and applicability of the process even
further.
The optimization case studies discussed above are performed with N=5 and C=5 along with the
constraints and decision variable bounds already specified. The optimization algorithm requires
function evaluations (simulations run at samples) to move towards feasibility and later towards
the optimal point. Since the process model is dynamic involving partial differential equations and
is operated cyclically, a highly accurate simulation performed with high N over many cycles is
computationally expensive. The time required per simulation can be greatly reduced by performing
the simulations for a fewer number of discretizations and cycles, hereafter referred to as short
simulations. Though the accuracy might be reduced to an extent, the feasible and optimal points
for short simulations are obtained within a shorter time. The values of the process metrics obtained
for a sample point after the short simulation can be compared with a longer simulation (N=30 and
C=100) to check if it is acceptable. The differences in the value of the process metrics obtained
from short and long simulations are small as observed from Table 4.16. The results can be further
refined using longer simulations.
4.4.3.4 Progress of the Algorithm
It is also important to look at the performance of the proposed optimization algorithm in terms
of the number of simulations that it takes to reach an optimal solution. To this end, the progress
of the optimization algorithm from an infeasible initial point to the optimal point is shown in Fig-
ure 4.21. This result is representative of a typical case and the numbers would change for different
case studies. The optimization problem run in this case is the minimization of total cost when flue
gas and natural gas are used as feeds. The initial point from which the optimization algorithm is
started is same as the reference case listed in Table 4.4. The algorithm first decreases the cumu-
lative constraint violation of all the constraints to reach the feasible operating point. After that
the algorithm decreases the desired objective function till it reaches optimality. The optimization
algorithm ends once the criticality measure is satisfied or the trust region size becomes sufficiently
small. Feasible points obtained in this manner could be then provided as starting points to other
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Table 4.16: Comparison of process performance metrics obtained from short N=5, C=5) simu-
lations and long (N=30, C =100) simulations for the reference case. The absolute value of the
percentage deviation of the short simulations from the longer simulations is also reported (Iyer et
al. [109]).
Process Metric N =30, C=100 N=5, C=5 % Deviation
% CO2 Utilization 75.63 76.44 1.07
Total Cost ($/ton SG) 218.06 221.27 1.47
Operating Cost ($/ton SG) 175.33 178.03 1.54
Total loss % CH4 62.62 62.86 0.38
Total loss % CO2 24.29 23.49 3.29
Vent loss % CH4 4.26 5.05 18.54
Vent loss % CO2 3.14 3.00 4.46
Unreacted % CH4 58.36 57.82 0.93
Unreacted % CO2 21.16 20.49 3.17
Syngas ratio (H2/CO) 0.83 0.83 0
CH4 % in product 0.25 0.25 0
CO2 % in product 0.05 0.05 0
N2 % in product 0.03 0.03 0
H2 % in product 0.29 0.29 0
CO % in product 0.35 0.35 0
H2O % in product 0.03 0.03 0
optimization runs with different objectives. It is observed that the restoration phase of the algo-
rithm needs 620 simulation/samples of the NAPDE model to reach a feasible solution with all the
constraints satisfied. Afterwards, the algorithm switches to the optimization phase, which performs
additional 2885 simulations to reach the final solution within a stipulated time.
4.5 Section Summary
An integrated cyclic process which captures CO2 from flue gas using a CH4-rich feed to per-
form regeneration without expending significant energy is designed, intensified and optimized.
The choice of using CH4-rich feed was motivated by the overarching goal which is to ultimately
produce syngas by CO2 reforming of methane. The cyclic operation required the use of a dynamic
model to examine the effect of variables such as pressure, column lengths, and durations of indi-
vidual feed steps. As the choice of some variables such as venting times and makeup feeds are





Figure 4.21: Progress of the optimization algorithm from infeasible operating point towards opti-
mality. The restoration phase of the algorithm is used to reduce the constraint violation and con-
verge to a feasible point, after which the optimization phase of the algorithm reduces the objective
of cost of the process while maintaining feasibility. For the particular case of minimizing the total
cost when flue gas and natural gas are used as the feed, the restoration phase needs 620 simulations
to find a feasible solution where the constraint violation is zero. The algorithm then switches to the
optimization phase to perform additional simulations toward finding better objective values (Iyer
et al. [109]).
the whole process may not be the best approach. Even for finding conditions for feasible operation
while meeting process constraints, an optimization framework is necessary for complex process
configurations such as this one. A novel simulation-based, data-driven optimization strategy was
used to obtain optimal operating conditions for maximum CO2 utilization and minimum cost. An
overall CO2 utilization of 99.67% was obtained. The cost of syngas production is also reasonable
$109–110 per ton. As much as 14.6% of the total CO2 input to the process can be also captured
with low cost “directly” from flue gas while still maintaining more than 90% overall CO2 utiliza-
tion. This is possible due to the novel intensification of the separation and reaction steps and the
optimization approach presented in this work. The process is found to be robust to operate effi-
ciently under different feed conditions. Though the technology discussed is dependent on external
reinforcement of CO2 and CH4 to meet the requisite syngas product specifications, an argument
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can be made for the low-cost utilization of CO2 and CH4 from off-spec sources by employing this
process in a grid or network along with existing technologies.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Key Conclusions
The key conclusions identified in this dissertation are summarized as follows:
• A multi-scale framework for integrated process and material design and intensification is
developed where the process design problem is posed as an optimization formulation. Con-
siderations on both the process and materials level is enables through the incorporation of
process models, material models and models bridging material and process scales in the
framework. The design of a technology for achieving process goals is not separated into
process design and material design rather thought of as an integrated composite design.
• The framework is applied to exploit the storage and separation capabilities of zeolites in
order to combine the separation and storage of CH4 from a CH4/N2 feed mixture. 178
pure silica zeolitic frameworks are considered and corresponding optimal process conditions
are obtained for each zeolite. These are then ranked based on the value of the objective
maximized, which is the moles of CH4 stored in the column at the end of the process. Among
these, zeolite framework SBN which also has a high storage capacity from a pure feed of
CH4, is most suitable for combined separation and storage of CH4 from a variety of feed
compositions. However, the loss of CH4 through the column outlet limits the effectiveness
of combined natural gas separation and storage process.
• The feasibility of the combined separation and storage process with respect to satisfying
imposed constraints on CH4 loss and CH4 purity is mapped over the material property space
of adsorption isotherm parameters. Rather than just testing the feasibility, a map of total
constraint violation of the process along with the individual constraint violation is plotted to
identify key constraints and variables affecting the process feasibility. The loss constraint is
found to affect overall process feasibility over most of the material property space for feed
with 85% CH4 and 15% N2. It is observed that for satisfying the constraint on CH4 loss,
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there needs to be an appreciable capacity difference from the optimal operating pressure Ph
and the initial pressure of the column. The properties of zeolites available in both existing
and hypothetical material database is super-imposed over the generated feasibility maps to
determine appropriate candidate material structures and directions for further improvement.
• A process to integrate the carbon capture from flue gas and subsequent conversion to syngas
using methane rich feedstocks is designed and optimized. Different objectives such as overall
CO2 utilization, production cost, percentage of CO2 in flue gas utilized without capture costs
are optimized. About 14.6% of the total CO2 input from flue gas can be utilized without
additional capture cost while maintaining about 91% overall CO2 utilization. The design is
also found to be robust for natural gas feeds with different levels of CO2 contamination.
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
As mentioned above, there are clear advantages of using the multi-scale framework for de-
signing novel intensified process which meet imposed constraints and for studying the variation
in optimal process performance over the material property space. Such an analysis, even for well
studied process systems can provide insights into further experimental design of materials. The
analysis can be extended to other process systems involving nanoporous materials such as mem-
brane processes, reaction processes and combinations of such processes. A determination can be
made whether the limitation in performance is due to process operation or in material properties.
Since the design problem is posed as an optimization formulation, appropriate algebraic for-
mulations of process models are necessary to solve the resulting optimization formulations to op-
timality using model-based optimization solvers. For processes which involve variation of state
variables in multiple dimensions, have complex equipment geometries and/or have cyclical opera-
tions in space (e.g. recycle feeds) and time, the process model can be rigorous and complex with
multiple differential terms. Discretization of such processes into an algebraic formulation can lead
to a large scale nonlinear non convex formulation with a large number of variables and equations.
Such models can be difficult and computationally expensive to solve to local optimality and might
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require additional initialization, linearization and decomposition strategies to converge. An alter-
nate approach is to use data-driven surrogate models and other approaches of model reduction in
order to replicate the rigorous process models if adequate data is available to construct such mod-
els with acceptable accuracy. However, for high fidelity complex process models, even generating
data for a single set of operating conditions can be time consuming.
It is difficult to obtain closed form analytical expressions relating material structures such as
crystal structure, type of atoms, pore size distributions with key properties for many process ap-
plications such as diffusivity, heat of adsorption, equilibrium adsorption loadings. For some of
the widely used structures, this data is available through past experimentation. For other potential
materials where adequate experimental data is unavailable, computational molecular simulation
methods can be used to obtain the values of these key properties for a given material structure.
However, even these are computationally expensive especially for molecules with multiple atoms
and at high pressures where the number of molecules under consideration per unit volume is high.
Hence it might be difficult to incorporate these simulations directly in the multi-scale framework.
Moreover, there is a large number of candidate material structures possible through introduction
of different number of cations such as Al3+, Na+ by replacing some of the Si4+, changing crystal
structures and topologies. There do exist a few databases [46, 79] incorporating both adsorbent
structures, geometric and pore descriptors and their corresponding properties such as adsorption
loading, Henry coefficients for select gases which can be useful in identifying structure-property
relationships and rules through machine learning based approaches. However, more such general-
ized expressions with a few tunable parameters relating structures and structure modifications to
changes in material properties can be useful for further analysis using the optimization approaches
discussed in this dissertation. Vlachos et al. [70] highlights similar concerns that in transitioning
to a multi-scale design and development approach, complexity in interactions, combinatorial ex-
plosion in parameters when considering multiple alternatives, need for more computational power
and computationally efficient algorithms will be important challenges to overcome.
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APPENDIX A
MODELING DETAILS PERTAINING TO COMBINED NATURAL GAS SEPARATION AND
STORAGE∗
A.1 Approximation of Column Outlet Profiles Using a Simplified Equilibrium-based Model
To approximate the outlet gas composition profiles during the CSS mode, an equilibrium-based
model described below is employed. The column at the start of the CSS mode is saturated with gas
of mole fraction ye, pressi which is the equilibrium composition after the end of the pressurization
mode. Thus the number of moles of gas species i present in the column at the start of the CSS
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e, press
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Similarly, after the column is completely saturated with gas at the feed composition yfi , the moles
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∗Reproduced in part with permission from Iyer, S. S., Demirel, S. E. and Hasan, M. M. F., "Combined Natural Gas
Separation and Storage Based on in Silico Material Screening and Process Optimization" Industrial & Engineering
Chemistry Research, 57 (49), 16727-16750. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. Available at https:
//pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.iecr.8b02690
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After the outlet end of the column at z = L is opened for CSS operation, the composition of
the gas exiting the column will be the initial equilibrium mole fraction ye, pressi up to a certain
time tb when the adorbent in the column gets saturated with either of the gas species. After time
tb, there is a transition to mole fraction of y
f
i . The transition is sudden in case of an equilibrium-
based model, where instantaneous equilibrium is assumed to be achieved between the gas and solid
adsorbent This corresponds to the two zones in the column, one in equilibrium with the initial gas
phase composition before start of CSS operation ye, pressi and the other in equilibrium with the
composition of incoming feed gas with mole fraction yfi , being present at any time 0 ≤ t ≤ tb.
The time tb, i taken for all the adsorbent to be completely saturated with gas species i at the feed
composition is given by eq. A.7. The outlet feed mole fraction will be the initial mole fraction
ye, pressi , until the species with the smallest saturation time tb, i breaks through the column.
ne, pressi + tb, i ṅ
in css
i − tb, i ṅout cssi = n
f
i (A.7)
For the case of the simple equilibrium based model, the outlet velocity is assumed to be same as the
inlet velocity vf . Then the molar flow rate of gas species i exiting the column till tb, i are calculated
as in eq. A.8 while the molar flow rate of gas species i fed to the column during CSS operation is
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The smallest of the times tb, i, will be the time until which the outlet gas mole fraction is same
as the initial gas mole fraction ye, pressi . After this time, the outlet mole fraction will be the mole
fraction of the feed gas yfi under the instantaneous equilibrium assumption. The intermediate
change in outlet mole fraction from ye, pressi to y
f
i between the time the adsorbent first get saturated
with respect to one of the gas species and when the adsorbent is saturated with all the species is
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neglected in case of the simplified model. For the case shown in Fig. 3.5, the smallest saturation
time tb is obtained for CH4 with tb, CH4 = 34.58 s. As seen in Fig. 3.5, there is a deviation in the
profiles predicted using the simplified equilibrium-based model and the rigorous dynamic model
which can lead to appreciable difference in the calculation of the loss of CH4 through the column
outlet.
A.2 Nonlinear Programming (NLP) Model Formulation for Combined Separation and Stor-
age Process
The optimization problem to be solved is the maximization of CH4 storage at the end of the
CSS process for a given zeolite and it is formulated as follows:
Type: Index: Set:
Gas species i i ∈ I = {1, 2, .., NI}
Adsorption sites s s ∈ S = {1, 2, .., NS}
Spatial finite volumes j j ∈ J = {1, 2, .., NJ}
Temporal steps k k ∈ K = {1, 2, .., Nk}
where NI is the total number of gas species, NS is the total number of adsorption sites in the
isotherm model, NJ and Nk are the total number of finite volumes and time steps employed for
discretization, respectively.
State Variables: α̃
xi,j,k Dimensionless adsorbate loading of component i in finite volume j at time step k
yi,j,k Gas phase mole fraction of component i in finite volume j at time step k
P j,k Dimensionless pressure inside the column at finite volume j at time step k
T j,k Dimensionless temperature inside the column at finite volume j at time step k
Tw j,k Dimensionless column wall temperature at finite volume j at time step k
Decision Variables: X
Ph Pressure set at outlet of the column during the CSS mode of the process
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tf Duration of operation of the CSS mode of the process
vf Inlet feed velocity during the CSS mode of the process
A.2.1 Scaling Factors
The different scaling factors used for non-dimensionalizing the state variables are described
below. Since the pressure and velocity are decision variables and vary over a large range, their
scaling factors are set equal to their respective values (eq. A.11– A.12). In our experience, this
aids in convergence because the resulting scaled terms involving pressure and velocity are close to
1. The value of scaling factors chosen for temperature (T0) and adsorbate loading (qs0) are set to
298.15 K and 15 mol/kg respectively. The overbar on the state variables denotes that they are in
their dimensionless form.
P0 = Ph (A.11)
v0 = vf (A.12)
A.2.2 Discretization
The dimensionless length of each finite volume j along the column axial dimension (z) is given
by eq. A.13 and the dimensionless duration of each time step k is given by eq. A.14.
∆Z = 1/NJ (A.13)
∆τ = tfv0/(L(NK − 1)) (A.14)
The upwind differencing scheme (UDS) employed for the discretization of the spatial derivative
terms and the implicit backward Euler scheme employed for the discretization of the temporal
terms are given below in eq. A.15–A.18 and eq. A.19–A.23
yi,j+0.5,k = yi,j,k ∀i ∈ I \ {NI},∀j ∈ J \ {NJ},∀k ∈ K (A.15)
P j+0.5,k = P j,k ∀j ∈ J \ {NJ},∀k ∈ K (A.16)
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T j+0.5,k = T j,k ∀j ∈ J \ {NJ},∀k ∈ K (A.17)
Tw j+0.5,k = Tw j,k ∀j ∈ J \ {NJ},∀k ∈ K (A.18)
∂xi,j,k
∂t
∆τ = xi,j,k − xi,j,k−1 ∀i ∈ I,∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K \ {1} (A.19)
∂yi,j,k
∂t
∆τ = yi,j,k − yi,j,k−1 ∀i ∈ I,∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K \ {1} (A.20)
∂P j,k
∂t
∆τ = P j,k − P j,k−1 ∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K \ {1} (A.21)
∂T j,k
∂t
∆τ = T j,k − T j,k−1 ∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K \ {1} (A.22)
∂Tw j,k
∂t
∆τ = Tw j,k − Tw j,k−1 ∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K \ {1} (A.23)
A.2.3 Conservation Equations
The discretized dimensionless form of the equations pertaining to mass and energy conserva-



























































































∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K \ {1} (A.25)















































T j,k − Tw j,k
)
∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K \ {1} (A.26)





















Tw j,k − T a j,k
)
∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K \ {1} (A.27)









xi,j,k ∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K (A.30)
Ω3 j,kΩj,k = ρsCp,aq
s































∀i ∈ I,∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K (A.38)
Other relations used to calculate some of the parameters appearing in the conservation equations
are discussed below. The molar density of the gas is given by eq. A.39 considering ideal gas
behavior.
ρg = Ph/RTf (A.39)
The Peclet number for mass transfer (Pe) is given by eq. A.40 where L is the length of the column
and DL is the axial dispersion co-efficient (DL) given by eq. A.41. Dm is the molecular diffusivity
of the gas mixture in m2/s, rp is the particle diameter in m and vf is the feed velocity in m/s.
Pe = v0L/DL (A.40)
DL = 0.7Dm + vfrp (A.41)
Similarly, the Peclet number for heat transfer Peh for heat transfer is given by eq. A.42 where ε is
the void fraction of the column, Cp g is the molar specific heat capacity of the gas in J/mol/K, Kz
is the effective axial gas thermal conductivity.
Peh = εv0LCp gρg/Kz (A.42)
The concentration of each species in the gas phase is given by eq. A.43 and A.44. The mole
fraction of the NI component is calculated from the mole fractions of other components because











i = NI ,∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K (A.44)
The equations which describe the equilibrium adsorption of gas onto zeolites are given by eq. A.45
and A.46. The extended dual site Langmuir model is used to approximate gas adsorption from
























0 ∀i ∈ I,∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K (A.46)
The kinetics of mass transfer into the adsorbent is described by a lumped linear driving force
(LDF) model (eq. A.47) where αi,j,k is the dimensionless mass transfer coefficient (eq. A.48),
εp is the porosity of the material, Dp is the effective macropore diffusivity (eq. A.49), Dm is
the molecular diffusivity, τ ′ is the tortuosity of the material. Macropore diffusion is considered
to be the dominant mass transfer limitation. Though Dm can vary with the gas species and the

















The Darcy’s law which describes the pressure drop due to flow through a packed column is then










P j+1,k − P j,k
)
∀j ∈ J \ {NJ},∀k ∈ K (A.50)
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A.2.4 Boundary Conditions
The dimensionless forms of the appropriate boundary conditions for the open-open column
operation used in the CSS mode are given in eq. A.51–A.59. Here, the subscript 0.5 and Nj + 0.5
refers to the value of the variable at the inlet and outlet boundary of the column respectively.
At Z = 0 end of the column:
v0.5 = vf/v0 (A.51)











)2 ∀k ∈ K (A.52)







∀i ∈ I \ {NI},∀k ∈ K (A.53)







∀k ∈ K (A.54)
Tw 0,k = Ta/T0 ∀k ∈ K (A.55)
At Z = 1 end of the column:
PNJ+0.5,k = Ph/P0 ∀k ∈ K (A.56)
yi,NJ+0.5,k = Ti,Nj ,k ∀i ∈ I \ {NI},∀k ∈ K (A.57)
TNJ+0.5,k = TNj ,k ∀k ∈ K (A.58)
Tw NJ+1,k = Ta/T0 ∀k ∈ K (A.59)
For the value of state variables at the dummy/imaginary finite volumes at inlet (j = 0) and
outlet (j = NJ + 1) of the column, the approximations listed below in eq. A.60–A.65 are used.
P 0,k = 2P 0.5,k − P 1,k (A.60)
PNJ+1,k = 2PNJ+0.5,k − PNJ ,k ∀k ∈ K (A.61)
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T 0,k = 2T 0.5,k − T 1,k ∀k ∈ K (A.62)
TNJ+1,k = 2TNJ+0.5,k − TNJ ,k ∀k ∈ K (A.63)
yi,0,k = 2yi,0.5,k − yi,1,k ∀i ∈ I \ {NI},∀k ∈ K (A.64)
yi,NJ+1,k = 2yi,NJ+0.5,k − yi,NJ ,k ∀i ∈ I \ {NI},∀k ∈ K (A.65)
A.2.5 Initial Conditions
To determine the initial conditions at the start of the combined separation and storage mode, it
is necessary to calculate the equilibrium conditions achieved after the pressurization mode.
Equilibrium Conditions after Pressurization: Let P init and T init represent the initial pressure and
temperature of the column before processing. Since the column is assumed to come from the
vehicular application, the initial pressure P init is set as Pl = 5.8 bar [36, 45, 48, 52]. T init is
assumed to be same as the feed temperature Tf which is set to 298 K. This is the pressure of the
column depleted of CH4 received by the facility from the end-user. Let the initial composition of
the gases in the depleted column be denoted by yiniti . The column is assumed to be saturated at Pl,




The pressurization step is operated for a certain time duration to reach the desired filling pres-
sure Ph. The equilibrium compositions some time after pressurization depend only on the total
amount of moles of each component in the column and the ambient temperature. During pressur-
ization, there can be significant variations in the velocity and pressure in the column. This would
require solving a dynamic model of the column to determine the amount of gas fed to the column
at any time instant. However, the total moles of gas fed to the column over time can be calculated
by employing a simplifying assumption that the column is pressurized within a very short time
to a dummy pressure Pd (bar). The gas fed during this short time is assumed to just go into the
gas phase raising the pressure of the column till Pd and no gas adsorbing onto the adsorbent. The
adsorption of this gas into the adsorbent and subsequent equilibration occurs afterwards to the de-
sired filling pressure Ph. No changes in temperature is considered, as the column is assumed to
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equilibrate to the ambient temperature. The use of the dummy pressure Pd serves as a place holder
to evaluate the total moles fed to the column during the pressurization mode. The initial number
of moles of the gas present in the column in the gas phase before the start of the pressurization is





where A is the cross-sectional area of the column given by eq. A.67.
A = πr2i (A.67)





The amount of gas fed to the column during the pressurization step is then equal to the difference
between ninitg and n
press
g . The relative number of moles of gas species i added during pressurization
will be same as the feed composition of the gas species i in the mixture.




g − ninitg ) ∀i ∈ I (A.69)
As the outlet of the column is kept closed during pressurization, the moles of component i exiting
the column is zero.
nout, pressi = 0 ∀i ∈ I (A.70)
Now, the number of moles of each component i present in the column initially is denoted by niniti






+ (1− ε)ρsq∗ initi
)
∀i ∈ I (A.71)
where, A is the cross sectional area of the column of inner radius rin, L is the length of the
column and q∗ initi is the initial adsorbed phase loading of species i on the adsorbent in column in
equilibrium with the gas phase composition yiniti at pressure P
init and temperature T init. q∗ initi is
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−∆Ui,s/RT init ∀i ∈ I,∀s ∈ S (A.73)
The concentration of the gas species in eq. A.72 is obtained by applying the ideal gas assumption




init/(RT init) ∀i ∈ I (A.74)
The equilibrium composition of each species in the gas phase some time after pressurization can






+ (1− ε)ρsq∗ e, pressi
)
= niniti + n
in, press
i ∀i ∈ I (A.75)











∀i ∈ I (A.76)
ce, pressi = y
e, press
i Ph/(RT
init) ∀i ∈ I (A.77)
Thus, the calculated equilibrium conditions of the column some time after pressurization i.e.
q∗ e, pressi , y
e, press
i , Ph will be the initial conditions for the combined separation and storage mode.
The initial conditions of the column at every finite volume j are given in eq. A.78–A.82.
Pj,k = Ph/P0 ∀j ∈ J, k = 1 (A.78)
Tj,k = Tf/T0 ∀j ∈ J, k = 1 (A.79)
Tw j,k = Ta/T0 ∀j ∈ J, k = 1 (A.80)
xi,j,k = x
∗ e, press
i ∀i ∈ I,∀j ∈ J, k = 1 (A.81)
yi,j,k = y
e, press
i ∀i ∈ I \ {NI},∀j ∈ J, k = 1 (A.82)
where Tf is the feed temperature, Ta is the ambient temperature, y
e, press
i is the gas phase compo-
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sition of species i and x∗ e, pressi is the dimensionless equilibrium saturation capacity at the initial
conditions.
A.2.6 Process Performance Metrics
CH4 Storage and Purity: To calculate the purity of CH4 stored in the column, it is necessary to
calculate the moles of each gas component stored in the column at the end of the CSS mode ni,NK









AL∆Z ∀i ∈ I, k = NK (A.83)
The number of moles of gas species i stored ∆ni in the column during the operation of CSS mode





































AL∆Z k = NK (A.85)
The purity of the gas stored in the column at the final time puri,k is calculated as a ratio of the
moles of CH4 stored over the total moles of other gases stored and is described by eq. A.86. The




k = ni,k i = CH4, k = NK (A.86)
puri,k ≥ purlim i = CH4, k = NK (A.87)
CH4 Loss: In order to calculate the loss of CH4 due to gas exiting the column during the CSS mode
of the process, the moles of gas entering and exiting the column are calculated using eq. A.88 and
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A.89. Integration over time steps is approximated using a Riemann right hand sum.
nin, cssi = εAv0.5
∑
k∈K
c0.5 i,k∆τ ∀k ∈ K \ {1}, i = CH4 (A.88)
nout, cssi = εAvNJ+0.5
∑
k∈K
cNJ+0.5 i,k∆τ ∀k ∈ K \ {1}, i = CH4 (A.89)







y0.5 i,k ∀i ∈ I \ {NI},∀k ∈ K (A.90)














yNj+0.5i,k ∀i ∈ I \ {NI},∀k ∈ K (A.92)








yNj+0.5 i,k) ∀k ∈ K (A.93)
The CH4 loss lCH4 during the process is given by eq. A.94 and the corresponding constraint im-





i ) = n
out
i i = CH4 (A.94)
li ≤ lmax i = CH4 (A.95)
A.2.7 Variable Bounds
Appropriate upper and lower bounds on some of the state variables (T ,P ,Tw and y) to aid the
simulations are provided in eq. A.96–A.103 and Table A.1.
T
L ≤ T j,k ≤ T
U ∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K (A.96)
T
L ≤ T 0.5,k ≤ T
U ∀k ∈ K (A.97)
T
L ≤ TNJ+0.5,k ≤ T
U ∀k ∈ K (A.98)
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P
L ≤ P j,k ≤ P
U ∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K (A.99)
T
L
w ≤ Tw j,k ≤ T
U
w ∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K (A.100)
yL ≤ yi,j,k ≤ yU ∀i ∈ I \ {NI},∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K (A.101)
T
L ≤ T j+0.5,k ∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K (A.102)
P
L ≤ P j+0.5,k ∀j ∈ J,∀k ∈ K (A.103)
The upper and lower bounds imposed on the decision variables of filling pressure, duration and

























feed velocity for the CSS mode in the optimization formulation are provided below.
tLf ≤ tf ≤ tUf (A.104)
PLh ≤ Ph ≤ PUh (A.105)
vLf ≤ vf ≤ vUf (A.106)
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A.3 Pure Silica Zeolite Frameworks Considered in the CSS Process
Table A.2: List of pure silica zeolite frameworks from the IZA-SC database considered in the CSS
process (Iyer et al. [77])
ABW ACO AEI AEL AEN AET AFG AFI AFN AFO AFR AFS AFT AFX
AFY AHT ANA APC APD AST ASV ATN ATO ATS ATT ATV AWO AWW
BEA BEC BIK BOF BOG BPH BRE CAN CAS CDO CFI CGF CGS CHA
CON CZP DAC DDR DFT DOH DON EAB EDI EMT EON EPI ERI ESV
ETR EUO EZT FAR FER FRA GIS GIU GME GON GOO HEU IFR IHW
ISV ITE ITH ITR ITW IWR IWW JBW JOZ JRY JSN JSW KFI LAU
LEV LIO LOS LOV LTA LTJ LTL MAR MAZ MEI MEL MEP MER MFI
MFS MON MOR MRE MSE MSO MTF MTN MTT MTW MWW NAB NAT NES
NON NPO NPT NSI OBW OFF OSI OSO OWE PCR PHI PON PUN RHO
RRO RSN RTE RTH RUT RWR RWY SAF SAO SAS SAT SAV SBN SBS
SFE SFF SFG SFH SFN SFO SFS SGT SIV SOD SOF SOS SSF SSY
STF STI STO STT STW SZR TER THO TOL TON UEI UFI UOS UOZ
USI UTL UWY VET VFI VNI VSV WEI YUG ZON
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APPENDIX B
MODELING DETAILS PERTAINING TO THE INTEGRATED CARBON CAPTURE AND
CONVERSION (ICCC) PROCESS∗
B.1 Modeling the Adsorption Section of the ICCC Process
The dynamics of gas adsorption onto adsorbent inside the adsorption column is described by
a 1-dimensional nonlinear algebraic partial differential equation (NAPDE) model [81] in time and
space domains. This model includes total and component mass balances, energy balances, pressure
drop correlations, a driving force model to calculate the adsorption loadings and other empirical
relations. The major assumptions used in the model are listed as follows:
1. Ideal gas behavior
2. Plug flow model with axial dispersion
3. No gradients in the radial direction
4. Thermal equilibrium between gas and solid phase achieved instantly
5. Linear driving force (LDF) model to describe mass transfer in the adsorbent
6. Mass transfer into the adsorbent is controlled by molecular diffusion in the macropores.
7. The equilibrium loading of gas on the adsorbent at a temperature is described using a multi-
component dual site Langmuir adsorption isotherm.
8. No reaction occurs in the adsorption section.
∗Reproduced in part with permission from Iyer, S. S., Bajaj, I., Balasubramanian, P. and Hasan, M. M. F., "Inte-
grated Carbon Capture and Conversion to Produce Syngas: Novel Process Design, Intensification and Optimization"
Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research, 56(30), 8622-8648. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
Available at https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.iecr.7b01688
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Eq. 1 below describes the mass conservation for each species i ∈ IA entering and leaving the
adsorption section. It accounts for contribution to the accumulation term from convection, axial















∀ i ∈ IA (B.1)
where ci and yi are the gas phase bulk concentration in mol/m3 and mole fraction respectively, qi
is the adsorbed phase loadings on the solid adsorbent in mol/m3, DL is the axial dispersion co-
efficient in m2/s, v is the interstitial velocity in m/s and z is the spatial co-ordinate in m along the
length (La) of the column, i.e., 0 ≤ z ≤ La and t is the temporal co-ordinate in seconds.







































∀ i ∈ IA
(B.2)
Here P is the adsorption column pressure in Pa which is considered to be the same for both the
adsorption and reactor sections, T is the temperature inside the column in K and R is the universal
gas constant in J/mol/K. Summing up the component balance equations for all the components
results in the total mass balance equation shown in eq. B.3 (Since
∑
i∈IA yi = 1). The pressure (P )





















Only |IA| − 1 component balance equations are considered along with the total mass balance
equations so that the system of equations is independent.
Eq. B.4 describes the conservation of thermal energy of the gas stream entering and exiting the





























where ε is the void fraction of the adsorbent column, ρs is the density of the adsorbent in kg/m3,
ρg is the density of the gas in mol/m3, Cp,s, Cp,a and Cp,g are the specific heat capacities of the
solid adsorbent, the gas in the adsorbed phase and gaseous phase in J/mol/K respectively, Kz is the
effective axial thermal conductivity of the gas in W/m/K, ∆H i is the isoteric heat of adsorption
of species i in J/mol, hin is the inside heat transfer co-efficient in W/m2/K, rin is the inner radius
of the column in m and Tw is the temperature of the column wall in K. Cp,g is calculated by mole
fraction average of the individual specific heat capacities of the species and Cp,a is equal to Cp,g.

















































(Tw − Ta) (B.6)
where ρw, Cp,w and Kw are the density in kg/m3, specific heat capacity in J/kg/K and thermal
conductivity of the column wall in W/m/K respectively, hout is the outside heat transfer co-efficient
in W/m2/K, rout is the outer radius of the column in m, Ta is the ambient temperature outside the
column in K.















where µ is the viscosity of the gas (fluid) phase in Pa s and rp is the particle radius of the adsorbent
in m.
The kinetics of gas adsorption into the adsorbent are described by a linear driving force relation
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∀ i ∈ IA (B.9)
where ki is a lumped mass transfer rate coefficient [184] in s−1, εp is the particle porosity, Dp(=
Dm
τ ′
) is the effective macropore diffusivity in m2/s, Dm is the molecular diffusivity in m2/s and τ
′
is the tortuosity of the adsorbent.
The equilibrium loading (q∗i ) of gas on the adsorbent at given temperature, pressure and com-











∀ i ∈ IA (B.10)
where qsb,i and q
s
d,i are the saturation loadings of the species i on the adsorbent in mol/m
3, bi and di









where ∆Ub,i and ∆Ud,i relate to sites 1 and 2, respectively, in J/mol.
The axial dispersion coefficient [185] is calculated as follows:
DL = 0.7Dm + v0rp (B.12)
For the adsorption section, both ends of the column are open resulting in the following Danckw-
erts boundary conditions. The Danckwerts boundary conditions are used to account for continuity
of flux at the inlet for dispersed plug flow system considered [81, 112, 186].












= −εv|z=0ρgCp,g (Tf − T |z=0) (B.13b)
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v|z=0 = vf (B.13c)
Tw|z=0 = Ta (B.13d)











P |z=La = Ph (B.14c)
Tw|z=La = Ta (B.14d)
where Ph is the pressure value set at the outlet end of the adsorption column in Pa, yi,f is the mole
fraction of species i ∈ IA in the feed, while Tf is the feed inlet temperature in K.
The column is assumed to be initially saturated with pure N2 prior to the introduction of the




, qCO2|t=0 = 0 and qCH4|t=0 = 0 (B.15a)
yN2|t=0 = 1 , yCO2|t=0 = 0 and yCH4|t=0 = 0 (B.15b)
P |t=0 = Ph (B.15c)
T |t=0 = Ta (B.15d)
Tw|t=0 = Ta (B.15e)
B.2 Total Production Cost Calculation for ICCC Process






whereAIC andOC are the annualized investment cost in $/year and operating cost in $/ton syngas
produced respectively and PSG is the ton of syngas produced in a year. Total operating time in
a year is assumed to be 8000 hours. AIC is related to the total plant cost (TPC) and annual
maintenance cost (AMC) as shown below.
AIC = ∅ TPC + AMC (B.17)
where ∅ is the capital recovery factor which is set to be 0.154 in this work.67 Annual maintenance
cost (AMC) is assumed to be about 5% of TPC. The total plant cost (TPC) can be further broken
down into total installed cost (TIC), indirect cost (IDC) and balance of plant cost (BPC).
TPC = TIC + IDC +BPC (B.18)
The indirect cost (IDC) and balance of plant cost (BPC) are assumed to be 32% and 20% of
TIC.
TPC = TIC + 0.32 TIC + 0.2 TIC = 1.52 TIC (B.19)
The details of the total installed cost (TIC) calculation are provided below
The total installed cost is the sum of all individual equipment costs for compressors, columns
and heat exchangers used. Our process includes an adsorption column, compressors and a reformer
type of reactor. The total installed cost is given by
TIC = TICads + TICcom + TICRR (B.20)
The cost calculated for a past base year (C0) is converted to 2016 values (C) using the Chemical





where I0= index value at the base year and I2016is the CE index value for Sept. 2016 i.e. 542.8.
The equipment installation cost for compressors is taken to be 80% of the purchased cost while for
other equipment (heat exchangers and columns) it is taken to be 4% of the purchased cost based
on a DOE report by Fisher et al. [187]. Hence Ccom = 1.8 Cp,com, TICcool = 1.04 Cp,cool and
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TICads = 1.04 Cp,ads. The purchased costs for these are obtained from Seider et al [162] and are
described below.













where I0 for this case is CE value in 2004 i.e. 444.2, Wcom is the consumed power of a compressor
in kW and |QC | is the cooling duty in kW.
The purchased cost for the adsorption column is given below [146, 162]:
C0p,ads = FMCV,ads + CPL,ads + VP,adsCPK + CDR, ads (B.24)
where FM is the materials of construction factor, CV,ads is the free on board purchase cost of empty
vessel with weight Wads, CPL,ads is cost of platforms and ladders, Vads is the adsorber packing
volume, CPL is the installed cost of packing (adsorbent) per unit volume, CDR, ads is the installed
cost of flow distributors. These are further calculated using the expressions below:
CV,ads = exp(7.0374 + 0.18255lnWads + 0.02297(lnWads )
2 (B.25)














where FM=2.1, CPK=60, ρw=0.2818 lb/in3, ts=0.688 in andDa is the diameter of the column. The
base index value (I0) in this case was CE in mid-2000 and its then value was 394. The CE index







To estimate the total installed cost of isothermal dry reforming reactor (TICR) with feed heating in
our process, we consider the cost of furnace and that of the reactor bed. A reformer usually consists
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of a furnace section where natural gas is burnt. This heat is then supplied to the catalyst tubes in
the convection section where the reaction takes place. There are different types of reformers with
different configuration of burners to achieve the heat flux desired. This can help achieve both feed
heating and isothermal operation which is needed in our process implementation. The purchased
cost for the reactor bed (Cp,reac) is calculated in the same manner as for the adsorbent column.





where Qh is the heat duty requirement in Btu/hr.
The total installed cost of the reforming reactor is given by
TICRR = 1.04 Cp,reac + 1.04 Cp,furn (B.32)
B.3 Design of Simulations for Data-driven Optimization of ICCC Process
The desired number of feasible samples are obtained by solving the following optimization



































s.t. gk,i (u) ≤ 0 ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , p}
ui ∈ [0, 1] ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
where u represents the normalized decision variables. The decision variables are normalized such
that their scaled bounds fall within the range [0,1].
B.4 Surrogate Models and Parameter Estimation
Cubic radial basis function with the following functional form is used as a surrogate model:













The above function is nonlinear and interpolating in nature. It has also been shown that the
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function satisfies the fully-linear property [188] assuming certain conditions on the geometry of
sample set.
The samples obtained are divided into 3 sets: interpolating (denoted by SMB), cross-validation
(denoted by SCV) and testing (denoted by ST). In this work, at each iteration, the total number of
samples used are 5n. 20% of the samples are used for testing (|ST | = n), 30% of the samples
are employed for cross-validation (|SCV | = d1.5ne) and the remaining samples are utilized for






SP i′ + SN i′ (B.35)











xi′ ,i − xj,i
)2))3/2 ∀i′ ∈ SCV
ui ∈ [0, 1] ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
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